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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION  

 
e.Digital Corporation, 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
ShenZhen Gospell Smarthome 
Electronic Co., Ltd. (dba Oco Camera); 
Ivideon LLC (dba Oco Camera); Global 
Innovations; and, New Sight Devices 
Corp. 
 
  Defendants. 
 
 

Case No.  
  
COMPLAINT FOR PATENT 
INFRINGEMENT 
 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
 
 
 
 

Plaintiff e.Digital Corporation (“e.Digital” or “Plaintiff”), by and through its 

undersigned counsel, complains and alleges against Defendants ShenZhen Gospell 

Smarthome Electronic Co., Ltd. (dba Oco Camera); Ivideon LLC (dba Oco 

Camera); Global Innovations; and, New Sight Devices Corp. (collectively referred 

to hereafter referred to as “Oco” or “Defendant” or “Defendants”) as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This is a civil action for infringement of a patent arising under the 
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laws of the United States relating to patents, 35 U.S.C. § 101, et seq., including, 

without limitation, 35 U.S.C. §§ 271, 281.  Plaintiff e.Digital seeks a preliminary 

and permanent injunction and monetary damages for patent infringement.  

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2. This court has subject matter jurisdiction over this case for patent 

infringement under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a) and pursuant to the patent laws 

of the United States of America, 35 U.S.C. § 101, et seq. 

3. Venue properly lies within the Northern District of California 

pursuant to the provisions of 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b), (c), and (d) and 1400(b) and/or 

Local Civil Rule 3-12.  On information and belief, Defendant conducts substantial 

business directly and/or through third parties or agents in this judicial district by 

selling and/or offering to sell the infringing products and/or by conducting other 

business in this judicial district.  Furthermore, Plaintiff e.Digital has been harmed 

by Defendant’s conduct, business transactions and sales in this district.  

4. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant because, on 

information and belief, Defendant transacts continuous and systematic business 

within the State of California and the Northern District of California.  In addition, 

this Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendant because, on information 

and belief, this lawsuit arises out of Defendant’s infringing activities, including, 

without limitation, the making, using, selling and/or offering to sell infringing 

products in the State of California and the Northern District of California.  Finally, 

this Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant because, on information and 

belief, Defendant has made, used, sold and/or offered for sale its infringing 

products and placed such infringing products in the stream of interstate commerce 

with the expectation that such infringing products would be made, used, sold 

and/or offered for sale within the State of California and the Northern District of 

California.  

5. Upon information and belief, certain of the products manufactured by 
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or for Defendant have been and/or are currently sold and/or offered for sale at, 

among other places, the Amazon.com website at http://www.amazon.com/Oco-

Monitoring-Camera-powered-ivideon/dp/B0007y96IM; the Sears website located 

at http://www.sears.com/oco-cloud-wi-fi-monitoring-smart-camera/p-

SPM11818423219, and/or the Walmart website located at 

http://www.walmart.com/ip/Global-Innovations-Oco-CO-14US-Indoor-WiFi-

Cloud-Security-Camera-Black/42279882 to consumers including, but not limited 

to, consumers located within the State of California. 

PARTIES 

6. Plaintiff e.Digital is a Delaware corporation with its headquarters and 

principal place of business at 16870 West Bernardo Drive, Suite 120, San Diego, 

California 92127. 

7. Upon information and belief, Defendant ShenZhen Gospell 

Smarthome Electronic Co., Ltd. (dba Oco Camera) is a business entity organized 

and existing under the laws of the People's Republic of China ("China"), with an 

office and principal place of business located at F12, F518 Idea Land, Baoyuan 

Road, Baoan Central Area, Shenzhen City, People’s Republic of China.  Upon 

information and belief, ShenZhen Gospell Smarthome Electronic Co., Ltd. does 

business as Oco in the United States.  

8. Upon information and belief, Defendant Ivideon LLC is a corporation 

registered and lawfully existing under the laws of the State of Nevada, with an 

office and principal place of business located at 5348 Vegas Dr., Las Vegas, 

Nevada, 89108. Upon information and belief, Ivideon LLC does business as Oco in 

the United States. Upon information and belief, Ivideon LLC Corp. handles in total 

or in part customer service related to the accused products, providing, among other 

things, instructions to customers on how to use the Oco Camera and, thereby 

infringe upon the patents at issue. Upon information and belief, the customer 

service phone number listed in Oco user manuals/instructional guides, and/or on its 
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website www.getoco.com is 1-888-683-8950 which is the phone number for 

Ivideon LLC.  

9. Upon information and belief, Defendant Global Innovations Inc. is a 

corporation registered and lawfully existing under the laws of the State of 

Washington, with an office and principal place of business located at 2519 15th 

Ave S. Seattle, WA 98144.  Upon information and belief, Global Innovations Inc. 

is a U.S. importer and distributor of the accused products.  

10. Upon information and belief, Defendant New Sight Devices Corp. is a 

corporation registered and lawfully existing under the laws of the State of 

Delaware, with an office and principal place of business located at 3524 Silverside 

Road Suite 35b, Wilmington, DE 19810-4929. Upon information and belief, New 

Sight Devices Corp. does business as Oco in the United States.  Upon information 

and belief, New Sight Devices Corp. handles in total or in part customer service 

related to the accused products, providing, among other things, instructions to 

customers on how to use the Oco Camera and, thereby infringe upon the patents at 

issue.  For example, upon information and belief, New Sight Devices Corp. has 

and continues to answer customer queries about the Oco Camera posted on 

Amazon.com. 

11. Upon information and belief, Defendants do business under different 

names including but not limited to the brand name of Oco. 

12. Upon information and belief, Defendants does business under 

different names including but not limited to the brand name of Ivideon. 

THE ACCUSED PRODUCTS 

13. The Defendant’s accused products for purposes of the asserted patents 

include but are not limited to the Defendant’s Oco wireless camera systems, which 

include, without limitation, Defendant’s subscription Ivideon Recording Services 

and server for remote monitoring and communication.  

14. By way of example, information about and demonstration videos 
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showing how to infringe the asserted patents are posted by Defendant on its 

website(s) at www.getoco.com, www.ivideon.com, and/or public websites.  

15. Defendant also provides operating manuals, user guides, 

instructional/informational videos on its website(s) that instruct customers and end-

users on how to purchase the Defendant’s cameras and set them up in conjunction 

with the Defendant’s servers. Among other things, the Defendant provides 

informational materials that lays out step-by-step instructions on how to set up an 

apparatus or system that infringes the asserted claims of the asserted patents on its 

website(s) such as on its Google + website located at 

https://plus.google.com/106386554013217486518/videos and/or Youtube website 

located at https://m.youtube.com/watch?v+augw1vX3H5U.  

16. Plaintiff believes and thereupon alleges that Defendant is aware that 

its customers and end-users are using the accused products in an infringing manner 

based on, among other things: 1) the discussions, questions, answers, and/or 

comments posted on its websites, on Amazon.com, and/other other public websites 

where Defendant’s authorized agents, customers and/or end-users discuss and 

disclose the use of the accused products, a process which Defendant knows 

infringes upon patent; and/or, 2) the fact that Defendant encourages its customers 

and end-users to use the accused products in an infringing manner as set forth 

herein including but not limited to offering every purchaser of a Defendant a free 

trial subscription to its cloud-based services.  

THE ASSERTED PATENTS 

17. On November 6, 2012, the United States and Trademark office, duly 

and legally issued United States Patent No. 8,306,514, entitled “System and 

Method for Managing Mobile Communications” (“the ’514 patent”).  The patent’s 

named invertor is Patrick Nunally and Plaintiff e.Digital is assignee and owner of 

the entire right, title and interest in and to the ’514 patent and vested with the right 

to bring this suit for damages and other relief.  A true and correct copy of the ’514 
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patent is attached hereto as Exhibit “A”.  

18. On November 13, 2012, the United States and Trademark office, duly 

and legally issued United States Patent No. 8,311,522, entitled “System and 

Method for Managing Mobile Communications” (“the ’522 patent”).  The patent’s 

named invertor is Patrick Nunally and Plaintiff e.Digital is assignee and owner of 

the entire right, title and interest in and to the ’522 patent and vested with the right 

to bring this suit for damages and other relief.  A true and correct copy of the ’522 

patent is attached hereto as Exhibit “B”.  

19. On November 13, 2012, the United States and Trademark office, duly 

and legally issued United States Patent No. 8,311,523, entitled “System and 

Method for Managing Mobile Communications” (“the ’523 patent”).  The patent’s 

named invertor is Patrick Nunally and Plaintiff e.Digital is assignee and owner of 

the entire right, title and interest in and to the ’523 patent and vested with the right 

to bring this suit for damages and other relief.  A true and correct copy of the ’523 

patent is attached hereto as Exhibit “C”. 

20. On November 13, 2012, the United States and Trademark office, duly 

and legally issued United States Patent No. 8,311,524, entitled “System and 

Method for Managing Mobile Communications” (“the ’524 patent”).  The patent’s 

named invertor is Patrick Nunally and Plaintiff e.Digital is assignee and owner of 

the entire right, title and interest in and to the ’524 patent and vested with the right 

to bring this suit for damages and other relief.  A true and correct copy of the ’524 

patent is attached hereto as Exhibit “D”. 

21. On November 20, 2012, the United States and Trademark office, duly 

and legally issued United States Patent No. 8,315,619, entitled “System and 

Method for Managing Mobile Communications” (“the ’619 patent”).  The patent’s 

named invertor is Patrick Nunally and Plaintiff e.Digital is assignee and owner of 

the entire right, title and interest in and to the ’619 patent and vested with the right 

to bring this suit for damages and other relief.  A true and correct copy of the ’619 
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patent is attached hereto as Exhibit “E”. 

COUNT ONE 

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’514 PATENT BY DEFENDANT 

22. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference each of the 

allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 21 above. 

23. Defendant has knowledge of infringement of the ’514 patent since at 

least the filing of this complaint.  

24. The accused products, alone or in combination with other products, 

directly or alternatively under the doctrine of equivalents practice 

each of the limitations of claims 5, and 6 of the ’514 patent in 

violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a).  

25. Defendant’s product literature, materials and instructional videos 

advertise and encourage customers to use the accused product(s) for remote 

monitoring, which utilizes the devices described by the ’514 patent and in a 

manner Defendant knows infringes the patent.   

26. Plaintiff thereupon alleges on information and belief that Defendant 

has, in the United States, without authority, actively induced and 

continues to actively induce infringement of claims  5, and 6 of the 

’514 patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).   In particular, Plaintiff 

alleges that the claims of the ‘514 patent are directly infringed by 

Defendant in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) in the course of their 

normal use.  Also, Defendant encourages others to directly infringe 

the claims of the ’514 patent by among other things, advertising and 

promoting the sale and use of the accused products.  Plaintiff also 

alleges that Defendant has knowingly induced and continues to induce 

infringement of the ‘514 patent by providing operating manuals, 

guides, instructional and /or informational videos and other materials 

designed to instruct others how to use the products in an infringing 
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manner as more fully described herein.   

27. Plaintiff similarly alleges upon information and belief that Defendant, 

without authority, has contributed and continues to contribute to the infringement 

of claims  5, and 6  patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(c) by importing into the 

United States, selling and/or offering to sell within the United States accused 

products that it knows (a) infringe the aforementioned claims of the ‘514 patent by 

embodying a System and Method for Managing Mobile Communications which 

includes Defendant’s wireless camera systems, and without limitation, Defendant’s 

server and subscription services for remote monitoring and communication as 

material components of the accused products, (b) which were made and/or 

especially adapted for use in the accused products, (c) which the Defendant knows 

to be especially adapted for use in infringing the ’514 patent, and (d) are not staple 

articles of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use with respect to the 

’514 patent.   

28. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendant sells, ships or 

otherwise delivers the accused products in the United States with all the features 

required to infringe the asserted claims of the ’514 patent and that the accused 

products are designed to practice the infringing features. 

29. Plaintiff has thus been irreparably harmed by these acts of 

infringement and has no adequate remedy at law.  Plaintiff asserts upon 

information and belief that infringement of the ’514 patent is ongoing and will 

continue unless Defendant is enjoined from further infringement by the court. 

COUNT TWO 

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’522 PATENT BY DEFENDANT 

30. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference each of the 

allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 21 above. 

31. Defendant has knowledge of infringement of the ’522 patent since at 

least the filing of this complaint.  
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32. The accused products, alone or in combination with other products, 

directly or alternatively under the doctrine of equivalents practice each of the 

limitations of claims 1, 3, 6, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 of the ’522 patent in 

violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a).  

33. Defendant’s product literature, materials and instructional videos 

advertise and encourage customers to use the accused product(s) for remote 

monitoring, which utilizes the devices described by the ’522 patent and in a 

manner Defendant knows infringes the patent.   

34. Plaintiff thereupon alleges on information and belief that Defendant 

has, in the United States, without authority, has actively induced and continues to 

actively induce infringement of claims 1, 3, 6, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 of the ’522 

patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).   In particular, Plaintiff alleges that the 

claims of the ‘522 patent are directly infringed by Defendant in violation of 35 

U.S.C. § 271(a) in the course of their normal use.  Also, Defendant encourages 

others to directly infringe the claims of the ’522 patent by among other things, 

advertising and promoting the sale and use of the accused products.  Plaintiff also 

alleges that Defendant has knowingly induced and continues to induce 

infringement of the ‘522 patent by providing operating manuals, guides, 

instructional and /or informational videos and other materials designed to instruct 

others how to use the products in an infringing manner as more fully described 

herein.   

35. Plaintiff similarly alleges upon information and belief that Defendant, 

without authority, has contributed and continues to contribute to the infringement 

of claims 1, 3, 6, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 of the ’522 patent in violation of 35 

U.S.C. § 271(c) by importing into the United States, selling and/or offering to sell 

within the United States accused products that it knows (a) infringe the 

aforementioned claims of the ‘522 patent by embodying a System and Method for 

Managing Mobile Communications which includes Defendant’s wireless camera 
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systems, and without limitation, Defendant’s server and subscription services for 

remote monitoring and communication as material components of the accused 

products, (b) which were made and/or especially adapted for use in the accused 

products, (c) which the Defendant knows to be especially adapted for use in 

infringing the ’522 patent, and (d) are not staple articles of commerce suitable for 

substantial non-infringing use with respect to the ’522 patent.   

36. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendant sells, ships or 

otherwise delivers the accused products in the United States with all the features 

required to infringe the asserted claims of the ’522 patent and that the accused 

products are designed to practice the infringing features. 

37. Plaintiff has thus been irreparably harmed by these acts of 

infringement and has no adequate remedy at law.  Plaintiff asserts upon 

information and belief that infringement of the ’522 patent is ongoing and will 

continue unless Defendant is enjoined from further infringement by the court. 

COUNT THREE 

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’523 PATENT BY DEFENDANT 

38. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference each of the 

allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 21 above. 

39. Defendant has knowledge of infringement of the ’523 patent since at 

least the filing of this complaint.  

40. The accused products, alone or in combination with other products, 

directly or alternatively under the doctrine of equivalents practice each of the 

limitations of claims 1, 3, 10, 19, and 26 of the ’523 patent in violation of 35 

U.S.C. § 271(a).  

41. Defendant’s product literature, materials and instructional videos 

advertise and encourage customers to use the accused product(s) for remote 

monitoring, which utilizes the devices described by the ’523 patent and in a 

manner Defendant knows infringes the patent.   
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42. Plaintiff thereupon alleges on information and belief that Defendant 

has, in the United States, without authority, has actively induced and continues to 

actively induce infringement of claims 1, 3, 10, 19, and 26 of the ’523 patent in 

violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).   In particular, Plaintiff alleges that the claims of 

the ‘523 patent are directly infringed by Defendant in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 

271(a) in the course of their normal use.  Also, Defendant encourages others to 

directly infringe the claims of the ’523 patent by among other things, advertising 

and promoting the sale and use of the accused products.  Plaintiff also alleges that 

Defendant has knowingly induced and continues to induce infringement of the 

‘523 patent by providing operating manuals, guides, instructional and /or 

informational videos and other materials designed to instruct others how to use the 

products in an infringing manner as more fully described herein.   

43. Plaintiff similarly alleges upon information and belief that Defendant, 

without authority, has contributed and continues to contribute to the infringement 

of claims 1, 3, 10, 19, and 26 of the ’523 patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(c) 

by importing into the United States, selling and/or offering to sell within the 

United States accused products that it knows (a) infringe the aforementioned 

claims of the ‘523 patent by embodying a System and Method for Managing 

Mobile Communications which includes Defendant’s wireless camera systems, and 

without limitation, Defendant’s server and subscription services for remote 

monitoring and communication as material components of the accused products, 

(b) which were made and/or especially adapted for use in the accused products, (c) 

which the Defendant knows to be especially adapted for use in infringing the ’523 

patent, and (d) are not staple articles of commerce suitable for substantial non-

infringing use with respect to the ’523 patent.   

44. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendant sells, ships or 

otherwise delivers the accused products in the United States with all the features 

required to infringe the asserted claims of the ’523 patent and that the accused 
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products are designed to practice the infringing features. 

45. Plaintiff has thus been irreparably harmed by these acts of 

infringement and has no adequate remedy at law.  Plaintiff asserts upon 

information and belief that infringement of the ’523 patent is ongoing and will 

continue unless Defendant is enjoined from further infringement by the court. 

COUNT FOUR 

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’524 PATENT BY DEFENDANT 

46. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference each of the 

allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 21 above. 

47. Defendant has knowledge of infringement of the ’524 patent since at 

least the filing of this complaint.  

48. The accused products, alone or in combination with other products, 

directly or alternatively under the doctrine of equivalents practice each of the 

limitations of claims 1 of the ’524 patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a).  

49. Defendant’s product literature, materials and instructional videos 

advertise and encourage customers to use the accused product(s) for remote 

monitoring, which utilizes the devices described by the ’524 patent and in a 

manner Defendant knows infringes the patent.   

50. Plaintiff thereupon alleges on information and belief that Defendant 

has, in the United States, without authority, actively induced and continues to 

actively induce infringement of claims 1 of the ’524 patent in violation of 35 

U.S.C. § 271(b).   In particular, Plaintiff alleges that the claims of the ‘524 patent 

are directly infringed by Defendant in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) in the course 

of their normal use.  Also, Defendant encourages others to directly infringe the 

claims of the ’524 patent by among other things, advertising and promoting the 

sale and use of the accused products.  Plaintiff also alleges that Defendant has 

knowingly induced and continues to induce infringement of the ‘524 patent by 

providing operating manuals, guides, instructional and /or informational videos and 
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other materials designed to instruct others how to use the products in an infringing 

manner as more fully described herein.   

51. Plaintiff similarly alleges upon information and belief that Defendant, 

without authority, has contributed and continues to contribute to the infringement 

of claims 1 of the ’524 patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(c) by importing into 

the United States, selling and/or offering to sell within the United States accused 

products that it knows (a) infringe the aforementioned claims of the ‘524 patent by 

embodying a System and Method for Managing Mobile Communications which 

includes Defendant’s wireless camera systems, and without limitation, Defendant’s 

server and subscription services for remote monitoring and communication as 

material components of the accused products, (b) which were made and/or 

especially adapted for use in the accused products, (c) which the Defendant knows 

to be especially adapted for use in infringing the ’524 patent, and (d) are not staple 

articles of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use with respect to the 

’524 patent.   

52. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendant sells, ships or 

otherwise delivers the accused products in the United States with all the features 

required to infringe the asserted claims of the ’524 patent and that the accused 

products are designed to practice the infringing features. 

53. Plaintiff has thus been irreparably harmed by these acts of 

infringement and has no adequate remedy at law.  Plaintiff asserts upon 

information and belief that infringement of the ’524 patent is ongoing and will 

continue unless Defendant is enjoined from further infringement by the court. 

COUNT FIVE 

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’619 PATENT BY DEFENDANT 

54. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference each of the 

allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 21 above. 

55. Defendant has knowledge of infringement of the ’619 patent since at 
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least the filing of this complaint.  

56. The accused products, alone or in combination with other products, 

directly or alternatively under the doctrine of equivalents practice each of the 

limitations of claims 1, 3, 19, and 32 of the ’619 patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 

271(a).  

57. Defendant’s product literature, materials and instructional videos 

advertise and encourage customers to use the accused product(s) for remote 

monitoring, which utilizes the devices described by the ’619 patent and in a 

manner Defendant knows infringes the patent.   

58. Plaintiff thereupon alleges on information and belief that Defendant 

has, in the United States, without authority, actively induced and continues to 

actively induce infringement of claims 1, 3, 19, and 32 of the ’619 patent in 

violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).   In particular, Plaintiff alleges that the claims of 

the ‘619 patent are directly infringed by Defendant in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 

271(a) in the course of their normal use.  Also, Defendant encourages others to 

directly infringe the claims of the ’619 patent by among other things, advertising 

and promoting the sale and use of the accused products.  Plaintiff also alleges that 

Defendant has knowingly induced and continues to induce infringement of the 

‘619 patent by providing operating manuals, guides, instructional and /or 

informational videos and other materials designed to instruct others how to use the 

products in an infringing manner as more fully described herein.   

59. Plaintiff similarly alleges upon information and belief that Defendant, 

without authority, has contributed and continues to contribute to the infringement 

of claims 1, 3, 19, and 32 of the ’619 patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(c) by 

importing into the United States, selling and/or offering to sell within the United 

States accused products that it knows (a) infringe the aforementioned claims of the 

‘619 patent by embodying a System and Method for Managing Mobile 

Communications which includes Defendant’s wireless camera systems, and 
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without limitation, Defendant’s server and subscription services for remote 

monitoring and communication as material components of the accused products, 

(b) which were made and/or especially adapted for use in the accused products, (c) 

which the Defendant knows to be especially adapted for use in infringing the ’619 

patent, and (d) are not staple articles of commerce suitable for substantial non-

infringing use with respect to the ’619 patent.   

60. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendant sells, ships or 

otherwise delivers the accused products in the United States with all the features 

required to infringe the asserted claims of the ’619 patent and that the accused 

products are designed to practice the infringing features. 

61. Plaintiff has thus been irreparably harmed by these acts of 

infringement and has no adequate remedy at law.  Plaintiff asserts upon 

information and belief that infringement of the ’619 patent is ongoing and will 

continue unless Defendant is enjoined from further infringement by the court. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief and judgment as follows: 

1. That Defendants be declared to have infringed the Patents-in-Suit;  

2. That Defendants, Defendants’ officers, agents, servants, employees, 

and attorneys, and those persons in active concert or participation with them, be 

preliminarily and permanently enjoined from infringement of the Patents-in-Suit, 

including but not limited to any making, using, offering for sale, selling, or 

importing of unlicensed infringing products within and without the United States; 

3.  Compensation for all damages caused by Defendants’ infringement of 

the Patents-in-Suit to be determined at trial; 

4. A finding that this case is exceptional and an award of reasonable 

attorneys fees pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 285; 

5.  Granting Plaintiff pre-and post-judgment interest on its damages, 

together with all costs and expenses; and, 
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6.  Awarding such other relief as this Court may deem just and proper.      
 
 
 
Dated: February 13, 2015 

 
HANDAL & ASSOCIATES 
 
By:  /s/Pamela  C. Chalk  

 Anton N. Handal  
Pamela C. Chalk 
Gabriel G. Hedrick 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  
e.Digital Corporation 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
 

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all claims.  
 
 
 
Dated: February 13, 2015 

 
HANDAL & ASSOCIATES 
 
By:  /s/Pamela C. Chalk  

 Anton N. Handal  
Pamela C. Chalk 
Gabriel G. Hedrick 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  
e.Digital Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the 

foregoing document has been served on this date to all counsel of record, if any to 

date, who are deemed to have consented to electronic service via the Court’s 

CM/ECF system per CivLR 5.1(h).  Any other counsel of record will be served by 

electronic mail, facsimile and/or overnight delivery upon their appearance in this 

matter.  

 I declare under penalty of perjury of the laws of the United States that the 

foregoing is true and correct.  Executed this  13th day of February 2015 at San 

Diego, California. 
 
 
 
 
Dated:  February 13, 2015 

 
HANDAL & ASSOCIATES 
 
By:  /s/Pamela C. Chalk 

 Anton N. Handal  
Pamela C. Chalk 
Gabriel G. Hedrick 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  
e.Digital Corporation 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a first

social hierarchy level which provides one level ofinformation
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED as selected in the retrieved social template, a second social

APPLICATION 5 hierarchy level which provides another of level information
as selected in the retrieved social template, and a third social

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica-hierarchy level which provides further information as

tion Ser. No. 12/891, 875, filed Sep. 28, 2010, currently pend- selected in the retrieved social template; and the processor

ing, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by refer- determines a level value of each member by comparing the
10 member with members assigned to having the first social

ence.
hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the

BACKGROUND third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.

1Field According to an aspect of the invention, the user social
15 statistics includes an amount of light of the environment of

Aspects of the invention relate to automatically determm- the communication device, a sound level of the environment
ing if an incoming communication is interruptive, and more ofthe communication device, a detected heart rate ofa user of
particularly to the classification of a person's current actions the communication device, ultrasound levels of the commu-
such that selected callers can automatically or manually nication device, infrared levels ofthe communication device,
gauge the intrusiveness of a communication request. 20 temperature levels of the communication device, local net-

2. Description of the Related Art work/data logging of the communication device, capacitive
The development of pervasive communication technolo- readings of a touch screen of the communication device, a

gies has delivered direct access to mobile device users world- biometric based upon a user's use of the communication
wide. While access has given users the convenience of com- device, data related to the communications by and programs
munication at all times this convenience in many cases is a 25 running on the communication device, pressure data of the
burden as callers can inadvertently interrupt other activities communication device, magnetic field data of the communi-
which socially take precedence. One exemplary example is a cation device, proximity data of the communication devices,
phone ringing in the middle of a conversation socially a or combinations thereof

person would never interrupt another conversation unless the According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
matter was extremely urgent. The fact that communication 30 further detects an error between the detected social signature
requests cannot be socially integrated has made the perva- and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
siveness of communication a burden and has lead to ignoring having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
of calls (urgent or not) as well as allowing remote communi- ture of the determined one social template to include the
cations to take precedence over local communications. detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined

35 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
SUMMARY where it is determined that the determined one social template

is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a device to auto- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

matically provide differing levels of information according to mined one social template is not accurate.

a predetermined social hierarchy includes a memory which 40 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
stores social templates, each social template corresponding to automatically determines if an incoming communication
a unique social signature and being selectable to provide, for from a communication requestor is interruptive by, prior to

each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corre- completing the communication, assigning the communica-

sponding differing amount of information to each member of tion requestor to one of the levels of the social hierarchy, and
the predetermined social hierarchy; and a processor which 45 providing to the communication requestor only as much
receives sensor data received from a sensor set which detects information as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined
sensor data related to an environment of a communication in the retrieved social template.
device, creates a detected social signature from the received According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
sensor data, determines which of the social signatures of the the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

social templates has the greatest correspondence with the so sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

created social signature, retrieves from the memory the deter- vice, and the processor automatically provides different
mined one social template having the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence, and provides to at least one member of the predeter- under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

mined social hierarchy only as much information as allowed plate.
under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social 55 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social

template. networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data social networking services is for non-professional network-

comprises a location of the communication device; a move- ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
ment of the communication device; and user social statistics ging service.

indicating an interaction between the communication device 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
and the environment of the communication device, and the the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
processor compares the location with map data to determine for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
a map location of the communication device, and creates the cally provides an update to the social networking services.
detected social signature to include information on the map According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
location of the communication device, the movement being 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
experienced by the communication device, and the environ- for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
ment of the communication device, provides an update to the microblogging service.
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According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the device, the acceleration being experienced by the communi-

social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and cation device, and the environment of the communication
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the device.

sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- According to an aspect of the invention, the device com-

tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency 5 prises a mobile device.

services, friends and/or family members according to the According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the
social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a firstdetected emergency situation.
social hierarchy level which provides one level of informa-According to an aspect of the invention, the processor

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of tion, a second social hierarchy level which provides another
10 level of information, and a third social hierarchy level which

a user of the communication device, creates the detected
provides a different level of information; and the processorsocial signature from the received sensor data and the
determines a level value of each member by comparing the

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the member with members assigned to having the first social
obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the
determined one social template having the greatest corre-

15 third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
spondence to the detected social signature for the identified mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the first social

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors hierarchy level provides information including a desired con-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, tact state, the map location and the environment, the second
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing 20 social hierarchy level provides information including the

pattern of the user while inputting the data. desired contact state and the environment but not the map
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors location, and the third social hierarchy level provides infor-

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the mation on only the desired contact state.

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 25 further comprises an optical sensor which detects an amount

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the oflight ofthe environment ofthe communication device, and
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the an acoustic sensor which detects a sound level and/or char-
user. acteristics of the environment of the communication device.

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging 30 further detects an error between the detected social signature
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
munication device is found. ture of the determined one social template to include the

According to an aspect of the invention, a communication detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
device to automatically provide differing levels of informa- 35 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
tion according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a where it is determined that the determined one social template
sensor set which detects sensor data related to an environment is accurate, and creates a new social template using the
of the communication device; a memory which stores social detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

templates, each social template corresponding to a unique mined one social template is not accurate.

social signature and being selectable to provide, for each level 40 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corresponding dif- automatically determines if an incoming communication

fering amount of information to each member of the prede- from a communication requestor being received through the
termined social hierarchy; a processor which receives the transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

sensor data received from the sensor set, creates a detected nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe
social signature from the received sensor data, determines 45 levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
which of the social signatures of the social templates has the cation requestor only as much information as allowed under

greatest correspondence with the created social signature, the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
retrieves from the memory the determined one social tem- According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

plate having the greatest correspondence, and provides to at the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy only so sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

as much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as vice, and the processor automatically provides different
defined in the retrieved social template; a transceiver which updates to each of the social networking services as allowed

provides communication with respect to external devices, and under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

sends the information as defined in the retrieved social tem- plate.
plate under the control of the processor; and a housing which 55 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
houses the sensor set, the processor, the memory, and the networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
transceiver, social networking services is for non-professional network-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
comprises: a location sensor which senses a location of the ging service.
communication device; an acceleration sensor which senses 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
movement of the communication device; and a user social the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
statistics sensor which senses an interaction between the for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
communication device and the environment of the commu- cally provides an update to the social networking services.
nication device, and the processor compares the location with According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

map data to determine a map location of the communication 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
device, and creates the detected social signature to include for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
information on the map location of the communication provides an update to the microblogging service.
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According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and comprises a location of the communication device, move-

when the processor detects an emergency situation from the ment of the communication device, and an interaction
sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- between the communication device and the environment of
tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency 5 the communication device, and the processor compares the
services, friends and/or family members according to the location with map data to determine a map location of the
detected emergency situation. communication device, and creates the detected social signa-

According to an aspect of the invention, the processor ture to include information on the map location of the com-

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of munication device, the movement being experienced by the
a user of the communication device, creates the detected io communication device, and the environment of the commu-
social signature from the received sensor data and the

nication device.
obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the

According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of theobtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the
iidetermined one social template having the greatest corre- socerarchy of the retrieved social template include: aal h

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified 15
first social hierarchy level which provides information

user. including a desired contact state, the map location and the

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set environment, a second social hierarchy level which provides
comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, information including the desired contact state and the envi-

and the processor identifies the user according to a writing ronment but not the map location, and a third social hierarchy
pattern of the user while inputting the data. 20 level which provides information on only the desired contact

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors state; and the processor determines a level value of each

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the member by comparing the member with members assigned to

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. having the first social hierarchy level, the second social hier-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors archy level, and the third social hierarchy level, and provides
comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the 25 only as much information as allowedby the determined social
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors comprises optical information from an optical sensor which

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, detects an amount of light of the environment of the commu-

and the processor detects a status of the communication 30 nication device, and acoustic information from an acoustic
device according to use or non-use of the input device, sensor which detects a sound level of the environment ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the input device communication device.

comprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen- According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication further detects an error between the detected social signature
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the 35 and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
capacitive sensor. having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors ture of the determined one social template to include the

comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in one social template incorporates the detected social signature
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- 40 where it is determined that the determined one social template
munication device is found. is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a server in com- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-
munication with a communication device via a network and mined one social template is not accurate.

which automatically provides differing levels of information According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a 45 automatically determines if an incoming communication

memory which stores social templates, each social template from a communication requestor being received through the

corresponding to a unique social signature and being select- transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

able to provide, for each level of the predetermined social nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe

hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount ofinformation to levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
each member of the predetermined social hierarchy; a pro- so cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
cessor which receives from the communication device sensor the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
data received from a sensor set of the communication device According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
which detects sensor data related to an environment of the the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

communication device, creates a detected social signature sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

from the received sensor data, determines which ofthe social 55 vice, and the processor automatically provides different

signatures of the social templates has the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence with the created social signature, retrieves from the under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

memory the determined one social template having the great- plate.
est correspondence, and provides to at least one member of According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
the predetermined social hierarchy only as much information 60 networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the social networking services is for non-professional network-
retrieved social template; and a transceiver which receives the ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
sensor data from the sensor set in the communication device, ging service.
and provides under the control of the processor to at least one According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
ofthe members ofthe predetermined social hierarchy only as 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
defined in the retrieved social template. cally provides an update to the social networking services.
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According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of location with map data to determine a map location of the

the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy communication device, and creating the social signature to

for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically include information on the map location of the communica-
provides an update to the microblogging service. tion device, the movement being experienced by the commu-

According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the 5 nication device, and the environment of the communication
social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and device.
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- includes detecting an error between the constructed social
tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency signature and the social signature of the determined one
services, friends and/or family members according to the 1 social template having the greatest correspondence; updatingdetected emergency situation.

the social signature ofthe determined one social template to
According to an aspect of the invention, the processor include the detected error such that the social signature ofthe

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of
determined one social template incorporates the detected

a user of the communication device, creates the detected
social signature from the received sensor data and the 15

social signature where it is determined that the determined

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the one social template is accurate; and creating a new social

obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the template using the detected social signature where it is deter-

determined one social template having the greatest corre- mined that the determined one social template is not accurate.

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further

user. 20 includes detecting an incoming communication from a com-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set munication requestor; and prior to completing the communi-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, cation, assigning the communication requestor to one of the
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-

pattern of the user while inputting the data. cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 25 the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. comprises providing an update to a social networking service

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the retrieved social template.
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the 30 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
user. comprises providing a different update to another social net-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
working service as allowed under the social hierarchy as

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, defined in the retrieved social template.and the processor detects a status of the communication
device according to use or non-use of the input device. 35 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing

comprises providing an update to a microblogging service asAccording to an aspect of the invention, the input device
allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrievedcomprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen-

sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication social template.
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further

capacitive sensor. 40 includes detecting an emergency situation from the sensor

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors data, wherein the providing comprises automatically provid-
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging ing information related to the emergency to predetermined
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in emergency services, friends and/or family members accord-
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- ing to the detected emergency situation using one ofthe social
munication device is found. 45 templates.

According to an aspect of the invention, a method of auto- According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
matically providing differing levels of information according includes obtaining biometric data using the sensor data; and
to a predetermined social hierarchy includes: constructing a identifying a user of the communication device according to
social signature using sensor data sensed by a sensor set in a the obtained biometric data, wherein the determining com-

communication device; determining which one of a plurality 50 prises determining the one social template having the greatest
of social templates has a social signature with a greatest correspondence for the identified user.

correspondence with the constructed social signature, each According to an aspect of the invention, a computer read-
social template corresponding to a unique social signature able medium is encoded with processing instructions to
and being selectable to provide, for each level of the prede- implement the method executed by one or more processors.
termined social hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount 55 Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will
of information to each member of the predetermined social be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in
hierarchy; retrieves from a memory the determined one social part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned
template having the greatest correspondence; and providing by practice of the invention.
to at least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy
only as much information as allowed under the social hierar- 60 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

chy as defined in the retrieved social template.
According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data These and/or other aspects and advantages ofthe invention

comprises a location of the communication device, a move- will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the
ment of the communication device, and user social statistics following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunc-
indicating an interaction between the communication device 65 tion with the accompanying drawings ofwhich:
and the environment of the communication device, and the FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic device,
constructing the social signature comprises comparing the in accordance with one embodiment ofthe present invention;
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FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a social monitoring plate might be chosen inpreference to another social template

system, in accordance with one embodiment of the present which might be more willing to allow communication ifthe

invention; and user is sensed to be alone.
FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the

monitoring activity sensors in accordance an embodiment of 5 social statistics sensors can include sensing a touch screen.

the present invention. The touch screen is a capacitive interface, and therefore if
there is no capacitive reading, it might indicate that the mobile

DETAILED DESCRIPTION device 100 is not exposed or being held (example, in a back-
pack or drawer). In contrast, if the capacitive reading is low,

Reference will now be made in detail to the present 10 the level might indicate that the mobile device 100 is in a

embodiments ofthe present invention, examples ofwhich are pocket or being held. Similarly, at other capacitive readings,
this would be indicative that the user is actively using theillustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like ref-
mobile device 100. The level ofthe capacitive reading would

erence numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The
therefore be usable in the social signature in aspects of the

embodiments are described below in order to explain the
15 invention.

present invention by referring to the figures. In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics can
Embodiments of the present invention are designed to include a biometric based upon a user's use of the mobile

monitor social activity using multiple sensors. In the embodi- device 100. The biometric could be used to identify the user,
ment shown in FIG. 1, a mobile device 100 monitors location, and thus verify which user is using the mobile device 100.
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a 20 Such biometrics could be obtained from specific sensors, or
set of sensors which provides a set of social statistics. In the through combinations of sensors used for other purposes and
shown example, the sensor set includes sensors 110, 120, 130, whose output is further processed. By way of example, the
140 included in the mobile device 100. A user's activity is biometric could be based upon an analysis of patterns
classified based on the set of social statistics obtained from obtained through the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 identification of location, 25 sensor 140 as analyzed by the processors 135, 145 and/or the
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples as well as calculating logic 150.

static and/or dynamic classification rules. Examples of user An example of a biometric is based upon patterns specific
activities include driving, napping, in a meeting, showering, to a user's inputting of data. For instance, for a touch screen

etc. While shown as incorporated into the body of the mobile or a keyboard, people tend to have the same rate of time

device 100, it is understood that one or more of the sensors 30 between certain actions and tend to make the same input
110, 120, 130, 140 can be connectable to the mobile device errors again and again. Time is the key distinguishing element

in this biometric. For instance, when inputting, three different100 using wired and/or wireless communication, such as
letters (example JIM), the user will type certain words with awhere a camera or headset is connected using a Bluetooth

connection. proportional time between each key stroke (i.e., J <21 ms> I
35 <55 ms> M). While the time may vary, the fact that the time

For instance, a first calculation is made ofa user's location
between J and I will be roughly half that ofthe time between

and the position ofthe mobile device 100 using a GPS statistic
I and M will be generally constant for that user. In contrast, a

associated with the user' s location detected from the location different user will have different timings between each letter
sensor 110, and local measurements of accelerometers pair. However, it is understood that other biometrics could be
included in the inertial sensor 120. Location information is 40 used, such as user name and passwords, retina and/or finger-
obtained by the location based sensor 110. In the shown print recognition, facial and motion recognition techniques,
mobile device 100, additional user social statistics sensors are voice, hand geometry, and other mechanism by which a par-
measured using the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic sensor ticular user is identified based upon that user' s characteristics.
140, which collect additional information relevant to an inter- Such biometrics could be detected using combinations ofthe
action between the environment of the mobile device 100 and 45 sensors 110, 120. 130, 140, or through use of additional
the mobile device 100. sensors. The use of a biometric can be useful in confirming

While the user social statistics sensors are shown including who you are communicating with as the mobile device 100
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140, it is understood that the user can be used by multiple users, and therefore would be usable
social statistics sensors can include other types of sensors in in the social signature in aspects of the invention.
addition to or instead ofone or more ofthese sensor 110, 120, so It is noted that usage ofthe mobile device 100 can also be
130, 140, such as sensors which detect heart rate, ultrasound used in the social statistic as a form of sensor data. In these
sensors, infrared sensors, temperature sensors, pressure sen- instances, the usage could be detected by an element being
sors, magnetic field sensors, proximity sensors, and other used acting as a sensor (e.g., the calculating logic 150 per-
environmental sensors which detect a user environment, or forming an operation, a transceiver 170 performing a com-

combinations thereof 55 munication operation, and/or an input device receiving infor-
While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the mation), and the resulting usage data being included in the

social statistics sensors can include local network/data log- sensor data to create a social signature.
ging which records the network availably through the course For instance, the usage data can be communications by and
of a day. Such logging could include detection of Near Field programs running on the mobile device 100 and would be
Communication (NFC), Bluetooth, WiFi or other short range 60 sensed by the calculating logic 150, whereby the calculating
communication networks. In this way, a social signature logic 150 would be a type of sensor for purposes of forming
might become associated with specific mobile devices and a social signature. As another example, where the mobile
networks in particular locations and times in order to help device 100 is linked to a Bluetooth headset, this communica-

identify that, when these combinations of networks are tion status could be detected by a transceiver 170 and/or the

detected, a particular social template is to be used. For 65 calculating logic 150 as a form of sensor data, and the sensor

instance, if one ofthe detected mobile devices corresponds to data could be used in the social statistic. Similarly, where the

logging associated with a particular friend, one social tem- user is running an email program, a game program, or a media
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program, this usage data could be detected by the calculating In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 includes
logic 150 as a sensor and the usage data included in the sensor charged coupling device (CCD) sensors, whereby image data
data could be used in the social statistic. Moreover, where a is sampled by the CCD sensors and is used to better classify
transaction is being processed (such as the purchase of an the social situation and preprocessing of the optical signal
item) or the user is using an input device (such as a key board, 5 using signal processing techniques can be used to simply
touch screen display, joystick, clickwheel), this usage data classification calculations. For instance, if the CCD sensors

may be detected by the calculating logic 150 and/or input detect a low level of light, the mobile device 100 can deter-
device as a sensor and indicate that the user is available for mine that the mobile device 100 is in a dark location (such as

certain types of calls. Thus, the operations of the mobile in a pocket, in a room with the lights off, or outside during the
device 100 itself could furnish information as part of the io night). Whereas if the CCD sensors detect the high level of
social statistics. light, this could indicate that the mobile device 100 is in use

A second calculation is made of the user social statistic or is merely exposed in a room with the lights on or is outside
based on the static and/or dynamic rule set. The final use of during the daytime. While described in terms of the visible
the user's social classification statistic is calculated based on light, the optical sensor 330 could also be a type of camera

the first calculation, the second calculation, and a preset 15 which detects non-visible light spectra, such as infrared or

reporting level which offers a specific hierarchical level of ultraviolet detectors, or other radiation and energy detectors.
social classification based on the caller. The location based sensor 110 can include a single location

The mobile device 100 may be a cellular phone, wrist based sensor, or multiple location based sensors. Where there
watch, mp3 player, portable media player, personal digital are multiple location based sensors, the sensors can be ofthe
assistant (PDA), mobile game console, laptop computer, or 20 same type to provide redundancy, or of multiple different

any other device which can support an set of sensors and be types of location based sensors to provide location informa-
carried by a user. In the shown embodiment, the mobile tion in case one type of signal is not working. The location
device 100 is a portable electronic device that includes one or based sensor 110 provides the location information to a loca-
more inertial sensors 120, one or more location based sensors tion processor 115.

110, one or more audio sensors 140 and one or more optical 25 In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
sensors 130. a global positioning system (GPS) sensor comprising a GPS

The inertial sensor 120 may measure accelerations along a antenna and a GPS receiver. The GPS sensor obtains location

single axis or multiple axes, and may measure linear as well information from one or more GPS satellites, which are

as rotational (angular) accelerations. In one embodiment, one received at the GPS antenna and processed using the GPS
or more inertial sensors 120 together provide three dimen- 30 receiver.
sional acceleration measurement data so as to indicate the In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
instantaneous motion of the mobile device 100, and hence a network localization sensor. A network localization sensor

given an indication as to the motion ofthe user of the mobile determines a position by receiving signals from multiple
device 100. The inertial sensor 120 may generate acceleration sources that have known locations, and calculating the posi-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that 35 tion based on the combined signals using trigonometric rela-

may be fixed or variable. In one embodiment, the inertial tions. The signals used to determine location may be radio
sensor 120 receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) frequency (RF) signals formatted according to the Bluetooth
to take measurements at the sampling rate. The inertial sensor protocol, Zigbee protocol, wireless fidelity (WiFi) protocol,
120 provides the acceleration measurement data and/or global system for mobile communications (GSM) protocol,
movement data to a motion processor 125. 40 3G mobile communications protocol, etc. For example, a first

However, it is understood that the functionality ofthe iner- network localization sensor may perform network triangula-
tial sensor 120 can be estimated, such as where the overall tion using signals received from a mobile phone service pro-
motion or movement is detected using differences in location vider's cell towers. In another example, a second network
sensed by the location sensor 110. Conversely, where the localization sensor may perform triangulation using wireless
location is not known due to a lack of a signal to the location 45 fidelity (WiFi) signals received from multiple nearby WiFi
sensor 110 or where the location sensor 110 is not included, access points (e.g., hotspots).
the inertial sensor 120 can be used to estimate the location of In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
the mobile device 100 relative to a known starting point. The a radio frequency identification (RFID) reader that reads tran-

known starting point can be set by the user, or sensed from a sponders (e.g., passive integrated transponders (PITs)). Each
communication from known access points and networks hav- so transponder may report a specific location. When, for

ing a known location, example, a transponder that reports location A is read, the
The acoustic sensor 140 may generate acoustic measure- location based sensor knows to a high degree ofcertainty that

ment data continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed the electronic device is at location A.
or variable. In one embodiment, multiple acoustic sensors are Alternatively, the location based sensor 110 may itself
used to filter noise from relevant acoustic signals and prepro- 55 include a PIT that is read by an RFID reader at a known
cessing of the acoustic signal using signal processing tech- location. Upon the PIT being read by a particular RFID reader

niques can be used to simplify classification calculations. having a known location, the location based sensor may learn

Examples of the acoustic sensor 140 include a microphone or its current location.
like mechanism which detects acoustics and sounds. The As noted above, the location based sensor 110 can com-

acoustic sensor 140 provides the detected acoustics and 60 prise a system ofmultiple location based sensors which may
sound to an acoustic processor 145. be used separately or together. When used separately, each

The optical sensor 130 may generate simple light level location based sensor may independently determine a loca-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that tion of the electronic device, and report the location to the

may be fixed or variable. The optical sensor 130 provides the location processor 115. When used together, the capabilities
light level measurement to an optical processor 135. While 65 of one location based sensor 110 can be used to augment the
not required in all aspects, the optical sensor 130 can be a capabilities of another location based sensor. Examples of
camera (still or video) as used in mobile phones. such cooperative use of location based sensors include
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assisted GPS and enhanced GPS, in which location data provide information based both upon map location and a

reported by a network localization sensor is used to augment location relative to walls of a specific room in that location.
a GPS sensor and to reduce the time and processing effort In one embodiment, the acoustic sensor 140 is coupled to

needed to quickly identify a location. A single location may an acoustic signal processor included in the acoustic proces-
then be reported to the location processor 115. 5 sor 145. The acoustic signal processor processes acoustic

The location based sensor 110 may generate location infor- samples of data received from the acoustic sensor 140 to

mation continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed or provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person
variable. In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 to whom communication is desired.
receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) to take In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 is coupled to an

measurements at the sampling rate. The location based sensor lo optical signal processor included in the optical processor 135.
110 may obtain location measurements at a sampling rate that The optical signal processor processes optical samples ofdata
is the same as or different from the sampling rate at which the received from the optical sensor 130 to provide data used to

inertial sensor 120 collects acceleration measurement data. In identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

this manner, the mobile device 100 can collect instantaneous nication is desired.
accelerations from the acceleration measurement data mea- 15 In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

sured by the inertial sensor 120, as well as long term accel- 120 coupled to the motion processor, the location sensor 110
erations using the differences in the location measurements coupled to the mapping processor, the acoustic sensor 140
measured by the location based sensor 110. coupled to the acoustic signal processor and/or the optical

The location based sensor 110 (or location based sensors) sensor 130 coupled to the optical signal processor is used to

can report a position of the electronic device 100 as a latitude 20 provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person
and longitude, and may report a horizontal accuracy. In one to whom communication is desired.
embodiment, the horizontal accuracy of the location is In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

reported as a confidence radius. For example, a location may data, location sensor data, acoustic sensor data and/or an

be reported with a horizontal accuracy of 3 m, meaning that optical sensor data is formatted for processing at a location
the reported location is accurate within a circle having a 3 m 25 other than the mobile device 110 and subsequently used to

radius. Accuracy of the location may vary from about 1 m to identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

about 100 m for location data obtained by a GPS sensor, nication is desired. In this manner, the mobile device 110

depending on user location (e.g., in a city, under open sky, needs to devote less processing time and energy to perform
under a tree, in a building, etc.). The location information may such social classification and relies upon an outside compu-
further include an altitude, and may include a vertical accu- 30 tational device to provide such functionality.
racy. The location information may also include a time that In the shown embodiment, the social classification is per-
the location was recorded. formed in the mobile device 100. Specifically, a calculating

In one embodiment, the inertial sensor 120 is coupled to the logic 150 receives the processed data from the location pro-
motion processor 125. The motion processor 125 processes cessor 115, the motion processor 125, the optical processor
acceleration measurement data received from the inertial sen- 35 135, and the acoustic processor 145, and compares the pro-
sor 120 to provide data used to provide a social signature of cessed data with social templates 165 stored in a memory 160
the user and/or as a biometric. For instance, specific patterns included in the mobile device 100. The memory 160 can be
of acceleration might indicate specific activities (sleeping removable or permanently installed in the mobile device 100.
versus running versus walking), and the rhythm of such The calculating logic 150 provides the result of the compari-
movement could also indicate the user to the extent the user's 40 son to a requesting caller using a transceiver 170 via a net-

accelerations provide a unique pattern. work according to a hierarchical social classification. While
In a one embodiment, the location sensor 110 is coupled to shown as included in the device 100, it is understood that the

a mapping processor included in the location processor 115. transceiver 170 can be removable from the device 100.
The mapping processor processes location measurement data Examples of hierarchical social classification that can be
received from the location sensor 110 to provide data used to 45 identified include high level available, busy, do not disturb.

identify a social classification of a person to whom commu- Under each ofthese broad classifications can be more actuate

nication is desired. For instance, in an aspect ofthe invention, classifications which are potentially available to a more select
the mapping processor can compare the sensed location with social group. Under the hierarchical tree, do not disturb can be
known locations in the user's address book or contact list to classifications such as at the dentist, sleeping or with a cus-

determine the location (i.e., at home, at a dentist office, at so tomer. While a user may chose to still advance the call they
work). Additionally, in other aspects, the mapping processor will do so being able to socially weigh the urgency of the
can compare the sensed location with a map stored in the communication with the social classification of the person
mobile device 100 or retrieved from a query to an internet being contacted. Each set ofhierarchical social classifications
service such as MapQuest or Google maps, and determine the is stored in a separate social template.
location as being a restaurant, store, office or other like loca- 55 The calculating logic 150 can further use the data fromthe
tion according to such publicly available information. processors 115, 125, 135, 145 to classify a current user's

In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics sen- activity from a plurality ofpredefined identifiable user activi-
sors can include an Ultra Wideband sensor which can provide ties as well as trained user activities. In one embodiment, the

ranging data, such as occurs with radar. In this manner, the calculating logic 150 identifies a user's social activity by
ranging data could provide a 3D image of the room in which 60 monitoring for different social signatures, and applies a cor-

the mobile device 100 is located, and/or provide simple room responding social template to determine how to treat an

size and obstacle location measurements. The use ofthe rang- incoming communication request.
ing data would be usable in the social signature in aspects of In one embodiment, when enough events indicative of a

the invention. By way of example, the ranging data could be particular user social activity are detected, the calculating
usable in the social signature when combined with the map 65 logic 150 identifies the activity as being performed by the
location detected from the mapping processor the location on user. In one embodiment, events may include positive events

a map, thereby allowing a social template to be constructed to (ones that must be met to classify a social state in a certain
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way) and negative events (ones that indicate that a social state TABLE 2
cannot be classified certain way). For instance, where a user is
classified as entering a coffee shop at 7:32 am which is his do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social hierarchy

normal routine, the classification can be made that he is on his Social Hierarchy Information

way to work and has a 97% probability ofarriving on time at 5

F8:02 am according to the corresponding social template. irst Social Hierarchy Provide information on location,

However, in this instance, he orders two coffees and arrives at
Level Father duration of state, and estimate of

baby sleep time
work at 8:20. This deviation is a negative event from the Second Social Hierarchy Provide information on baby sleeping
classification ofthe coffee ordering time to the arrival at work, Level Friend

and a positive event from the classification of the number of 10 Third Social Hierarchy Do not disturb except in emergency

coffees ordered as well as time to the user's arrival time at
Level School, Work
Fourth Social Hierarchy Do not disturb

work. Level Strangers
Once the system has identified a user activity, the system

may apply a set of motion criteria specific to the identified
social state to estimate one or more user social statistics (e.g., 15 In this example, assuming that the location sensor 110

sto detect intrusiveness of a communication request). Social enses the location is at 39.78° N, 104.88° W, the inertial
sensor 120 senses no acceleration, the optical sensor 130

ments, action windows, etc. For instance, in relation to the
state criteria may include thresholds, comparison require-

senses a light value of 223 lm, and the acoustic sensor 140

coffee shop example above, the comparison may be looking senses a sound level of —63 db, the calculating logic 150

at the purchase amount, audio input and physical location in 20 compares the detected social signature with the social signa-
comparison to typical actions to say socially that the user is ture of the social templates 165 included in the memory 160,
having a tall, soy latte with a friend at the coffee shop. This and selects the social template for do-not-disturb-due-to-

may however not be what is reported to everyone depending Mother-and-baby-sleeping as being the closest match to the

on the social template. Thus, the social template may allow detected social signature. The selected social signature is then

specific friends to know that he is drinking coffee at the coffee 25 applied against requests for communication either using the

shop, may allow his co-workers to know that he is in a per- calculating logic 150 within the mobile device, or on a server

sonal meeting, and only allow the rest of the world to know through which such communication must be routed.

that he is busy and should not be disturbed. These would be Assuming the communication is fromthe Father, the social

examples of social network grouping where a single event template is programmed to give the Father the First Social

would be reported in multiple ways based on where the 30 Hierarchy Level, and allow the Father to know that the mobile

requestor fit in this user's social network. So certain social device 100 of the Mother is with the baby, the location, for

states may cross a threshold of what should be reported to how long, and who is napping (both Mother and Baby or Baby
which groups, a comparison ofdata previously shared versus only). In this way, the social template provides a high level of

currently available to be shared may be used, and specific information to the Father so that the Father can make an

action windows can be used to allow the user to share data 35 informed choice about whether to place the call, or to instead

after the event so that nothing is provided without knowledge send an email or text.

and this becomes the basis of further training. Assuming the communication is from the neighbor, the

Each social signature is indicative of a different type of social signature is programmed to give the neighbor a Second

activity. Events occur when certain motion, location, acoustic Social Hierarchy Level and less information is to be provided.
and optical criteria are satisfied. For instance, when a location 40 In this case, the social template only indicates that the Baby is

signature has moved to a known room in a house such as a sleeping, so that the neighbor or friend can make an informed

home nursery, the motion signature is static, the optical infor- choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an

mation indicates a dim room and the acoustic information email or text, but without being given as much detail as to the

indicates rhythmic breathing, the social signature is that ofthe location and duration of the social signature.
mobile phone user and baby napping. From the identified 45 Assuming the communication is from the office, the social

social signature, the calculating logic 150 selects the social signature is programmed to give the office the Third Social

template to select how much information is provided to a Hierarchy Level and even less information is to be provided
category of communicant hoping to access the mobile phone but with specific information about when the call would be

user. The social template would then be programmed to welcomed. In this case, the social template only indicates that

reduce the information to be transmitted based upon user_ so the mobile phone user does not want to be disturbed, except in

defined relationships and levels of access. an emergency. Thus, when an emergency call is to be made

For instance, where the social signature is that of the from the school or office, the caller will know that the mobile

mobile phone user and baby napping, the social template is phone user is available and welcomes such calls. Alternately,
for do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping as set where there is no emergency, the caller can make an informed

forth in Tables 1 and 2. 55 choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an

email or text, but without being given any detail beyond being
TABLE 1 told to only call in limited circumstance. Thus, an employee

would know that the employer would not welcome a routine
do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social signature call, but would be available should an emergency arise.

60 Assuming the communication is from the stranger, the
Sensor Value range social signature is programmed to give the stranger the Fourth

Location 39.78° N, Social Hierarchy Level and indicate only that the caller is not
104.88° W 5 m to be disturbed. While not required in all aspects, the social

Inertial 0 m/s2 .2 m/s2
Optical 223 Im 15 template could direct any such calls straight into a voice mail

Im
Acoustic —63 db 5 db 65 to block reception entirely.

However, it is understood that the social hierarchy level
could be changed for each social template. For instance,
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assuming that the Mother is accorded the First Social Hier- acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a

archy Level in most social templates, there may be times location sensor and processor 210, a motion sensor and pro-
when the Father does not want the location information to be cessor 220, an optical sensor and processor 230, and an acous

provided. For instance, assuming the Father is purchasing a tic sensor and processor 240 included in the mobile device
gift, the social template could be created to not provide the 5 200. The location sensor and processor 210 performs gener-
location information to the Mother (either specifically or to ally the same function as the location sensor 110 and location
all First Social Hierarchy Level members) in certain loca- processor 115 ofFIG. 1, the motion sensor and processor 220

tions, and thus create exceptions to the level of information performs generally the same function as the inertial sensor

provided in the same or other social templates. Thus, while 120 and motion processor 125 of FIG. 1, the optical sensor

categories of social hierarchy levels can be established, io and processor 230 performs generally the same function as

exceptions can be programmed according to the needs of the the optical sensor 130 and optical processor 135 of FIG. 1,
end user. and the acoustic sensor and processor 240 performs generally

As such, each social template can be set up with varying the same function as the acoustic sensor 140 and acoustic
levels ofgranularity in so far as who is given which informa- processor 145 ofFIG. 1. A calculating logic 250 receives the
tion about the user of the mobile device 100 prior to the call 15 processed data from the location sensor and processor 210,
being placed. However, in order to ensure that the social the motion sensor and processor 220, the optical sensor and

template is accurate, the mobile device 100 includes a social processor 230, and the acoustic sensor and processor 240, and

training program 167 stored within the memory 160. Using transmits the processed data to a server 270 using a trans-

the social training program 167, the user can save particular ceiver 280 via a network 260.
sets of social signature as new social templates, or increase 20 While not required in all aspects, the network 260 can be a

the accuracy of an existing social template using the social wireless communication network such as a CDMA, GSM, or

signature. While described in terms of four social hierarchy like mobile communication protocols.
levels, it is understood that additional or fewer levels can be The processed data received at the server 270 is compared
provided, depending on the social template or through user with social templates stored in a memory included in a remote

training as will be described below. 25 calculating logic 275 of the server 270. The remote calculat-

Using the above example in relation to the Mother and the ing logic 275 provides the result of the comparison to a

Baby, in order to set up the social template in the first instance, requesting caller via the network 260 according to a hierar-
the Mother would activate the social training program 167 chical social classification. In this manner, the assignment
while in the nursery with the Baby, and the social signature and training of the social templates according to social sig-
would be associated with that particular social template. Spe- 30 natures is performed externally at the server 270 instead of

cifically, the data sensed by the location sensor 110, the iner- within the mobile device 200. The assigned social template is
tial sensor 120, the optical sensor 130, and the acoustic sensor maintained in a server (such as the server 270) through which
140 would be correlated with the new social template, and the the caller must access to reach the mobile device 200. As
Mother would then enter the degrees of information to be such, when the caller attempts to contact the mobile device

provided to various categories ofpotential callers (i.e., Father, 35 200, the caller is given the information according to the hier-
Friend, Neighbor, Office, School, Stranger etc.). Subse- archical social classifications prior to contacting the mobile

quently, should a caller be given the wrong amounts of infor- device 200.

mation, the Mother could again activate the social training However, it is understood that, while shown as lacking the

program 167 to improve the social signatures recognized by capability of providing the hierarchical social classification
the social template. In this manner, each social template could 40 within the mobile device 200, the mobile device 200 could
be associated with more than one set of social signatures so as also have this capability locally within the mobile device 200
to allow for variations from the original detected social sig- so as to have an internal and external capability of selectively
nature and to improve the functionality of the mobile device providing information according to the hierarchical social
100. classification incorporated in the social templates.

Once the mobile device 100 assigns the social template 45 FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social
associated with the current social signature, the assigned monitoring using sensors in accordance an embodiment of
social template is sent to an external server within the mobile the present invention. In operation 300, the sensor data is
network of the caller. As such, when the caller attempts to sampled by the calculating logic 150, 250. In the embodi-
contact the mobile device 100, the caller is given the infor- ments ofFIGS. 1 and 2, calculating logic 150, 250 detects the
mation according to the hierarchical social classifications so data fromthe location processor 115, 210, the motionproces-
prior to contacting the mobile device 100. sor 125, 220, the optical processor 135, 230, and the acoustic

Additionally, the mobile device 100 consistently monitors processor 145, 240. The sampling can be performed at preset
for a change in the social signature, such as where the mobile intervals, or continuously.
device 100 changes location or detects a change in the optical In operation 305, the data samples detected by the calcu-
or acoustic levels. At this point, the mobile device 100 will 55 lating logic 150, 250 are formatted into social signatures for
determine whether the social signature indicates a change in use in matching against social templates. In operation 310,
the currently assigned social template, or whether another where the mobile device is not performing a comparison of
social template is to be assigned. Using the above example, the social signatures with social templates, such as in the
where the social signature indicates that the baby is now embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the calculating logic 250 sends
awake and crying, the social template would be changed to 60 the formatted data to the server 270 across the network 260.
allow information on the new status of the baby, but likely However, it is understood that operation 310 need not be
maintain a do-not-disturb social template. performed in all aspects of the invention, such as where the

While described in the context of the mobile device 100 mobile device 100 ofFIG. 1 is being used.

having the social templates and social training performed In operation 315, the formatted data is compared to the

internally, in another embodiment of the invention shown in 65 social templates. In operation 320, the calculating logic 150
FIG. 2, the social templates and social training is performed or the remote calculating logic 275 makes an a priori classi-

externally. As shown, a mobile device 200 monitors location, fication assigning one ofthe social templates to the formatted
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data. This a priori classification is based upon a closest match While not required in all aspects, the training and updating
between the social signature in the formatted data and the in operations 330, 335 could be performedusing Fuzzy Adap
social signature or signatures associated with each social tive Resonance, Learning Vector Quantization, or other tech-

template. niques whereby a computational device learns from detected
The calculating logic 150 or the remote calculating logic 5 errors in order to improve future reactions to like sensor

275 detects a classification error in operation 325. Since the inputs.
social signature in the formatted data and the social signature Where there is no training to be performed (such as where
or signatures associated with each social template may not there is no classification error or where the classification error

exactly match, this difference is a classification error. Con- is de minimus), the calculating logic 150 or the remote cal-

versely, where there is an exact match, there is no classifica- 10 culating logic 275 detects whether there has been a commu-

tion error. nication request to the mobile device 100, 200 in operation
By way of example, assuming the mobile device user is at 340. Where there is no communication request, the process

a movie, the location sensor 110 detects the location as that of returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signature
the movie theatre, and the inertial sensor 120 indicates no

15
has changed.

movement. Further, the mobile device 100 might include a Where there is a communication request, the calculating
near field communication (NFC) device which detects that logic 150 or the remote calculating logic 275 compares the
the mobile device 100 was used to purchase a ticket to a requestor with the access level assigned to the requestor con-

movie, and the movie start time. The mobile device 100 might tained in the selected social template in operation 345. In
also include a clock which detects that the start time has 20 operation 350, the information level assigned to the requestor
passed, but the optical sensor 130 determines that the movie is provided to the requestor prior to communication being
theater lights are bright. In contrast, for the social signature of completed in order for the requestor to determine, based upon
a social template for watching a movie, the optical sensor the informationprovided, whether the communication should
could be for a low light, but also include the movie theater be completed or whether the mobile device user would not

location, no acceleration, time being after the start time, and 25 appreciate the call. After reporting the information, the pro-
the ticket data from the NFC device. In this instance, the cess returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signa-
social signature in the formatted data would include a number ture has changed.
of matching elements (i.e., location, acceleration, time, and While described in the context ofvoice communications, it
NFC data) which are consistent with the social signature of a is understood that the social templates could also be used to
social template for watching a movie, but the error would 30

prevent other forms of communication, such as text mes-
exist in relation to the optical data. Thus, in operation 320, the

sages, facebook updates, emails, instant messages, or other
a priori classification would be the social template for watch-

like communications which can be distracting to a user of a
ing the movie, and the classification error in operation 325

mobile device. By way of example, the detected social sig-would be in relation to the optical data being high as opposed
nature mitolow35 ght correspond to a user driving a car with a Blue-

Where there is a classification errora training update can
tooth headset. In this case the social template might provide
information to the sender that the user is driving and is notbe optionally performed in operation 330. If the training

update is to be performed, the classification error weighting is available to read the text message, but should instead be

updated or the social signature is matched to a new social contacted using a voice communication.

template created by the user in operation 335. According to an 40 Moreover, it is understood that aspects of the invention do

aspect of the invention, where there is the classification error not require a communication request to provide the differing
such that the training update is needed, the user might be levels of information such that operation 340 is optional. By
prompted to confirm that the a priori classification is accurate. way of example, in aspects of the invention, the social tem-

Ifthe a priori classification is accurate, the classification error plate might be to log in and send or update specific informa-

weights are updated in operation 335 for that particular social 45 tion to one or more social networking services and/or microb-

template to ensure that the social signature in the formatted logs. The social template could specify the type of
data is recognized in the future as belonging to the same social information to be provided, as well as any necessary log in

template. In contrast, where the a priori classification is not and username information needed to authorize the social
accurate, a new social template can be created. In this manner, networking services and/or microblogs to receive such
the social templates are constantly refined. The updated clas- so updates. While not required in all aspects, a detected biomet-
sification error weighting and/or template from operation 335 ric would be useful in ensuring that the proper account is
is stored in the memory 160 or in the server 270. accessed.

Using the above example in relation to the social template In this manner, the device 100, 200 could chronicle a user' s

for watching a movie, the same social template for watching status, and could provide different updates to different social
a movie could have an updated error weighting in relation to 55 networking services. For instance, a user in a coffee shop
the relative importance of the lighting, and thus would be might want to update their social networking site (such as

associated with more social signatures. In contrast, the user FACEBOOK) to indicate to users that they are at the coffee

might create a new social template, such as a social template shop. Where the user has more than one social networking
for waiting to watch a movie in which the user would allow site, the user might not want this information on a profession
more communication. 60 networking site (such as LINKED-IN). Conversely, where

While not required in all aspects, such updated error the user is in a work related activity, such as at a conference,
weights and new social templates could be generated solely in the social template could be configured to provide the same or

relation to the user of the mobile device 100, 200, or could different updates on the social and professional networking
also be shared from other mobile devices. In this manner, the sites. A similar chronicle of the user's status could be pro-
social templates could be unique to the user, or be refined 65 vided on TWITTER or other microblog site. In this way, the

through the collective experience ofany number ofother user device 100, 200 would be able to provide constant feeds and

experiences, updates to automatically enliven a user's social and profes-
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sional networking site(s) and/or issue microblogs such as by the mass storage device and for causing the processor to

tweets according to a status sensed from the various device operate in accordance with the methods and teachings herein.
sensors 110, 120, 130, 140. The present invention may also be embodied in a handheld

In aspects ofthe invention, even where a user does not have or portable device containing a subset of the computer hard-
a social networking service and/or microblog set up, the 5 ware components described above. For example, the hand-
social template could be configured to provide specific infor- held device may be configured to contain only the bus, the
mation using text, email and/or voice messaging. By way of

processor and memory. The handheld device may also be
example, the social template could be designated for emer- configured to include a set ofbuttons or input signaling com-

gency situations, and automatically provide information to
ponents with which a user may select from a set of available

the police, fire department, family and/or friends. Such com- io options. The handheld device may also be configured to
munication could be throughtext messages, emails, computer include an output apparatus such as a liquid crystal displayread messages sent to a voice line, and, where social network-

(LCD) or display element matrix for displaying information
ing service and/or microblog are set up, through networking

to a user of the handheld device. Conventional methods mayservice and microblog updates. In this way, the device 100,
200 would be able to summon help in an emergency situation 15

beused to implement such a handheld device. The implemen
according to a status sensed from the various device sensors

tation of the present invention for such a device would be

110, 120, 130, 140. apparent to one ofordinary skill in the art given the disclosure

By way of example, the device sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 of the present invention as provided herein.

could detect a sharp audio sound and a sudden deceleration, The present invention may also be embodied in a special
and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the social 20 purpose appliance including a subset of the computer hard-

signature as being for a car crash. From the social signature ware components described above. For example, the appli-
for the car crash, the calculating logic 150, 275 would select ance may include a processor, a data storage device, a bus, and
a social template which provides information on the time memory, and only rudimentary communications mecha-
since impact and location of impact to the police and ambu- nisms, such as a small touch-screen that permits the user to

lance services, as well as providing an alert to family and/or 25 communicate in a basic manner with the device. In general,
friends. the more special-purpose the device is, the fewer of the ele-

By way of another example, the device sensors 110, 120, ments need be present for the device to function. In some

130, 140 could detect heat and an optical/acoustic signature devices, communications with the user may be through a

consistent with a fire, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could touch-based screen, or similar mechanism.
detect the social signature as being for a fire. From the social 30 It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art

signature for the fire, the calculating logic 150, 275 would that any configuration of the system may be used for various
select a social template which provides information on the purposes according to the particular implementation. The
likelihood of a fire, and location of fire to the police and fire control logic or software implementing the present invention

department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or can be stored on any machine-readable medium locally or

friends. 35 remotely accessible to processor. A machine-readable

By way of a further example, the device sensors 110, 120, medium includes any mechanism for storing or transmitting
130, 140 could detect a sudden change in breathing signatures information in a form readable by a machine (e.g. a com-

as well as a change in a user's pulse indicative of a heart puter). For example, a machine readable medium includes
attack, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM),
social signature as being for a medical emergency. From the 40 magnetic disk storage media, optical storage media, flash
social signature for the medical emergency, the calculating memory devices, electrical, optical, acoustical or other forms

logic 150, 275 would select a social template which provides of propagated signals (e.g. carrier waves, infrared signals,
information on the type ofmedical emergency, and a location digital signals, etc.).
of the medical emergency to emergency services and/or the The detailed description of embodiments of the invention
fire department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or 45 makes reference to the accompanying drawings in which like
friends. references indicate similar elements, showing by way ofillus-

While described in terms of a mobile device, it is under- tration specific embodiments of practicing the invention.
stood that aspects of the invention need not be limited to a Description of these embodiments is in sufficient detail to

device that can be carried by a user. For instance, the device enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention. One
could be mounted to a moving vehicle and thus not be carried so skilled in the art understands that other embodiments may be

by a user. Further, aspects need not be used in a device which utilized and that logical, mechanical, electrical, functional
is mobile, such as where the device is in a room and observes and other changes may be made without departing from the
sensor inputs which change as in a security system or other scope of the present invention. The following detailed

system which utilizes sensors. description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense,
It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art 55 and the scope of the present invention is defined only by the

that any configuration of the system may be used for various appended claims.

purposes according to the particular implementation. The In the foregoing specification, the invention has been
control logic or software implementing the present invention described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments
can be stored in main memory, mass storage device, or other thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifica-

storage medium locally or remotely accessible to processor. 60 tions and changes may be made thereto without departing
It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth

the system, method, and process described herein can be in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are,

implemented as software stored in main memory or read only accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a

memory and executed by processor. This control logic or restrictive sense.

software may also be resident on an article of manufacture 65 Although a few embodiments ofthe present invention have

comprising a computer readable medium having computer been shown and described, it would be appreciated by those
readable program code embodied therein and being readable skilled in the art that changes may be made in this embodi-
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ment without departing from the principles and spirit of the 5. A system to automatically provide differing levels of
invention, the scope ofwhich is defined in the claims and their information according to a predetermined social hierarchy,
equivalents. comprising:

What is claimed is: a communication device comprising a sensor set which
1. A system to automatically provide differing levels of 5 detects sensor data including a first detected sensor value

information according to a predetermined social hierarchy, comprising an amount of light of an environment of the
comprising: communication device detected by an optical sensor and

a communication device comprising a sensor set which a second detected sensor value comprising a sound level
detects sensor data including a first detected sensor value of the environment of the communication device

comprising an amount of light of an environment of the 10 detected by an acoustic sensor, and transmits the
communication device detected by an optical sensor and detected sensor data;
a second detected sensor value comprising a sound level a memory which stores social templates, each social tem-

of the environment of the communication device plate corresponding to a unique social signature com-

detected by an acoustic sensor, and transmits the prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor

detected sensor data; 15 value range other than the first sensor value range and
a memory which stores social templates, each social tem- each social template being selectable to provide, for

plate corresponding to a unique social signature com- each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor-

prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor responding differing amount of information to each
value range other than the first sensor value range and member of the predetermined social hierarchy; and
each social template being selectable to provide, for 20 a server comprising a processor which receives the sensor

each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor- data transmitted from the communication device, cre-

responding differing amount of information to each ates a detected social signature from the received sensor

member of the predetermined social hierarchy; and data, determines which of the social signatures of the
a server comprising a processor which receives the sensor stored social templates has a greatest correspondence

data transmitted from the communication device, cre- 25 with the created social signature, retrieves from the
ates a detected social signature from the received sensor memory the determined one social template having the
data, determines which of the social signatures of the greatest correspondence andhaving the detected amount

stored social templates has a greatest correspondence of light within the first sensor value range and the
with the created social signature through comparison of detected sound level within the second sensor value
the first and second detected sensor values and the first 30 range through comparison of the first and second
and second sensor value ranges of each stored social detected sensor values and the first and second sensor

template, retrieves from the memory the determined one value ranges ofeach stored social template, and provides
social template having the greatest correspondence and to at least one member ofthe predetermined social hier-

having the detected amount of light within the first sen- archy only as much information as allowed based on the
sor value range and the detected sound level within the 35 retrieved social template,
second sensor value range, and provides to at least one wherein, at least one ofthe social templates corresponds to

member of the predetermined social hierarchy only as an emergency, and when the processor detects an emer-

much information as allowed based on the retrieved gency situation from a correspondence of the detected
social template, social signature and the one social template for the emer-

wherein, for at least one of the social templates, each level 40 gency, the processor automatically provides information
of the social hierarchy corresponds to a corresponding related to the emergency to predetermined emergency
different social networking service, and the processor services, friends and/or family members according to

automatically provides different updates to each of the the detected emergency situation.
social networking services as allowed based on the one 6. The system ofclaim 5, wherein the processor automati-
social template. 45 cally provides the information related to the detected emer-

2. The system of claim 1, wherein: gency situation using text, email and/or voice messaging.
one of the social networking services is for professional 7. The system ofclaim 5, wherein the processor detects the

networking for a first level of the social hierarchy, emergency situation as a car crash when the detected social
one of the social networking services is for non-profes- signature includes a sharp audio sound and a sudden decel-

sional networking for a second level of the social hier- so eration, selects the one social template related to the car crash,
archy, and automatically provides information on a time since

one of the social networking services is a microblogging impact and a location of the impact to the police and ambu-
service for a third level of the social hierarchy, lance services, and an alert to family and/or friends as set forth

the professional networking, non-professional network- in the selected social template related to the car crash.

ing, and microblogging services are different services, 55 8. The system of claim 5, wherein processor detects an

and emergency situation as a fire when the detected social signa-
the professional networking, non-professional network- ture includes heat data and/or an optical/acoustical signature

ing, and microblogging services receive corresponding consistent with a fire, selects the one social template related to

different updates. the fire, and automatically provides information on a location
3. The system of claim 1, wherein, for at least one of the 60 ofthe communication device to the fire department and/orthe

social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy for police department, and an alert to family and/or friends as set

a social networking service, and the processor automatically forth in the selected social template related to the fire.

provides an update to the social networking service. 9. The system of claim 5, wherein processor detects an

4. The system of claim 1, wherein, for at least one of the emergency situation when the sensor data includes a change
social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy for 65 in breathing sound and user pulse consistent with a medical
a microblogging service, and the processor automatically emergency, selects the one social template related to the

provides an update to the microblogging service. medical emergency, and automatically provides information
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on a location of the communication device to emergency responding differing amount of information to each
services, and an alert to family and/or friends as set forth in member of the predetermined social hierarchy;
the selected social template related to the medical emergency. a communication device comprising:

10. A system to automatically provide differing levels of a sensor set which detects sensor data including a first

information according to a predetermined social hierarchy, 5 detected sensor value comprising an amount of light
comprising: of an environment of the communication device

a communication device comprising a sensor set which detected by an optical sensor and a second detected

detects sensor data including a first detected sensor value sensor value comprising a sound level ofthe environ-

comprising an amount of light of an environment of the ment of the communication device detected by an

10 acoustic sensor,communication device detected by an optical sensor and
a processorwhich provides to at least one member ofthe

a second detected sensor value comprising a sound level
predetermined social hierarchy only as much infor-

of the environment of the communication device mation as allowed based on a retrieved social tem-
detected by an acoustic sensor, and transmits the plate,
detected sensor data; 15 a transceiver which provides communication with

a memory which stores social templates, each social tem-
respect to external devices, and sends the information

plate corresponding to a unique social signature com- based on in a retrieved social template under the con-

prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor trol of the processor, and
value range other than the first sensor value range and a housing which houses the sensor set, the processor, and
each social template being selectable to provide, for 20 the transceiver; and
each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor- a server having another processor which creates a detected

responding differing amount of information to each social signature from the detected sensor data, deter-
member of the predetermined social hierarchy; and mines which of the social signatures of the social tem-

a server comprising a processor which receives the sensor plates has a greatest correspondence with the created
data transmitted from the communication device, cre- 25 social signature through comparison ofthe first and sec-

ates a detected social signature from the received sensor ond detected sensor values and the first and second sen-

data, determines which of the social signatures of the sor value ranges ofeach stored social template, retrieves
social templates has a greatest correspondence with the from the memory the determined one social template
created social signature through comparison of the first having the greatest correspondence and having the
and second detected sensor values and the first and sec- 30 detected amount of light within the first sensor value
ond sensor value ranges of each stored social template, range and the detected sound level within the second
retrieves from the memory the determined one social sensor value range, and provides the retrieved social

template having the greatest correspondence and having template to the communication device,
the detected amount of light within the first sensor value wherein, for at least one ofthe social templates, each level

range and the detected sound level within the second 35 of the social hierarchy corresponds to a corresponding
sensor value range, and provides to at least one member different social networking service, and the processor
of the predetermined social hierarchy only as much automatically provides different updates to each of the
information as allowed based on the retrieved social social networking services as allowed based on the one

template, social template.
wherein the processor processes the received sensor data 40 15. The communication system ofclaim 14, wherein:

to obtain biometric data of a user of the communica- one of the social networking services is for professional
tion device, creates the detected social signature from networking for a first level of the social hierarchy,
the received sensor data and the obtained biometric one of the social networking services is for non-profes-
data, identifies the user according to the obtained sional networking for a second level of the social hier-
biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the 45 archy,
determined one social template having the greatest one of the social networking services is a microblogging
correspondence to the detected social signature for service for a third level of the social hierarchy,
the identified user. the professional networking, non-professional network-

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the sensor set further ing, and microblogging services are different services,
comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, so and
and the processor identifies the user according to a pattern of the professional networking, non-professional network-
the user while inputting the data. ing, and microblogging services receive corresponding

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor identi- different updates.
fies the user according to a pattern recognition unique to the 16. The communication system ofclaim 14, wherein, for at

user as detected using the optical sensor. 55 least one of the social templates, there is a single level of
13. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor identi- social hierarchy for a social networking service, and the pro-

fies the user according to a speech pattern recognition unique cessor automatically provides an update to the social net-

to the user as detected using the acoustic sensor. working service.
14. A communication system to automatically provide dif- 17. The communication system ofclaim 14, wherein, for at

fering levels of information according to a predetermined 60 least one of the social templates, there is a single level of
social hierarchy, the communication system comprising: social hierarchy for a microblogging service, and the proces-

a memory which stores social templates, each social tem- sor automatically provides an update to the microblogging
plate corresponding to a unique social signature com- service.

prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor 18. The communication system ofclaim 14, wherein:
value range other than the first sensor value range and 65 the sensor set further comprises:
each social template being selectable to provide, for a location sensor which senses a location ofthe commu-

each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor- nication device; and
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an acceleration sensor which senses acceleration of the detected amount of light within the first sensor value

communication device; and range and the detected sound level within the second
the another processor compares the location with map data sensor value range, and provides the retrieved social

to determine a map location of the communication template to the communication device,
device, and creates the detected social signature to 5 wherein, at least one ofthe social templates corresponds to

include information on the map location of the commu- an emergency, and when the another processor detects
nication device, the acceleration being experienced by an emergency situation from the detected social signa-
the communication device, and the environment of the ture, the processor automatically provides information
communication device, related to the emergency to predetermined emergency

19. The communication system of claim 18, wherein the 10 services, friends and/or family members according to

device comprises a mobile device, the detected emergency situation using the social tem-

20. The communication system of claim 14, wherein: plate for the emergency provided from the server.

the levels of the social hierarchy of the retrieved social 22. The communication system of claim 21, wherein the
template include: processor automatically provides the information related to

a first social hierarchy level which provides one level of 15 the detected emergency situation using text, email and/or
information as selected in the retrieved social tem- voice messaging.
plate, 23. The communication system ofclaim 21, wherein:

a second social hierarchy level which provides another the another processor detects the emergency situation as a

level of information as selected in the retrieved social car crash when the detected social template includes a

template, and 20 sharp audio sound and a sudden deceleration, and selects
a third social hierarchy level which provides a further the one social template related to the car crash, and

level of information as selected in the retrieved social the processor automatically provides information on a time

template; and since impact and a location of impact to the police and
the processor detects to which of the first social hierarchy ambulance services, and an alert to family and/or friends

level, the second social hierarchy level, and the third 25 as set forth in the selected social template related to the
social hierarchy level each member belongs, and pro- car crash.
vides only as much information as allowed based on the 24. The communication system ofclaim 21, wherein:
retrieved social template. the another processor detects the emergency situation as a

21.A communication system to automatically provide dif- fire when the detected social signature includes heat data

fering levels of information according to a predetermined 30 and/or an optical/acoustical signature consistent with
social hierarchy, the communication system comprising: the fire, and selects the one social template related to the

a memory which stores social templates, each social tem- fire, and

plate corresponding to a unique social signature com- the processor automatically provides information on the

prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor location of the communication device to the fire depart-
value range other than the first sensor value range and 35 ment and/or the police department, and an alert to family
each social template being selectable to provide, for and/or friends as set forth in the selected social template
each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor- related to the fire.

responding differing amount of information to each 25. The communication system ofclaim 21, wherein:
member of the predetermined social hierarchy; the another processor detects an emergency situation as a

a communication device comprising: 40 medical emergency when the detected social signature
a sensor set which detects sensor data including a first includes a change in breathing sound and user pulse

detected sensor value comprising an amount of light consistent with a medical emergency, and selects the one

of an environment of the communication device social template related to the medical emergency, and
detected by an optical sensor and a second detected the processor automatically provides information on the
sensor value comprising a sound level ofthe environ- 45 location ofthe communication device to emergency ser-

ment of the communication device detected by an vices, and an alert to family and/or friends as set forth in
acoustic sensor related to the environment ofthe com- the selected social template related to medical emer-

munication device, gency.
a processor which provides to at least one member ofthe 26.A communication system to automatically provide dif-

predetermined social hierarchy only as much infor- so fering levels of information according to a predetermined
mation as allowed based on a retrieved social tem- social hierarchy, the communication system comprising:
plate, a memory which stores social templates, each social tem-

a transceiver which provides communication with plate corresponding to a unique social signature com-

respect to external devices, and sends the information prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor

based on the retrieved social template under the con- 55 value range other than the first sensor value range and
trol of the processor, and each social template being selectable to provide, for

a housing which houses the sensor set, the processor, and each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor-

the transceiver; and responding differing amount of information to each
a server having another processor which creates a detected member of the predetermined social hierarchy;

social signature from the detected sensor data, deter- 60 a communication device comprising:
mines which of the social signatures of the social tem- a sensor set which detects sensor data including a first

plates has a greatest correspondence with the created detected sensor value comprising an amount of light
social signature through comparison of the first and sec- of an environment of the communication device
ond detected sensor values and the first and second sen- detected by an optical sensor and a second detected
sor value ranges of each stored social template, retrieves 65 sensor value comprising a sound level ofthe environ-
from the memory the determined one social template ment of the communication device detected by an

having the greatest correspondence and having the acoustic sensor,
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a processor which provides to at least one member ofthe retrieving from a memory the determined one social tem-

predetermined social hierarchy only as much infor- plate having the greatest correspondence and having the
mation as allowed based on a retrieved social tem- detected amount of light within the first sensor value

plate, range, and the detected sound level within the second

a transceiver which provides communication with 5 sensor value range; and

respect to external devices, and sends the information providing an update to a social networking service includ-
ing only as much information as allowed based on the

as defined in a retrieved social template under the
control of the processor, and retrieved social template.

a housing which houses the sensor set, the processor, and 31The method of claim 30, wherein the providing com

10 prises providing a different update to another social network-the transceiver; and
ing service as allowed based on the retrieved social template.

a server having another processor which creates a detected
32. The method of claim 30, wherein the providing com-

social signature from the detected sensor data, deter-
prises providing an update to a microblogging service as

mines which of the social signatures of the social tem- allowed based on the retrieved social template.
plates has a greatest correspondence with the created

15 33. A non-transitory computer readable medium encoded
social signature, retrieves from the memory the deter- with processing instructions to implement the method of
mined one social template having the greatest corre- claim 30 executed by one or more processors.
spondence and having the detected amount of light 34.A method ofautomatically providing differing levels of
within the first sensor value range and the detected sound information according to a predetermined social hierarchy,
level within the second sensor value range through com- 20 the method comprising:
parison ofthe first and second detected sensor values and constructing a social signature using sensor data sensed by
the first and second sensor value ranges of each stored a sensor set in a communication device, the sensor data
social template, and provides the retrieved social tem- comprising a first detected sensor value comprising an

plate to the communication device, amount oflight ofan environment ofthe communication
wherein the another processor processes the received sen- 25 device detected by an optical sensor and a second

sor data to obtain biometric data of a user of the com- detected sensor value comprising a sound level of the
munication device, creates the detected social signature environment of the communication device detected by
from the received sensor data and the obtained biometric an acoustic sensor related to an environment ofthe com-

data, identifies the user according to the obtained bio- munication device;
metric data, and retrieves from the memory the deter- 30 detecting an emergency situation from the constructed
mined one social template having the greatest corre- social signature;
spondence to the detected social signature for the determining which one of a plurality of social templates
identified user. has a social signature with a greatest correspondence

27. The communication system of claim 26, wherein the with the constructed social signature having the emer-

sensor set further comprises an input device which the user 35 gency situation through comparison ofthe first and sec-

uses to input data, and the another processor identifies the ond detected sensor values and first and second sensor

user according to a pattern ofthe user while inputting the data. value ranges of each social template, each social tem-

28. The communication system of claim 26, wherein plate corresponding to a unique social signature com-

another processor identifies the user according to an optical prising corresponding first and second sensor value

pattern unique to the user detected using the optical sensor. 40 ranges and each social template being selectable to pro-
29. The communication system of claim 26, wherein the vide, for each level of the predetermined social hierar-

another processor identifies the user according to a speech chy, a corresponding differing amount of information to

pattern unique to the user and detected using the acoustic each member of the predetermined social hierarchy;
sensor. retrieving from a memory the determined one social tem-

30. A method ofautomatically providing differing levels of 45 plate having the greatest correspondence and having the
information according to a predetermined social hierarchy, detected amount of light within the first sensor value
the method comprising: range, and the detected sound level within the second

constructing a social signature using sensor data sensed by sensor value range; and
a sensor set in a communication device, the sensor data automatically providing information related to the emer-

comprising a first detected sensor value comprising an so gency situation to predetermined emergency services,
amount oflight ofan environment ofthe communication friends and/or family members according to the detected
device detected by an optical sensor and a second emergency situation using one of the retrieved social
detected sensor value comprising a sound level of the templates.
environment of the communication device detected by 35. A non-transitory computer readable medium encoded
an acoustic sensor; 55 with processing instructions to implement the method of

determining which one of a plurality of social templates claim 34 executed by one or more processors.
has a social signature with a greatest correspondence 36.A method ofautomatically providing differing levels of
with the constructed social signature through compari- information according to a predetermined social hierarchy,
son of the first and second detected sensor values and the method comprising:
first and second sensor value ranges ofeach stored social 60 obtaining biometric data using sensor data sensed by a

template, each social template corresponding to a sensor set in a communication device, the sensor data

unique social signature comprising corresponding first comprising a first detected sensor value comprising an

and second sensor value ranges and each social template amount oflight ofan environment ofthe communication

being selectable to provide, for each level of the prede- device detected by an optical sensor and a second
termined social hierarchy, a corresponding differing 65 detected sensor value comprising a sound level of the
amount of information to each member of the predeter- environment of the communication device detected by
mined social hierarchy; an acoustic sensor;
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constructing a social signature using the sensor data; ing amount of information to each member of the pre-

identifying a user of the communication device according determined social hierarchy;
to the obtained biometric data; retrieving from a memory the determined one social tem-

plate having the greatest correspondence and having the
determining which one of a plurality of social templates 5 detected amount of light within the first sensor value

has a social signature with a greatest correspondence range, and the detected sound level within the second
with the constructed social signature and the identified sensor value range; and

user through comparison ofthe first and second detected providing to at least one member of the predetermined
sensor values and first and second sensor value ranges of social hierarchy only as much information as allowed

each social template, each social template correspond- 10
based on the retrieved social template.

37. A non-transitory computer readable medium encodeding to a unique social signature comprising correspond-
with processing instructions to implement the method ofing first and second sensor value ranges and each social

template being selectable to provide, for each level ofthe claim 36 executed by one or more processors.

predetermined social hierarchy, a corresponding differ-
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING member with members assigned to having the first social
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the

third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
BACKGROUND mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.

5 According to an aspect of the invention, the user social
1. Field statistics includes an amount of light of the environment of

Aspects of the invention relate to automatically determin- the communication device, a sound level of the environment

ing if an incoming communication is interruptive, and more ofthe communication device, a detected heart rate ofa user of

particularly to the classification of a person's current actions the communication device, ultrasound levels of the commu-

such that selected callers can automatically or manually 10 nication device, infrared levels ofthe communication device,
gauge the intrusiveness of a communication request. temperature levels of the communication device, local net-

2. Description of the Related Art work/data logging of the communication device, capacitive
The development of pervasive communication technolo- readings of a touch screen of the communication device, a

gies has delivered direct access to mobile device users world- biometric based upon a user's use of the communication
wide. While access has given users the convenience of com- 15 device, data related to the communications by and programs
munication at all times this convenience in many cases is a running on the communication device, pressure data of the
burden as callers can inadvertently interrupt other activities communication device, magnetic field data of the communi-
which socially take precedence. One exemplary example is a cation device, proximity data of the communication devices,
phone ringing in the middle of a conversation socially a or combinations thereof

person would never interrupt another conversation unless the 20 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
matter was extremely urgent. The fact that communication further detects an error between the detected social signature
requests cannot be socially integrated has made the perva- and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
siveness of communication a burden and has lead to ignoring having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
of calls (urgent or not) as well as allowing remote communi- ture of the determined one social template to include the
cations to take precedence over local communications. 25 detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined

one social template incorporates the detected social signature
SUMMARY where it is determined that the determined one social template

is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a device to auto- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

matically provide differing levels of information according to 30 mined one social template is not accurate.

a predetermined social hierarchy includes a memory which According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
stores social templates, each social template corresponding to automatically determines if an incoming communication
a unique social signature and being selectable to provide, for from a communication requestor is interruptive by, prior to

each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corre- completing the communication, assigning the communica-

sponding differing amount of information to each member of 35 tion requestor to one of the levels of the social hierarchy, and
the predetermined social hierarchy; and a processor which providing to the communication requestor only as much
receives sensor data received from a sensor set which detects information as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined
sensor data related to an environment of a communication in the retrieved social template.
device, creates a detected social signature from the received According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
sensor data, determines which of the social signatures of the 40 the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

social templates has the greatest correspondence with the sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

created social signature, retrieves from the memory the deter- vice, and the processor automatically provides different
mined one social template having the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence, and provides to at least one member of the predeter- under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

mined social hierarchy only as much information as allowed 45 plate.
under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social

template. networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data social networking services is for non-professional network-

comprises a location of the communication device; a move- ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
ment of the communication device; and user social statistics so ging service.

indicating an interaction between the communication device According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
and the environment of the communication device, and the the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
processor compares the location with map data to determine for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
a map location of the communication device, and creates the cally provides an update to the social networking services.
detected social signature to include information on the map 55 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
location of the communication device, the movement being the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
experienced by the communication device, and the environ- for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
ment of the communication device, provides an update to the microblogging service.

According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the
social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a first 60 social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and
social hierarchy level which provides one level ofinformation when the processor detects an emergency situation from the
as selected in the retrieved social template, a second social sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa-

hierarchy level which provides another of level information tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency
as selected in the retrieved social template, and a third social services, friends and/or family members according to the

hierarchy level which provides further information as 65 detected emergency situation.
selected in the retrieved social template; and the processor According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
determines a level value of each member by comparing the processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of
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a user of the communication device, creates the detected provides a different level of information; and the processor
social signature from the received sensor data and the determines a level value of each member by comparing the
obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the member with members assigned to having the first social
obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the
determined one social template having the greatest corre- 5 third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the first social

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors hierarchy level provides information including a desired con-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, tact state, the map location and the environment, the second
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing io social hierarchy level provides information including the

pattern of the user while inputting the data. desired contact state and the environment but not the map
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors location, and the third social hierarchy level provides infor-

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the mation on only the desired contact state.

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 15 further comprises an optical sensor which detects an amount

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the oflight ofthe environment ofthe communication device, and
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the an acoustic sensor which detects a sound level and/or char-
user. acteristics of the environment of the communication device.

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging 20 further detects an error between the detected social signature
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
munication device is found. ture of the determined one social template to include the

According to an aspect of the invention, a communication detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
device to automatically provide differing levels of informa- 25 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
tion according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a where it is determined that the determined one social template
sensor set which detects sensor data related to an environment is accurate, and creates a new social template using the
of the communication device; a memory which stores social detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

templates, each social template corresponding to a unique mined one social template is not accurate.

social signature and being selectable to provide, for each level 30 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corresponding dif- automatically determines if an incoming communication

fering amount of information to each member of the prede- from a communication requestor being received through the
termined social hierarchy; a processor which receives the transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

sensor data received from the sensor set, creates a detected nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe
social signature from the received sensor data, determines 35 levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
which of the social signatures of the social templates has the cation requestor only as much information as allowed under

greatest correspondence with the created social signature, the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
retrieves from the memory the determined one social tem- According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

plate having the greatest correspondence, and provides to at the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy only 40 sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

as much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as vice, and the processor automatically provides different
defined in the retrieved social template; a transceiver which updates to each of the social networking services as allowed

provides communication with respect to external devices, and under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

sends the information as defined in the retrieved social tem- plate.
plate under the control of the processor; and a housing which 45 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
houses the sensor set, the processor, the memory, and the networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
transceiver, social networking services is for non-professional network-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
comprises: a location sensor which senses a location of the ging service.
communication device; an acceleration sensor which senses so According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
movement of the communication device; and a user social the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
statistics sensor which senses an interaction between the for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
communication device and the environment of the commu- cally provides an update to the social networking services.
nication device, and the processor compares the location with According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

map data to determine a map location of the communication 55 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
device, and creates the detected social signature to include for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
information on the map location of the communication provides an update to the microblogging service.
device, the acceleration being experienced by the communi- According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the
cation device, and the environment of the communication social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and
device. 60 when the processor detects an emergency situation from the

According to an aspect of the invention, the device com- sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa-

prises a mobile device. tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency
According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the services, friends and/or family members according to the

social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a first detected emergency situation.
social hierarchy level which provides one level of informa- 65 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
tion, a second social hierarchy level which provides another processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of
level of information, and a third social hierarchy level which a user of the communication device, creates the detected
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social signature from the received sensor data and the munication device, the movement being experienced by the
obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the communication device, and the environment of the commu-

obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the nication device.
determined one social template having the greatest corre- According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified 5 social hierarchy of the retrieved social template include: a

user. first social hierarchy level which provides information

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set including a desired contact state, the map location and the

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, environment, a second social hierarchy level which provides
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing information including the desired contact state and the envi-

10
pattern of the user while inputting the data. ronment but not the map location, and a third social hierarchy

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors level which provides information on only the desired contact

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the state; and the processor determines a level value of each
user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. member by comparing the member with members assigned to

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
15 having the first social hierarchy level, the second social hier-

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the archy level, and the third social hierarchy level, and provides
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the only as much information as allowedby the determined social
user. hierarchy level.

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, 20 comprises optical information from an optical sensor which
and the processor detects a status of the communication detects an amount of light of the environment of the commu-

device according to use or non-use of the input device. nication device, and acoustic information from an acoustic

According to an aspect of the invention, the input device sensor which detects a sound level of the environment ofthe

comprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen- communication device.

sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication 25 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the further detects an error between the detected social signature
capacitive sensor. and the social signature ofthe determined one social template

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
ture of the determined one social template to include thecomprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging

30 detected error such that the social signature ofthe determineddata regarding the environment, and the processor includes in
one social template incorporates the detected social signaturethe social signature a size of the location in which the com-
where it is determined that the determined one social templatemunication device is found.
is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a server in com- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-
munication with a communication device via a network and

35 mined one social template is not accurate.
which automatically provides differing levels of information According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a automatically determines if an incoming communication
memory which stores social templates, each social template from a communication requestor being received through the
corresponding to a uthque social signature and being select- transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

able to provide, for each level of the predetermined social 40 nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe
hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount ofinformation to levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
each member of the predetermined social hierarchy; a pro- cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
cessor which receives from the communication device sensor the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
data received from a sensor set of the communication device According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
which detects sensor data related to an environment of the 45 the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

communication device, creates a detected social signature sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

from the received sensor data, determines which ofthe social vice, and the processor automatically provides different

signatures of the social templates has the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence with the created social signature, retrieves from the under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

memory the determined one social template having the great- so plate.
est correspondence, and provides to at least one member of According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
the predetermined social hierarchy only as much information networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the social networking services is for non-professional network-
retrieved social template; and a transceiver which receives the ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
sensor data from the sensor set in the communication device, 55 ging service.
and provides under the control of the processor to at least one According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
ofthe members ofthe predetermined social hierarchy only as the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
defined in the retrieved social template. cally provides an update to the social networking services.

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

comprises a location of the communication device, move- the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
ment of the communication device, and an interaction for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
between the communication device and the environment of provides an update to the microblogging service.
the communication device, and the processor compares the According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the
location with map data to determine a map location of the 65 social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and
communication device, and creates the detected social signa- when the processor detects an emergency situation from the
ture to include information on the map location of the com- sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa-
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tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency signature and the social signature of the determined one

services, friends and/or family members according to the social template having the greatest correspondence; updating
detected emergency situation. the social signature ofthe determined one social template to

According to an aspect of the invention, the processor include the detected error such that the social signature ofthe

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of 5 determined one social template incorporates the detected

a user of the communication device, creates the detected social signature where it is determined that the determined

social signature from the received sensor data and the one social template is accurate; and creating a new social

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the template using the detected social signature where it is deter-
mined that the determined one social template is not accurate.obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the

According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method furtherdetermined one social template having the greatest corre- 10.includes detecting an incoming communication from a com-
spondence to the detected social signature for the identified munication requestor; and prior to completing the communi-
user. cation, assigning the communication requestor to one of the

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing 15 the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
pattern of the user while inputting the data. According to an aspect of the invention, the providing

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors comprises providing an update to a social networking service
comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the
user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. retrieved social template.

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 20 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the comprises providing a different update to another social net-
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the working service as allowed under the social hierarchy as

user. defined in the retrieved social template.
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors According to an aspect of the invention, the providing

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, 25 comprises providing an update to a microblogging service as

and the processor detects a status of the communication allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved
device according to use or non-use of the input device, social template.

According to an aspect of the invention, the input device According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
comprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen- includes detecting an emergency situation from the sensor

sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication 30 data, wherein the providing comprises automatically provid-
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the ing information related to the emergency to predetermined
capacitive sensor. emergency services, friends and/or family members accord-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors ing to the detected emergency situation using one ofthe social
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging templates.
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in 35 According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- includes obtaining biometric data using the sensor data; and
munication device is found. identifying a user of the communication device according to

According to an aspect of the invention, a method of auto- the obtained biometric data, wherein the determining com-

matically providing differing levels of information according prises determining the one social template having the greatest
to a predetermined social hierarchy includes: constructing a 40 correspondence for the identified user.

social signature using sensor data sensed by a sensor set in a According to an aspect of the invention, a computer read-
communication device; determining which one of a plurality able medium is encoded with processing instructions to
of social templates has a social signature with a greatest implement the method executed by one or more processors.
correspondence with the constructed social signature, each Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will
social template corresponding to a unique social signature 45 be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in
and being selectable to provide, for each level of the prede- part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned
termined social hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount by practice of the invention.
of information to each member of the predetermined social

hierarchy; retrieves from a memory the determined one social BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
template having the greatest correspondence; and providing so

to at least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy These and/or other aspects and advantages ofthe invention
only as much information as allowed under the social hierar- will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the
chy as defined in the retrieved social template. following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunc-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data tion with the accompanying drawings ofwhich:
comprises a location of the communication device, a move- 55 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic device,
ment of the communication device, and user social statistics in accordance with one embodiment ofthe present invention;
indicating an interaction between the communication device FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a social monitoring
and the environment of the communication device, and the system, in accordance with one embodiment of the present
constructing the social signature comprises comparing the invention; and
location with map data to determine a map location of the 60 FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social
communication device, and creating the social signature to monitoring activity sensors in accordance an embodiment of
include information on the map location of the communica- the present invention.
tion device, the movement being experienced by the commu-

nication device, and the environment of the communication DETAILED DESCRIPTION
device. 65

According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further Reference will now be made in detail to the present
includes detecting an error between the constructed social embodiments ofthe present invention, examples ofwhich are
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illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like ref- mobile device 100. The level ofthe capacitive reading would
erence numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The therefore be usable in the social signature in aspects of the
embodiments are described below in order to explain the invention.

present invention by referring to the figures. In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics can

Embodiments of the present invention are designed to 5 include a biometric based upon a user's use of the mobile
monitor social activity using multiple sensors. In the embodi- device 100. The biometric could be used to identify the user,
ment shown in FIG. 1, a mobile device 100 monitors location, and thus verify which user is using the mobile device 100.

acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a Such biometrics could be obtained from specific sensors, or

set of sensors which provides a set of social statistics. In the through combinations of sensors used for other purposes and
shown example, the sensor set includes sensors 110, 120, 130, 10 whose output is further processed. By way of example, the
140 included in the mobile device 100. A user's activity is biometric could be based upon an analysis of patterns
classified based on the set of social statistics obtained from obtained through the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 identification of location, sensor 140 as analyzed by the processors 135, 145 and/or the
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples as well as

15 calculating logic 150.
static and/or dynamic classification rules. Examples of user An example of a biometric is based upon patterns specific
activities include driving, napping, in a meeting, showering, to a user's inputting of data. For instance, for a touch screen

etc. While shown as incorporated into the body of the mobile or a keyboard, people tend to have the same rate of time
device 100, it is understood that one or more of the sensors between certain actions and tend to make the same input
110, 120, 130, 140 can be connectable to the mobile device 20 errors again and again. Time is the key distinguishing element
100 using wired and/or wireless communication, such as in this biometric. For instance, when inputting, three different
where a camera or headset is connected using a Bluetooth letters (example JIM), the user will type certain words with a

connection. proportional time between each key stroke (i.e., J<21
For instance, a first calculation is made ofa user's location ms>I<55 ms>M). While the time may vary, the fact that the

and the position ofthe mobile device 100 using a GPS statistic 25 time between J and I will be roughly half that of the time
associated with the user' s location detected from the location between I and M will be generally constant for that user. In
sensor 110, and local measurements of accelerometers contrast, a different user will have different timings between
included in the inertial sensor 120. Location information is each letter pair. However, it is understood that other biomet-
obtained by the location based sensor 110. In the shown rics could be used, such as user name and passwords, retina
mobile device 100, additional user social statistics sensors are 30 and/or fingerprint recognition, facial and motion recognition
measured using the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic sensor techniques, voice, hand geometry, and other mechanism by
140, which collect additional information relevant to an inter- which a particular user is identified based upon that user's
action between the environment of the mobile device 100 and characteristics. Such biometrics could be detectedusing com-

the mobile device 100. binations ofthe sensors 110, 120. 130, 140, or through use of
While the user social statistics sensors are shown including 35 additional sensors. The use of a biometric can be useful in

the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140, it is understood that the user confirming who you are communicating with as the mobile
social statistics sensors can include other types of sensors in device 100 can be used by multiple users, and therefore would
addition to or instead ofone or more ofthese sensor 110, 120, be usable in the social signature in aspects of the invention.
130, 140, such as sensors which detect heart rate, ultrasound It is noted that usage ofthe mobile device 100 can also be
sensors, infrared sensors, temperature sensors, pressure sen- 40 used in the social statistic as a form of sensor data. In these
sors, magnetic field sensors, proximity sensors, and other instances, the usage could be detected by an element being
environmental sensors which detect a user environment, or used acting as a sensor (e.g., the calculating logic 150 per-
combinations thereof forming an operation, a transceiver 170 performing a com-

While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the munication operation, and/or an input device receiving infor-
social statistics sensors can include local network/data log- 45 mation), and the resulting usage data being included in the

ging which records the network available through the course sensor data to create a social signature.
of a day. Such logging could include detection of Near Field For instance, the usage data can be communications by and
Communication (NFC), Bluetooth, WiFi or other short range programs running on the mobile device 100 and would be
communication networks. In this way, a social signature sensed by the calculating logic 150, whereby the calculating
might become associated with specific mobile devices and so logic 150 would be a type of sensor for purposes of forming
networks in particular locations and times in order to help a social signature. As another example, where the mobile

identify that, when these combinations of networks are device 100 is linked to a Bluetooth headset, this communica-
detected, a particular social template is to be used. For tion status could be detected by a transceiver 170 and/or the
instance, if one ofthe detected mobile devices corresponds to calculating logic 150 as a form of sensor data, and the sensor

logging associated with a particular friend, one social tem- 55 data could be used in the social statistic. Similarly, where the

plate might be chosen in preference to another social template user is running an email program, a game program, or a media
which might be more willing to allow communication if the program, this usage data could be detected by the calculating
user is sensed to be alone. logic 150 as a sensor and the usage data included in the sensor

While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the data could be used in the social statistic. Moreover, where a

social statistics sensors can include sensing a touch screen. 60 transaction is being processed (such as the purchase of an

The touch screen is a capacitive interface, and therefore if item) or the user is using an input device (such as a key board,
there is no capacitive reading, it might indicate that the mobile touch screen display, joystick, clickwheel), this usage data
device 100 is not exposed or being held (example, in a back- may be detected by the calculating logic 150 and/or input
pack or drawer). In contrast, if the capacitive reading is low, device as a sensor and indicate that the user is available for
the level might indicate that the mobile device 100 is in a 65 certain types of calls. Thus, the operations of the mobile

pocket or being held. Similarly, at other capacitive readings, device 100 itself could furnish information as part of the
this would be indicative that the user is actively using the social statistics.
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A second calculation is made of the user social statistic or is merely exposed in a room with the lights on or is outside
based on the static and/or dynamic rule set. The final use of during the daytime. While described in terms of the visible
the user's social classification statistic is calculated based on light, the optical sensor 330 could also be a type of camera

the first calculation, the second calculation, and a preset which detects non-visible light spectra, such as infrared or

reporting level which offers a specific hierarchical level of 5 ultraviolet detectors, or other radiation and energy detectors.
social classification based on the caller. The location based sensor 110 can include a single location

The mobile device 100 may be a cellular phone, wrist based sensor, or multiple location based sensors. Where there
watch, mp3 player, portable media player, personal digital are multiple location based sensors, the sensors can be ofthe
assistant (PDA), mobile game console, laptop computer, or same type to provide redundancy, or of multiple different

any other device which can support an set of sensors and be io types of location based sensors to provide location informa-
carried by a user. In the shown embodiment, the mobile tion in case one type of signal is not working. The location
device 100 is a portable electronic device that includes one or based sensor 110 provides the location information to a loca-
more inertial sensors 120, one or more location based sensors tion processor 115.
110, one or more audio sensors 140 and one or more optical In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
sensors 130. 15 a global positioning system (GPS) sensor comprising a GPS

The inertial sensor 120 may measure accelerations along a antenna and a GPS receiver. The GPS sensor obtains location

single axis or multiple axes, and may measure linear as well information from one or more GPS satellites, which are

as rotational (angular) accelerations. In one embodiment, one received at the GPS antenna and processed using the GPS
or more inertial sensors 120 together provide three dimen- receiver.
sional acceleration measurement data so as to indicate the 20 In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
instantaneous motion of the mobile device 100, and hence a network localization sensor. A network localization sensor

given an indication as to the motion ofthe user of the mobile determines a position by receiving signals from multiple
device 100. The inertial sensor 120 may generate acceleration sources that have known locations, and calculating the posi-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that tion based on the combined signals using trigonometric rela-

may be fixed or variable. In one embodiment, the inertial 25 tions. The signals used to determine location may be radio
sensor 120 receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) frequency (RF) signals formatted according to the Bluetooth
to take measurements at the sampling rate. The inertial sensor protocol, Zigbee protocol, wireless fidelity (WiFi) protocol,
120 provides the acceleration measurement data and/or global system for mobile communications (GSM) protocol,
movement data to a motion processor 125. 3G mobile communications protocol, etc. For example, a first

However, it is understood that the functionality ofthe iner- 30 network localization sensor may perform network triangula-
tial sensor 120 can be estimated, such as where the overall tion using signals received from a mobile phone service pro-
motion or movement is detected using differences in location vider's cell towers. In another example, a second network
sensed by the location sensor 110. Conversely, where the localization sensor may perform triangulation using wireless
location is not known due to a lack of a signal to the location fidelity (WiFi) signals received from multiple nearby WiFi
sensor 110 or where the location sensor 110 is not included, 35 access points (e.g., hotspots).
the inertial sensor 120 can be used to estimate the location of In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
the mobile device 100 relative to a known starting point. The a radio frequency identification (RFID) reader that reads tran-

known starting point can be set by the user, or sensed from a sponders (e.g., passive integrated transponders (PITs)). Each
communication from known access points and networks hav- transponder may report a specific location. When, for

ing a known location. 40 example, a transponder that reports location A is read, the
The acoustic sensor 140 may generate acoustic measure- location based sensor knows to a high degree ofcertainty that

ment data continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed the electronic device is at location A.
or variable. In one embodiment, multiple acoustic sensors are Alternatively, the location based sensor 110 may itself
used to filter noise from relevant acoustic signals and prepro- include a PIT that is read by an RFID reader at a known
cessing of the acoustic signal using signal processing tech- 45 location. Upon the PIT being read by a particular RFID reader

niques can be used to simplify classification calculations. having a known location, the location based sensor may learn

Examples of the acoustic sensor 140 include a microphone or its current location.
like mechanism which detects acoustics and sounds. The As noted above, the location based sensor 110 can com-

acoustic sensor 140 provides the detected acoustics and prise a system ofmultiple location based sensors which may
sound to an acoustic processor 145. so be used separately or together. When used separately, each

The optical sensor 130 may generate simple light level location based sensor may independently determine a loca-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that tion of the electronic device, and report the location to the

may be fixed or variable. The optical sensor 130 provides the location processor 115. When used together, the capabilities
light level measurement to an optical processor 135. While of one location based sensor 110 can be used to augment the
not required in all aspects, the optical sensor 130 can be a 55 capabilities of another location based sensor. Examples of
camera (still or video) as used in mobile phones. such cooperative use of location based sensors include

In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 includes assisted GPS and enhanced GPS, in which location data

charged coupling device (CCD) sensors, whereby image data reported by a network localization sensor is used to augment
is sampled by the CCD sensors and is used to better classify a GPS sensor and to reduce the time and processing effort
the social situation and preprocessing of the optical signal 60 needed to quickly identify a location. A single location may
using signal processing techniques can be used to simply then be reported to the location processor 115.
classification calculations. For instance, if the CCD sensors The location based sensor 110 may generate location infor-
detect a low level of light, the mobile device 100 can deter- mation continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed or

mine that the mobile device 100 is in a dark location (such as variable. In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110
in a pocket, in a room with the lights off, or outside during the 65 receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) to take

night). Whereas if the CCD sensors detect the high level of measurements at the sampling rate. The location based sensor

light, this could indicate that the mobile device 100 is in use 110 may obtain location measurements at a sampling rate that
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is the same as or different from the sampling rate at which the received from the optical sensor 130 to provide data used to

inertial sensor 120 collects acceleration measurement data. In identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

this manner, the mobile device 100 can collect instantaneous nication is desired.
accelerations from the acceleration measurement data mea- In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

sured by the inertial sensor 120, as well as long term accel- 5 120 coupled to the motion processor, the location sensor 110
erations using the differences in the location measurements coupled to the mapping processor, the acoustic sensor 140
measured by the location based sensor 110. coupled to the acoustic signal processor and/or the optical

The location based sensor 110 (or location based sensors) sensor 130 coupled to the optical signal processor is used to
can report a position of the electronic device 100 as a latitude provide data used to identify a social classification ofa personand longitude, and may report a horizontal accuracy. In one io to whom commuriication is desired.
embodiment, the horizontal accuracy of the location is

In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor
reported as a confidence radius. For example, a location may data, location sensor data, acoustic sensor data and/or anbe reported with a horizontal accuracy of 3 m, meaning that
the reported location is accurate within a circle having a 3 m optical sensor data is formatted for processing at a location

therthan the mobile device 110 and subsequently used to

i
radius. Accuracy of the location may vary from about 1 m to 15

o

about 100 m for location data obtained by a GPS sensor, dentify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

depending on user location (e.g., in a city, under open sky, nication is desired. In this manner, the mobile device 110

under a tree, in a building, etc.). The location information may needs to devote less processing time and energy to perform
further include an altitude, and may include a vertical accu- such social classification and relies upon an outside compu-

racy. The location information may also include a time that 20 tational device to provide such functionality.
the location was recorded. In the shown embodiment, the social classification is per-

In one embodiment, the inertial sensor 120 is coupled to the formed in the mobile device 100. Specifically, a calculating
motion processor 125. The motion processor 125 processes logic 150 receives the processed data from the location pro-
acceleration measurement data received from the inertial sen- cessor 115, the motion processor 125, the optical processor
sor 120 to provide data used to provide a social signature of 25 135, and the acoustic processor 145, and compares the pro-
the user and/or as a biometric. For instance, specific patterns cessed data with social templates 165 stored in a memory 160
of acceleration might indicate specific activities (sleeping included in the mobile device 100. The memory 160 can be
versus running versus walking), and the rhythm of such removable or permanently installed in the mobile device 100.
movement could also indicate the user to the extent the user's The calculating logic 150 provides the result of the compari-
accelerations provide a unique pattern. 30

son to a requesting caller using a transceiver 170 via a net-
In a one embodiment, the location sensor 110 is coupled to

work according to a hierarchical social classification. While
a mapping processor included in the location processor 115.

shown as included in the device 100, it is understood that the
The mapping processor processes location measurement data

transceiver 170 can be removable from the device 100.
received from the location sensor 110 to provide data used to

identify a social classification of a person to whom commu- 35 Examples of hierarchical social classification that can be
identified include high level available, busy, do not disturb.nication is desired. For instance, in an aspect ofthe invention,
Under each ofthese broad classifications can be more actuatethe mapping processor can compare the sensed location with

known locations in the user's address book or contact list to classifications which are potentially available to a more select

determine the location (i.e., at home, at a dentist office, at social group. Under the hierarchical tree, do not disturb can be

work). Additionally, in other aspects, the mapping processor 40 classifications such as at the dentist, sleeping or with a cus-

can compare the sensed location with a map stored in the tomer. While a user may chose to still advance the call they
mobile device 100 or retrieved from a query to an internet will do so being able to socially weigh the urgency of the
service such as MapQuest or Google maps, and determine the communication with the social classification of the person
location as being a restaurant, store, office or other like loca- being contacted. Each set ofhierarchical social classifications
tion according to such publicly available information. 45 is stored in a separate social template.

In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics sen- The calculating logic 150 can further use the data fromthe
sors can include an Ultra Wideband sensor which can provide processors 115, 125, 135, 145 to classify a current user's

ranging data, such as occurs with radar. In this manner, the activity from a plurality ofpredefined identifiable user activi-

ranging data could provide a 3D image of the room in which ties as well as trained user activities. In one embodiment, the
the mobile device 100 is located, and/or provide simple room so calculating logic 150 identifies a user's social activity by
size and obstacle location measurements. The use ofthe rang- monitoring for different social signatures, and applies a cor-

ing data would be usable in the social signature in aspects of responding social template to determine how to treat an

the invention. By way of example, the ranging data could be incoming communication request.
usable in the social signature when combined with the map In one embodiment, when enough events indicative of a

location detected from the mapping processor the location on 55 particular user social activity are detected, the calculating
a map, thereby allowing a social template to be constructed to logic 150 identifies the activity as being performed by the

provide information based both upon map location and a user. In one embodiment, events may include positive events

location relative to walls of a specific room in that location. (ones that must be met to classify a social state in a certain
In one embodiment, the acoustic sensor 140 is coupled to way) and negative events (ones that indicate that a social state

an acoustic signal processor included in the acoustic proces- 60 cannot be classified certain way). For instance, where a user is
sor 145. The acoustic signal processor processes acoustic classified as entering a coffee shop at 7:32 am which is his

samples of data received from the acoustic sensor 140 to normal routine, the classification can be made that he is on his

provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person way to work and has a 97% probability ofarriving on time at

to whom communication is desired. 8:02 am according to the corresponding social template.
In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 is coupled to an 65 However, in this instance, he orders two coffees and arrives at

optical signal processor included in the optical processor 135. work at 8:20. This deviation is a negative event from the
The optical signal processor processes optical samples ofdata classification ofthe coffee ordering time to the arrival at work,
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and a positive event from the classification of the number of TABLE 2-continued
coffees ordered as well as time to the user's arrival time at

work. do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social hierarchy

Once the system has identified a user activity, the system Social Hierarchy Information

may apply a set of motion criteria specific to the identified 5

social state to estimate one or more user social statistics (e.g., estimate of baby
sleep time

to detect intrusiveness of a communication request). Social Second Social Hierarchy Provide information
state criteria may include thresholds, comparison require- Level-Friend on baby sleeping
ments, action windows, etc. For instance, in relation to the Third Social Hierarchy Do not disturb

coffee shop example above, the comparison may be looking 10 Level-School, Work except in emergency

at the purchase amount, audio input and physical location in Fourth Social Hierarchy Do not disturb
Level-Strangers

comparison to typical actions to say socially that the user is

having a tall, soy latte with a friend at the coffee shop. This

may however not be what is reported to everyone depending In this example, assuming that the location sensor 110

on the social template. Thus, the social template may allow 15 senses the location is at 39.78° N, 104.88° W, the inertial

specific friends to know that he is drinking coffee at the coffee sensor 120 senses no acceleration, the optical sensor 130

shop, may allow his co-workers to know that he is in a per- senses a light value of 223 lm, and the acoustic sensor 140

sonal meeting, and only allow the rest of the world to know senses a sound level of —63 db, the calculating logic 150

that he is busy and should not be disturbed. These would be compares the detected social signature with the social signa-
examples of social network grouping where a single event 20 ture of the social templates 165 included in the memory 160,
would be reported in multiple ways based on where the and selects the social template for do-not-disturb-due-to-

requestor fit in this user's social network. So certain social Mother-and-baby-sleeping as being the closest match to the

states may cross a threshold of what should be reported to detected social signature. The selected social signature is then

which groups, a comparison ofdata previously shared versus applied against requests for communication either using the

currently available to be shared may be used, and specific 25 calculating logic 150 within the mobile device, or on a server

action windows can be used to allow the user to share data through which such communication must be routed.

after the event so that nothing is provided without knowledge Assuming the communication is fromthe Father, the social

and this becomes the basis of further training, template is programmed to give the Father the First Social

Each social signature is indicative of a different type of Hierarchy Level, and allow the Father to know that the mobile

activity. Events occur when certain motion, location, acoustic 30 device 100 of the Mother is with the baby, the location, for

and optical criteria are satisfied. For instance, when a location how long, and who is napping (both Mother and Baby or Baby
signature has moved to a known room in a house such as a only). In this way, the social template provides a high level of

home nursery, the motion signature is static, the optical infor- information to the Father so that the Father can make an

mation indicates a dim room and the acoustic information informed choice about whether to place the call, or to instead

indicates rhythmic breathing, the social signature is that ofthe 35 send an email or text.

mobile phone user and baby napping. From the identified Assuming the communication is from the neighbor, the

social signature, the calculating logic 150 selects the social social signature is programmed to give the neighbor a Second

template to select how much information is provided to a Social Hierarchy Level and less information is to be provided.
category of communicant hoping to access the mobile phone In this case, the social template only indicates that the Baby is

user. The social template would then be programmed to 40 sleeping, so that the neighbor or friend can make an informed

reduce the information to be transmitted based upon user- choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an

defined relationships and levels of access. email or text, but without being given as much detail as to the

For instance, where the social signature is that of the location and duration of the social signature.
mobile phone user and baby napping, the social template is Assuming the communication is from the office, the social

for do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping as set 45 signature is programmed to give the office the Third Social

forth in Tables 1 and 2. Hierarchy Level and even less information is to be provided
but with specific information about when the call would be

TABLE 1 welcomed. In this case, the social template only indicates that
the mobile phone user does not want to be disturbed, except in

do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social signature 50 an emergency. Thus, when an emergency call is to be made

Sensor Value range
from the school or office, the caller will know that the mobile

phone user is available and welcomes such calls. Alternately,
Location 39.78° N, 104.88° W where there is no emergency, the caller can make an informed

-±5 m

Inerfil /s2 s2
choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an

a0mOptical 55 email or text, but without being given any detail beyond being223 Im 15 Im
Acoustic —63 db 5 db told to only call in limited circumstance. Thus, an employee

would know that the employer would not welcome a routine
call, but would be available should an emergency arise.

Assuming the communication is from the stranger, the
TABLE 2 60 social signature is programmed to give the stranger the Fourth

Sdo-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social hierarchy ocial Hierarchy Level and indicate only that the caller is not

to be disturbed. While not required in all aspects, the social
Social Hierarchy Information template could direct any such calls straight into a voice mail

First Social Hierarchy Provide information
to block reception entirely.

Level-Father on location, duration 65 However, it is understood that the social hierarchy level
of state, and could be changed for each social template. For instance,

assuming that the Mother is accorded the First Social Hier-
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archy Level in most social templates, there may be times location sensor and processor 210, a motion sensor and pro-
when the Father does not want the location information to be cessor 220, an optical sensor and processor 230, and an acous

provided. For instance, assuming the Father is purchasing a tic sensor and processor 240 included in the mobile device

gift, the social template could be created to not provide the 200. The location sensor and processor 210 performs gener-
location information to the Mother (either specifically or to 5 ally the same function as the location sensor 110 and location
all First Social Hierarchy Level members) in certain loca- processor 115 ofFIG. 1, the motion sensor and processor 220
tions, and thus create exceptions to the level of information performs generally the same function as the inertial sensor

provided in the same or other social templates. Thus, while 120 and motion processor 125 of FIG. 1, the optical sensor

categories of social hierarchy levels can be established, and processor 230 performs generally the same function as

exceptions can be programmed according to the needs of the io the optical sensor 130 and optical processor 135 of FIG. 1,
end user. and the acoustic sensor and processor 240 performs generally

As such, each social template can be set up with varying the same function as the acoustic sensor 140 and acoustic
levels ofgranularity in so far as who is given which informa- processor 145 ofFIG. 1. A calculating logic 250 receives the
tion about the user of the mobile device 100 prior to the call processed data from the location sensor and processor 210,
being placed. However, in order to ensure that the social 15 the motion sensor and processor 220, the optical sensor and

template is accurate, the mobile device 100 includes a social processor 230, and the acoustic sensor and processor 240, and

training program 167 stored within the memory 160. Using transmits the processed data to a server 270 using a trans-

the social training program 167, the user can save particular ceiver 280 via a network 260.
sets of social signature as new social templates, or increase While not required in all aspects, the network 260 can be a

the accuracy of an existing social template using the social 20 wireless communication network such as a CDMA, GSM, or

signature. While described in terms of four social hierarchy like mobile communication protocols.
levels, it is understood that additional or fewer levels can be The processed data received at the server 270 is compared
provided, depending on the social template or through user with social templates stored in a memory included in a remote

training as will be described below, calculating logic 275 of the server 270. The remote calculat-

Using the above example in relation to the Mother and the 25 ing logic 275 provides the result of the comparison to a

Baby, in order to set up the social template in the first instance, requesting caller via the network 260 according to a hierar-
the Mother would activate the social training program 167 chical social classification. In this manner, the assignment
while in the nursery with the Baby, and the social signature and training of the social templates according to social sig-
would be associated with that particular social template. Spe- natures is performed externally at the server 270 instead of

cifically, the data sensed by the location sensor 110, the iner- 30 within the mobile device 200. The assigned social template is
tial sensor 120, the optical sensor 130, and the acoustic sensor maintained in a server (such as the server 270) through which
140 would be correlated with the new social template, and the the caller must access to reach the mobile device 200. As
Mother would then enter the degrees of information to be such, when the caller attempts to contact the mobile device

provided to various categories ofpotential callers (i.e., Father, 200, the caller is given the information according to the hier-
Friend, Neighbor, Office, School, Stranger etc.). Subse- 35 archical social classifications prior to contacting the mobile

quently, should a caller be given the wrong amounts of infor- device 200.

mation, the Mother could again activate the social training However, it is understood that, while shown as lacking the

program 167 to improve the social signatures recognized by capability of providing the hierarchical social classification
the social template. In this manner, each social template could within the mobile device 200, the mobile device 200 could
be associated with more than one set of social signatures so as 40 also have this capability locally within the mobile device 200
to allow for variations from the original detected social sig- so as to have an internal and external capability of selectively
nature and to improve the functionality of the mobile device providing information according to the hierarchical social
100. classification incorporated in the social templates.

Once the mobile device 100 assigns the social template FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social
associated with the current social signature, the assigned 45 monitoring using sensors in accordance an embodiment of
social template is sent to an external server within the mobile the present invention. In operation 300, the sensor data is
network of the caller. As such, when the caller attempts to sampled by the calculating logic 150, 250. In the embodi-
contact the mobile device 100, the caller is given the infor- ments ofFIGS. 1 and 2, calculating logic 150, 250 detects the
mation according to the hierarchical social classifications data fromthe location processor 115, 210, the motionproces
prior to contacting the mobile device 100. so sor 125, 220, the optical processor 135, 230, and the acoustic

Additionally, the mobile device 100 consistently monitors processor 145, 240. The sampling can be performed at preset
for a change in the social signature, such as where the mobile intervals, or continuously.
device 100 changes location or detects a change in the optical In operation 305, the data samples detected by the calcu-
or acoustic levels. At this point, the mobile device 100 will lating logic 150, 250 are formatted into social signatures for
determine whether the social signature indicates a change in 55 use in matching against social templates. In operation 310,
the currently assigned social template, or whether another where the mobile device is not performing a comparison of
social template is to be assigned. Using the above example, the social signatures with social templates, such as in the
where the social signature indicates that the baby is now embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the calculating logic 250 sends
awake and crying, the social template would be changed to the formatted data to the server 270 across the network 260.
allow information on the new status of the baby, but likely 60 However, it is understood that operation 310 need not be
maintain a do-not-disturb social template. performed in all aspects of the invention, such as where the

While described in the context of the mobile device 100 mobile device 100 ofFIG. 1 is being used.

having the social templates and social training performed In operation 315, the formatted data is compared to the

internally, in another embodiment of the invention shown in social templates. In operation 320, the calculating logic 150
FIG. 2, the social templates and social training is performed 65 or the remote calculating logic 275 makes an a priori classi-

externally. As shown, a mobile device 200 monitors location, fication assigning one ofthe social templates to the formatted

acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a data. This a priori classification is based upon a closest match
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between the social signature in the formatted data and the tive Resonance, Learning Vector Quantization, or other tech-
social signature or signatures associated with each social niques whereby a computational device learns from detected
template. errors in order to improve future reactions to like sensor

The calculating logic 150 or the remote calculating logic inputs.
275 detects a classification error in operation 325. Since the 5 Where there is no training to be performed (such as where
social signature in the formatted data and the social signature there is no classification error or where the classification error
or signatures associated with each social template may not is de minimus), the calculating logic 150 or the remote cal-
exactly match, this difference is a classification error. Con- culating logic 275 detects whether there has been a commu-

versely, where there is an exact match, there is no classifica- nication request to the mobile device 100, 200 in operationtion error. 1 o 340. Where there is no communication request, the processBy way of example, assuming the mobile device user is at
returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signature

a movie, the location sensor 110 detects the location as that of
hhthe movie theatre, and the inertial sensor 120 indicates no

as canged.
Wmovement. Further, the mobile device 100 might include a

here there is a communication request, the calculating
l

near field communication (NFC) device which detects that 15 ogic 150 or the remote calculating logic 275 compares the

the mobile device 100 was used to purchase a ticket to a requestor with the access level assigned to the requestor con-

movie, and the movie start time. The mobile device 100 might tained in the selected social template in operation 345. In

also include a clock which detects that the start time has operation 350, the information level assigned to the requestor
passed, but the optical sensor 130 determines that the movie is provided to the requestor prior to communication being
theater lights are bright. In contrast, for the social signature of 20 completed in order for the requestor to determine, based upon
a social template for watching a movie, the optical sensor the informationprovided, whether the communication should
could be for a low light, but also include the movie theater be completed or whether the mobile device user would not

location, no acceleration, time being after the start time, and appreciate the call. After reporting the information, the pro-
the ticket data from the NFC device. In this instance, the cess returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signa-
social signature in the formatted data would include a number 25 ture has changed.
of matching elements (i.e., location, acceleration, time, and While described in the context ofvoice communications, it
NFC data) which are consistent with the social signature of a is understood that the social templates could also be used to

social template for watching a movie, but the error would prevent other forms of communication, such as text mes-

exist in relation to the optical data. Thus, in operation 320, the sages, facebook updates, emails, instant messages, or other
a priori classification would be the social template for watch- 30 like communications which can be distracting to a user of a

ing the movie, and the classification error in operation 325 mobile device. By way of example, the detected social sig-
would be in relation to the optical data being high as opposed nature might correspond to a user driving a car with a Blue-
to low, tooth headset. In this case the social template might provide

Where there is a classification error, a training update can information to the sender that the user is driving and is not

be optionally performed in operation 330. If the training 35 available to read the text message, but should instead be

update is to be performed, the classification error weighting is contacted using a voice communication.

updated or the social signature is matched to a new social Moreover, it is understood that aspects of the invention do

template created by the user in operation 335. According to an not require a communication request to provide the differing
aspect of the invention, where there is the classification error levels of information such that operation 340 is optional. By
such that the training update is needed, the user might be 40 way of example, in aspects of the invention, the social tem-

prompted to confirm that the a priori classification is accurate. plate might be to log in and send or update specific informa-
Ifthe a priori classification is accurate, the classification error tion to one or more social networking services and/or microb-

weights are updated in operation 335 for that particular social logs. The social template could specify the type of

template to ensure that the social signature in the formatted information to be provided, as well as any necessary log in
data is recognized in the future as belonging to the same social 45 and username information needed to authorize the social

template. In contrast, where the a priori classification is not networking services and/or microblogs to receive such
accurate, a new social template can be created. In this manner, updates. While not required in all aspects, a detected biomet-
the social templates are constantly refined. The updated clas- ric would be useful in ensuring that the proper account is
sification error weighting and/or template from operation 335 accessed.
is stored in the memory 160 or in the server 270. so In this manner, the device 100, 200 could chronicle a user' s

Using the above example in relation to the social template status, and could provide different updates to different social
for watching a movie, the same social template for watching networking services. For instance, a user in a coffee shop
a movie could have an updated error weighting in relation to might want to update their social networking site (such as

the relative importance of the lighting, and thus would be FACEBOOK) to indicate to users that they are at the coffee
associated with more social signatures. In contrast, the user 55 shop. Where the user has more than one social networking
might create a new social template, such as a social template site, the user might not want this information on a profession
for waiting to watch a movie in which the user would allow networking site (such as LINKED-IN). Conversely, where
more communication. the user is in a work related activity, such as at a conference,

While not required in all aspects, such updated error the social template could be configured to provide the same or

weights and new social templates could be generated solely in 60 different updates on the social and professional networking
relation to the user of the mobile device 100, 200, or could sites. A similar chronicle of the user's status could be pro-
also be shared from other mobile devices. In this manner, the vided on TWITTER or other microblog site. In this way, the
social templates could be unique to the user, or be refined device 100, 200 would be able to provide constant feeds and

through the collective experience ofany number ofother user updates to automatically enliven a user's social and profes-
experiences. 65 sional networking site(s) and/or issue microblogs such as

While not required in all aspects, the training and updating tweets according to a status sensed from the various device
in operations 330, 335 could be performed using Fuzzy Adap- sensors 110, 120, 130, 140.
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In aspects ofthe invention, even where a user does not have The present invention may also be embodied in a handheld
a social networking service and/or microblog set up, the or portable device containing a subset of the computer hard-
social template could be configured to provide specific infor- ware components described above. For example, the hand-

mation using text, email and/or voice messaging. By way of held device may be configured to contain only the bus, the

example, the social template could be designated for emer- 5 processor and memory. The handheld device may also be

gency situations, and automatically provide information to configured to include a set ofbuttons or input signaling com

the policefire departmentfamily and/or friends. Such com- ponents with which a user may select from a set of available

options. The handheld device may also be configured tomunication could be throughtext messages, emails, computer
read messages sent to a voice lineandwhere social network- include an output apparatus such as a liquid crystal display

10 (LCD) or display element matrix for displaying information
ing service and/or microblog are set up, through networking to a user of the handheld device. Conventional methods mayservice and microblog updates. In this way, the device 100, be used to implement such a handheld device. The implemen-200 would be able to summon help in an emergency situation tation of the present invention for such a device would be
according to a status sensed from the various device sensors

apparent to one ofordinary skill in the art given the disclosure
110, 120, 130, 140.

15 of the present invention as provided herein.
By way of example, the device sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 The present invention may also be embodied in a special

could detect a sharp audio sound and a sudden deceleration, purpose appliance including a subset of the computer hard-
and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the social ware components described above. For example, the appli-
signature as being for a car crash. From the social signature ance may include a processor, a data storage device, a bus, and
for the car crash, the calculating logic 150, 275 would select 20 memory, and only rudimentary communications mecha-
a social template which provides information on the time nisms, such as a small touch-screen that permits the user to

since impact and location of impact to the police and ambu- communicate in a basic manner with the device. In general,
lance services, as well as providing an alert to family and/or the more special-purpose the device is, the fewer of the ele-
friends. ments need be present for the device to function. In some

By way of another example, the device sensors 110, 120, 25 devices, communications with the user may be through a

130, 140 could detect heat and an optical/acoustic signature touch-based screen, or similar mechanism.
consistent with a fire, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art

detect the social signature as being for a fire. From the social that any configuration of the system may be used for various

signature for the fire, the calculating logic 150, 275 would purposes according to the particular implementation. The
select a social template which provides information on the 30 control logic or software implementing the present invention
likelihood of a fire, and location of fire to the police and fire can be stored on any machine-readable medium locally or

department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or remotely accessible to processor. A machine-readable
friends. medium includes any mechanism for storing or transmitting

By way of a further example, the device sensors 110, 120, information in a form readable by a machine (e.g. a com-

130, 140 could detect a sudden change in breathing signatures 35 puter). For example, a machine readable medium includes
as well as a change in a user's pulse indicative of a heart read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM),
attack, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the magnetic disk storage media, optical storage media, flash
social signature as being for a medical emergency. From the memory devices, electrical, optical, acoustical or other forms
social signature for the medical emergency, the calculating of propagated signals (e.g. carrier waves, infrared signals,
logic 150, 275 would select a social template which provides 40 digital signals, etc.).
information on the type ofmedical emergency, and a location The detailed description of embodiments of the invention
of the medical emergency to emergency services and/or the makes reference to the accompanying drawings in which like
fire department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or references indicate similar elements, showing by way ofillus-
friends. tration specific embodiments of practicing the invention.

While described in terms of a mobile device, it is under- 45 Description of these embodiments is in sufficient detail to

stood that aspects of the invention need not be limited to a enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention. One
device that can be carried by a user. For instance, the device skilled in the art understands that other embodiments may be
could be mounted to a moving vehicle and thus not be carried utilized and that logical, mechanical, electrical, functional

by a user. Further, aspects need not be used in a device which and other changes may be made without departing from the
is mobile, such as where the device is in a room and observes so scope of the present invention. The following detailed
sensor inputs which change as in a security system or other description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense,

system which utilizes sensors. and the scope of the present invention is defined only by the
It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art appended claims.

that any configuration of the system may be used for various In the foregoing specification, the invention has been

purposes according to the particular implementation. The 55 described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments
control logic or software implementing the present invention thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifica-
can be stored in main memory, mass storage device, or other tions and changes may be made thereto without departing
storage medium locally or remotely accessible to processor. from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth

It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are,
the system, method, and process described herein can be 60 accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a

implemented as software stored in main memory or read only restrictive sense.

memory and executed by processor. This control logic or Although a few embodiments ofthe present invention have
software may also be resident on an article of manufacture been shown and described, it would be appreciated by those

comprising a computer readable medium having computer skilled in the art that changes may be made in this embodi-
readable program code embodied therein and being readable 65 ment without departing from the principles and spirit of the

by the mass storage device and for causing the processor to invention, the scope ofwhich is defined in the claims and their

operate in accordance with the methods and teachings herein. equivalents.
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What is claimed is: the communication requestor only as much information as

1. A system to automatically provide differing levels of allowed based on the retrieved social template.
information according to a predetermined social hierarchy, 5. The system ofclaim 1, wherein the sensor set comprises
the system comprising: an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging data

a communication device comprising a sensor set which 5 regarding the environment, and the processor includes in the
detects sensor data comprising a first detected sensor social signature a size of the location in which the communi-
value comprising an amount of light of the environment cation device is found.
ofthe communication device from an optical sensor and 6. The system ofclaim 1, wherein the server further com-
a second detected sensor value comprising a sound level prises a transceiver which receives the sensor data sent from
of the environment of the communication device from 10 the communication device.
an acoustic sensor, and transmits the sensor data; 7. The system of claim 1, wherein the sensor data com-

a memory which stores social templates, each social tem-
prises usage data relating to a use of the commuriication

plate corresponding to a unique social signature com-

prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor
device.

8. A communication system to automatically provide dif-value range other than the first sensor value range and 15

each social template being selectable to provide, for fering levels of information according to a predetermined
each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor- social hierarchy, the communication system comprising:
responding differing amount of information to each a memory which stores social templates, each social tem-

member of the predetermined social hierarchy; and plate corresponding to a unique social signature com-

a server comprising a processor which receives the sensor 20 prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor

data from the communication device, creates a detected value range other than the first sensor value range and
social signature from the received sensor data, deter- each social template being selectable to provide, for
mines which of the social signatures of the stored social each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor-

templates has a greatest correspondence with the created responding differing amount of information to each
social signature through comparison of the first and sec- 25 member of the predetermined social hierarchy;
ond detected sensor values and the first and second sen- a communication device comprising:
sor value ranges of each stored social template, retrieves a sensor set which detects sensor data comprising a first
from the memory the determined one social template detected sensor value comprising an amount of light
having the greatest correspondence and having the ofan environment ofthe communication device from
detected amount of light within the first sensor value 30 an optical sensor and a second detected sensor value

range and the detected sound level within the second comprising a sound level of the environment of the
sensor value range, and provides to at least one member communication device from an acoustic sensor

of the predetermined social hierarchy only as much related to the environment of the communication
information as allowed based on the retrieved social device;
template. 35 a processorwhich provides to at least one member ofthe

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the sensor data com- predetermined social hierarchy only as much infor-

prises a set of social statistics including a location of the mation as allowed based on a retrieved social tem-

communication device, and a movement of the communica- plate;
tion device, and a transceiver which provides communication with

the processor compares the location withmap data to deter- 40 respect to external devices, sends the detected sensor

mine a map location of the communication device, and data, and sends the information based on the retrieved
creates the detected social signature to include informa- social template under the control ofthe processor; and
tion on the map location of the communication device, a housing which houses the sensor set, the processor, and
and the movement being experienced by the communi- the transceiver; and
cation device. 45 a server having another processor which creates a detected

3. The system of claim 1, wherein: social signature from the sensor data sent through the
the levels of the social hierarchy of the retrieved social transceiver, determines which ofthe social signatures of

template include: the stored social templates has a greatest correspon-
a first social hierarchy level which provides one level of dence with the created social signature throughcompari-

information as selected in the retrieved social tem- so son ofthe first and second detected sensor values and the

plate, first and second sensorvalue ranges ofeach stored social
a second social hierarchy level which provides another template, retrieves from the memory the determined one

level of information as selected in the retrieved social social template having the greatest correspondence and

template, and having the detected amount of light within the first sen-

a third social hierarchy level which provides a further 55 sor value range and the detected sound level within the
level of information as selected in the retrieved social second sensor value range, and provides the retrieved

template; and social template to the communication device.
the processor detects to which of the first social hierarchy 9. The communication system of claim 8, wherein:

level, the second social hierarchy level, and the third the sensor set further comprises:
social hierarchy level each member belongs, and pro- 60 a location sensor which senses a location ofthe communi-
vides only as much information as allowed by the cation device; and
detected social hierarchy level, an acceleration sensor which senses acceleration of the

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the processor automati- communication device, and

cally determines ifan incoming communication from a com- the another processor compares the location with map data
munication requestor is interruptive by, prior to completing 65 to determine a map location of the communication
the communication, assigning the communication requestor device, and creates the detected social signature to

to one of the levels of the social hierarchy, and providing to include information on the map location ofthe commu-
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nication device, the acceleration being experienced by plate, each social template corresponding to a unique
the communication device, and the environment of the social signature comprising corresponding first and sec-

communication device. ond sensor value ranges and each social template being
10. The communication system of claim 9, wherein the selectable to provide, for each level ofthe predetermined

device comprises a mobile device. 5 social hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount of
11. The communication system of claim 8, wherein: information to each member ofthe predetermined social
the levels of the social hierarchy of the retrieved social hierarchy;

template include: retrieving from a memory the determined one social tem-

a first social hierarchy level which provides one level of plate having the greatest correspondence and having the
information as selected in the retrieved social tem- 10 detected amount of light within the first sensor value

plate, range, and the detected sound level within the second
a second social hierarchy level which provides another sensor value range; and

level of information as selected in the retrieved social providing to at least one member of the predetermined
template, and social hierarchy only as much information as allowed

a third social hierarchy level which provides a further 15 based on the retrieved social template.
level of information as selected in the retrieved social 18. The method of claim 17, wherein:

template; and the sensor data comprises a location ofthe communication
the processor detects to which of the first social hierarchy device, and movement of the communication device,

level, the second social hierarchy level, and the third and
social hierarchy level each member belongs, and pro- 20 the constructing the social signature comprises comparing
vides only as much information as allowed by the the location with map data to determine a map location
detected social hierarchy level, of the communication device, and creating the social

12. The communication system of claim 8, wherein the signature to include information on the map location of

processor automatically determines if an incoming commu- the communication device, the movement being experi-
nication from a communication requestor being received 25 enced by the communication device, and the environ-

through the transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing ment of the communication device.
the communication, assigning the communication requestor 19. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
to one of the levels of the social hierarchy, and providing to detecting an incoming communication from a communi-
the communication requestor only as much information as cation requestor; and
allowed based on the retrieved social template. 30 prior to completing the communication, assigning the

13. The communication system of claim 8, wherein the communication requestor to one of the levels of the
sensor set further comprises an input device which the user social hierarchy, and providing to the communication
uses to input data, and the another processor detects a status of requestor only as much information as allowed based on

the communication device according to use or non-use of the the retrieved social template.
input device and includes the detected status in the created 35 20. The method ofclaim 17, wherein the sensor data com-

social signature. prises usage data relating to a use of the communication
14. The communication system of claim 13, wherein the device.

input device comprises a touch screen display including a 21. A non-transitory computer readable medium encoded

capacitive sensor, and the another processor detects the status with processing instructions to implement the method of
of the communication device according to changes in a 40 claim 17 executed by one or more processors.
capacitance detected by the capacitive sensor. 22. The method of claim 17, further comprising detecting

15. The communication system of claim 13, wherein the the sensor data using the sensor set, and sending the detected
sensor set further comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which sensor data through a transceiver of the communication

provides ranging data regarding the environment, and the device to a server, wherein the server constructs the social

processor includes in the social signature a size ofthe location 45 signature using the sensor data received through the trans-

in which the communication device is found. ceiver and transmits the retrieved social template to the com-

16. The communication system of claim 8, wherein the munication device through the transceiver.
sensor data further comprises usage data relating to a use of 23. The method of claim 22, wherein the communication
the communication device, device provides to the at least one member of the predeter-

17. A method ofautomatically providing differing levels of so mined social hierarchy only as much information as allowed
information according to a predetermined social hierarchy, based on the retrieved social template transmitted from the
the method comprising: server.

constructing a social signature using sensor data sensed by 24. The method of claim 17, further comprising detecting
a sensor set in a communication device, the sensor data the sensor data using the sensor set, and sending the detected

comprising a first detected sensor value comprising opti- 55 sensor data through a transceiver of the communication
cal information from an optical sensor ofthe communi- device to a server, wherein the server constructs the social
cation device which detects an amount of light of an signature using the sensor data received through the trans-

environment ofthe communication device and a second ceiver.
detected sensor value comprising acoustic information 25. The method ofclaim 24, wherein the server provides to

from an acoustic sensor of the communication device 60 the at least one member ofthe predetermined social hierarchy
which detects a sound level of the environment of the only as much information as allowed based on the retrieved
communication device; social template.

determining which one of a plurality of social templates 26. The method of claim 25, wherein the server, prior to

has a social signature with a greatest correspondence connecting the at least one member to the communication
with the constructed social signature through compari- 65 device, provides to the at least one member of the predeter-
son of the first and second detected sensor values and mined social hierarchy only as much information as allowed
first and second sensor value ranges of each social tem- based on the retrieved social template.
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27. The method of claim 26, further comprising, after the tion device, and establishing the communication between the

retrieved social template is sent to the at least one member at least one member and the communication device according
prior to connecting the at least one member, receiving a to the received request.
request from the at least one member to establish communi-
cation between the at least one member and the communica-
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a first

social hierarchy level which provides one level ofinformation
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED as selected in the retrieved social template, a second social

APPLICATION 5 hierarchy level which provides another of level information
as selected in the retrieved social template, and a third social

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica-hierarchy level which provides further information as

tion Ser. No. 12/891, 875, filed Sep. 28, 2010, currently pend- selected in the retrieved social template; and the processor

ing, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by refer- determines a level value of each member by comparing the
10 member with members assigned to having the first social

ence.
hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the

BACKGROUND third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.

1Field According to an aspect of the invention, the user social
15 statistics includes an amount of light of the environment of

Aspects of the invention relate to automatically determm- the communication device, a sound level of the environment
ing if an incoming communication is interruptive, and more ofthe communication device, a detected heart rate ofa user of
particularly to the classification of a person's current actions the communication device, ultrasound levels of the commu-
such that selected callers can automatically or manually nication device, infrared levels ofthe communication device,
gauge the intrusiveness of a communication request. 20 temperature levels of the communication device, local net-

2. Description of the Related Art work/data logging of the communication device, capacitive
The development of pervasive communication technolo- readings of a touch screen of the communication device, a

gies has delivered direct access to mobile device users world- biometric based upon a user's use of the communication
wide. While access has given users the convenience of com- device, data related to the communications by and programs
munication at all times this convenience in many cases is a 25 running on the communication device, pressure data of the
burden as callers can inadvertently interrupt other activities communication device, magnetic field data of the communi-
which socially take precedence. One exemplary example is a cation device, proximity data of the communication devices,
phone ringing in the middle of a conversation socially a or combinations thereof

person would never interrupt another conversation unless the According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
matter was extremely urgent. The fact that communication 30 further detects an error between the detected social signature
requests cannot be socially integrated has made the perva- and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
siveness of communication a burden and has lead to ignoring having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
of calls (urgent or not) as well as allowing remote communi- ture of the determined one social template to include the
cations to take precedence over local communications. detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined

35 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
SUMMARY where it is determined that the determined one social template

is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a device to auto- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

matically provide differing levels of information according to mined one social template is not accurate.

a predetermined social hierarchy includes a memory which 40 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
stores social templates, each social template corresponding to automatically determines if an incoming communication
a unique social signature and being selectable to provide, for from a communication requestor is interruptive by, prior to

each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corre- completing the communication, assigning the communica-

sponding differing amount of information to each member of tion requestor to one of the levels of the social hierarchy, and
the predetermined social hierarchy; and a processor which 45 providing to the communication requestor only as much
receives sensor data received from a sensor set which detects information as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined
sensor data related to an environment of a communication in the retrieved social template.
device, creates a detected social signature from the received According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
sensor data, determines which of the social signatures of the the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

social templates has the greatest correspondence with the so sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

created social signature, retrieves from the memory the deter- vice, and the processor automatically provides different
mined one social template having the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence, and provides to at least one member of the predeter- under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

mined social hierarchy only as much information as allowed plate.
under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social 55 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social

template. networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data social networking services is for non-professional network-

comprises a location of the communication device; a move- ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
ment of the communication device; and user social statistics ging service.

indicating an interaction between the communication device 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
and the environment of the communication device, and the the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
processor compares the location with map data to determine for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
a map location of the communication device, and creates the cally provides an update to the social networking services.
detected social signature to include information on the map According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
location of the communication device, the movement being 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
experienced by the communication device, and the environ- for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
ment of the communication device, provides an update to the microblogging service.
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According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the device, the acceleration being experienced by the communi-

social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and cation device, and the environment of the communication
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the device.

sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- According to an aspect of the invention, the device com-

tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency 5 prises a mobile device.

services, friends and/or family members according to the According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the
social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a firstdetected emergency situation.
social hierarchy level which provides one level of informa-According to an aspect of the invention, the processor

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of tion, a second social hierarchy level which provides another
10 level of information, and a third social hierarchy level which

a user of the communication device, creates the detected
provides a different level of information; and the processorsocial signature from the received sensor data and the
determines a level value of each member by comparing the

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the member with members assigned to having the first social
obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the
determined one social template having the greatest corre-

15 third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
spondence to the detected social signature for the identified mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the first social

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors hierarchy level provides information including a desired con-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, tact state, the map location and the environment, the second
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing 20 social hierarchy level provides information including the

pattern of the user while inputting the data. desired contact state and the environment but not the map
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors location, and the third social hierarchy level provides infor-

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the mation on only the desired contact state.

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 25 further comprises an optical sensor which detects an amount

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the oflight ofthe environment ofthe communication device, and
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the an acoustic sensor which detects a sound level and/or char-
user. acteristics of the environment of the communication device.

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging 30 further detects an error between the detected social signature
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
munication device is found. ture of the determined one social template to include the

According to an aspect of the invention, a communication detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
device to automatically provide differing levels of informa- 35 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
tion according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a where it is determined that the determined one social template
sensor set which detects sensor data related to an environment is accurate, and creates a new social template using the
of the communication device; a memory which stores social detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

templates, each social template corresponding to a unique mined one social template is not accurate.

social signature and being selectable to provide, for each level 40 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corresponding dif- automatically determines if an incoming communication

fering amount of information to each member of the prede- from a communication requestor being received through the
termined social hierarchy; a processor which receives the transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

sensor data received from the sensor set, creates a detected nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe
social signature from the received sensor data, determines 45 levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
which of the social signatures of the social templates has the cation requestor only as much information as allowed under

greatest correspondence with the created social signature, the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
retrieves from the memory the determined one social tem- According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

plate having the greatest correspondence, and provides to at the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy only so sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

as much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as vice, and the processor automatically provides different
defined in the retrieved social template; a transceiver which updates to each of the social networking services as allowed

provides communication with respect to external devices, and under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

sends the information as defined in the retrieved social tem- plate.
plate under the control of the processor; and a housing which 55 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
houses the sensor set, the processor, the memory, and the networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
transceiver, social networking services is for non-professional network-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
comprises: a location sensor which senses a location of the ging service.
communication device; an acceleration sensor which senses 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
movement of the communication device; and a user social the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
statistics sensor which senses an interaction between the for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
communication device and the environment of the commu- cally provides an update to the social networking services.
nication device, and the processor compares the location with According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

map data to determine a map location of the communication 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
device, and creates the detected social signature to include for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
information on the map location of the communication provides an update to the microblogging service.
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According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and comprises a location of the communication device, move-

when the processor detects an emergency situation from the ment of the communication device, and an interaction
sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- between the communication device and the environment of
tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency 5 the communication device, and the processor compares the
services, friends and/or family members according to the location with map data to determine a map location of the
detected emergency situation, communication device, and creates the detected social signa-

According to an aspect of the invention, the processor ture to include information on the map location of the com-

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of munication device, the movement being experienced by the
a user of the communication device, creates the detected 10 communication device, and the environment of the commu-
social signature from the received sensor data and the

nication device.
obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the

According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of theobtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the
iidetermined one social template having the greatest corre- socerarchy of the retrieved social template include: aal h

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified 15
first social hierarchy level which provides information

user. including a desired contact state, the map location and the

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set environment, a second social hierarchy level which provides
comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, information including the desired contact state and the envi-

and the processor identifies the user according to a writing ronment but not the map location, and a third social hierarchy
pattern of the user while inputting the data. 20 level which provides information on only the desired contact

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors state; and the processor determines a level value of each

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the member by comparing the member with members assigned to

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. having the first social hierarchy level, the second social hier-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors archy level, and the third social hierarchy level, and provides
comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the 25 only as much information as allowedby the determined social
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors comprises optical information from an optical sensor which

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, detects an amount of light of the environment of the commu-

and the processor detects a status of the communication 30 nication device, and acoustic information from an acoustic
device according to use or non-use of the input device, sensor which detects a sound level of the environment ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the input device communication device.

comprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen- According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication further detects an error between the detected social signature
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the 35 and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
capacitive sensor. having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors ture of the determined one social template to include the

comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in one social template incorporates the detected social signature
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- 40 where it is determined that the determined one social template
munication device is found. is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a server in com- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-
munication with a communication device via a network and mined one social template is not accurate.

which automatically provides differing levels of information According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a 45 automatically determines if an incoming communication

memory which stores social templates, each social template from a communication requestor being received through the

corresponding to a unique social signature and being select- transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

able to provide, for each level of the predetermined social nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe

hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount ofinformation to levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
each member of the predetermined social hierarchy; a pro- so cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
cessor which receives from the communication device sensor the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
data received from a sensor set of the communication device According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
which detects sensor data related to an environment of the the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

communication device, creates a detected social signature sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

from the received sensor data, determines which ofthe social 55 vice, and the processor automatically provides different

signatures of the social templates has the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence with the created social signature, retrieves from the under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

memory the determined one social template having the great- plate.
est correspondence, and provides to at least one member of According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
the predetermined social hierarchy only as much information 60 networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the social networking services is for non-professional network-
retrieved social template; and a transceiver which receives the ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
sensor data from the sensor set in the communication device, ging service.
and provides under the control of the processor to at least one According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
ofthe members ofthe predetermined social hierarchy only as 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
defined in the retrieved social template. cally provides an update to the social networking services.
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According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of location with map data to determine a map location of the

the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy communication device, and creating the social signature to

for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically include information on the map location of the communica-
provides an update to the microblogging service. tion device, the movement being experienced by the commu-

According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the 5 nication device, and the environment of the communication
social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and device.
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- includes detecting an error between the constructed social
tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency signature and the social signature of the determined one
services, friends and/or family members according to the 1 social template having the greatest correspondence; updatingdetected emergency situation.

the social signature ofthe determined one social template to
According to an aspect of the invention, the processor include the detected error such that the social signature ofthe

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of
determined one social template incorporates the detected

a user of the communication device, creates the detected
social signature from the received sensor data and the 15

social signature where it is determined that the determined

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the one social template is accurate; and creating a new social

obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the template using the detected social signature where it is deter-

determined one social template having the greatest corre- mined that the determined one social template is not accurate.

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further

user. 20 includes detecting an incoming communication from a com-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set munication requestor; and prior to completing the communi-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, cation, assigning the communication requestor to one of the
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-

pattern of the user while inputting the data. cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 25 the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. comprises providing an update to a social networking service

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the retrieved social template.
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the 30 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
user. comprises providing a different update to another social net-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
working service as allowed under the social hierarchy as

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, defined in the retrieved social template.and the processor detects a status of the communication
device according to use or non-use of the input device. 35 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing

comprises providing an update to a microblogging service asAccording to an aspect of the invention, the input device
allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrievedcomprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen-

sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication social template.
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further

capacitive sensor. 40 includes detecting an emergency situation from the sensor

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors data, wherein the providing comprises automatically provid-
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging ing information related to the emergency to predetermined
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in emergency services, friends and/or family members accord-
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- ing to the detected emergency situation using one ofthe social
munication device is found. 45 templates.

According to an aspect of the invention, a method of auto- According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
matically providing differing levels of information according includes obtaining biometric data using the sensor data; and
to a predetermined social hierarchy includes: constructing a identifying a user of the communication device according to
social signature using sensor data sensed by a sensor set in a the obtained biometric data, wherein the determining com-

communication device; determining which one of a plurality 50 prises determining the one social template having the greatest
of social templates has a social signature with a greatest correspondence for the identified user.

correspondence with the constructed social signature, each According to an aspect of the invention, a computer read-
social template corresponding to a unique social signature able medium is encoded with processing instructions to
and being selectable to provide, for each level of the prede- implement the method executed by one or more processors.
termined social hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount 55 Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will
of information to each member of the predetermined social be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in
hierarchy; retrieves from a memory the determined one social part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned
template having the greatest correspondence; and providing by practice of the invention.
to at least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy
only as much information as allowed under the social hierar- 60 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

chy as defined in the retrieved social template.
According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data These and/or other aspects and advantages ofthe invention

comprises a location of the communication device, a move- will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the
ment of the communication device, and user social statistics following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunc-
indicating an interaction between the communication device 65 tion with the accompanying drawings ofwhich:
and the environment of the communication device, and the FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic device,
constructing the social signature comprises comparing the in accordance with one embodiment ofthe present invention;
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FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a social monitoring plate might be chosen inpreference to another social template

system, in accordance with one embodiment of the present which might be more willing to allow communication ifthe

invention; and user is sensed to be alone.
FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the

monitoring activity sensors in accordance an embodiment of 5 social statistics sensors can include sensing a touch screen.

the present invention. The touch screen is a capacitive interface, and therefore if
there is no capacitive reading, it might indicate that the mobile

DETAILED DESCRIPTION device 100 is not exposed or being held (example, in a back-
pack or drawer). In contrast, if the capacitive reading is low,

Reference will now be made in detail to the present 10 the level might indicate that the mobile device 100 is in a

embodiments ofthe present invention, examples ofwhich are pocket or being held. Similarly, at other capacitive readings,
this would be indicative that the user is actively using theillustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like ref-
mobile device 100. The level ofthe capacitive reading would

erence numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The
therefore be usable in the social signature in aspects of the

embodiments are described below in order to explain the
15 invention.

present invention by referring to the figures. In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics can
Embodiments of the present invention are designed to include a biometric based upon a user's use of the mobile

monitor social activity using multiple sensors. In the embodi- device 100. The biometric could be used to identify the user,
ment shown in FIG. 1, a mobile device 100 monitors location, and thus verify which user is using the mobile device 100.
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a 20 Such biometrics could be obtained from specific sensors, or
set of sensors which provides a set of social statistics. In the through combinations of sensors used for other purposes and
shown example, the sensor set includes sensors 110, 120, 130, whose output is further processed. By way of example, the
140 included in the mobile device 100. A user's activity is biometric could be based upon an analysis of patterns
classified based on the set of social statistics obtained from obtained through the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 identification of location, 25 sensor 140 as analyzed by the processors 135, 145 and/or the
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples as well as calculating logic 150.

static and/or dynamic classification rules. Examples of user An example of a biometric is based upon patterns specific
activities include driving, napping, in a meeting, showering, to a user's inputting of data. For instance, for a touch screen

etc. While shown as incorporated into the body of the mobile or a keyboard, people tend to have the same rate of time

device 100, it is understood that one or more of the sensors 30 between certain actions and tend to make the same input
110, 120, 130, 140 can be connectable to the mobile device errors again and again. Time is the key distinguishing element

in this biometric. For instance, when inputting, three different100 using wired and/or wireless communication, such as
letters (example JIM), the user will type certain words with awhere a camera or headset is connected using a Bluetooth

connection. proportional time between each key stroke (i.e., J<21
35 ms>I<55 ms>M). While the time may vary, the fact that the

For instance, a first calculation is made ofa user's location
time between J and I will be roughly half that of the time

and the position ofthe mobile device 100 using a GPS statistic between I and M will be generally constant for that user. In
associated with the user' s location detected from the location

contrast, a different user will have different timings between
sensor 110, and local measurements of accelerometers each letter pair. However, it is understood that other biomet-
included in the inertial sensor 120. Location information is 40 rics could be used, such as user name and passwords, retina
obtained by the location based sensor 110. In the shown and/or fingerprint recognition, facial and motion recognition
mobile device 100, additional user social statistics sensors are techniques, voice, hand geometry, and other mechanism by
measured using the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic sensor which a particular user is identified based upon that user's
140, which collect additional information relevant to an inter- characteristics. Such biometrics could be detectedusing com-

action between the environment of the mobile device 100 and 45 binations ofthe sensors 110, 120. 130, 140, or through use of
the mobile device 100. additional sensors. The use of a biometric can be useful in

While the user social statistics sensors are shown including confirming who you are communicating with as the mobile
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140, it is understood that the user device 100 can be used by multiple users, and therefore would
social statistics sensors can include other types of sensors in be usable in the social signature in aspects of the invention.
addition to or instead ofone or more ofthese sensor 110, 120, so It is noted that usage ofthe mobile device 100 can also be
130, 140, such as sensors which detect heart rate, ultrasound used in the social statistic as a form of sensor data. In these
sensors, infrared sensors, temperature sensors, pressure sen- instances, the usage could be detected by an element being
sors, magnetic field sensors, proximity sensors, and other used acting as a sensor (e.g., the calculating logic 150 per-
environmental sensors which detect a user environment, or forming an operation, a transceiver 170 performing a com-

combinations thereof 55 munication operation, and/or an input device receiving infor-
While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the mation), and the resulting usage data being included in the

social statistics sensors can include local network/data log- sensor data to create a social signature.
ging which records the network availably through the course For instance, the usage data can be communications by and
of a day. Such logging could include detection of Near Field programs running on the mobile device 100 and would be
Communication (NFC), Bluetooth, WiFi or other short range 60 sensed by the calculating logic 150, whereby the calculating
communication networks. In this way, a social signature logic 150 would be a type of sensor for purposes of forming
might become associated with specific mobile devices and a social signature. As another example, where the mobile
networks in particular locations and times in order to help device 100 is linked to a Bluetooth headset, this communica-

identify that, when these combinations of networks are tion status could be detected by a transceiver 170 and/or the

detected, a particular social template is to be used. For 65 calculating logic 150 as a form of sensor data, and the sensor

instance, if one ofthe detected mobile devices corresponds to data could be used in the social statistic. Similarly, where the

logging associated with a particular friend, one social tem- user is running an email program, a game program, or a media
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program, this usage data could be detected by the calculating In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 includes
logic 150 as a sensor and the usage data included in the sensor charged coupling device (CCD) sensors, whereby image data
data could be used in the social statistic. Moreover, where a is sampled by the CCD sensors and is used to better classify
transaction is being processed (such as the purchase of an the social situation and preprocessing of the optical signal
item) or the user is using an input device (such as a key board, 5 using signal processing techniques can be used to simply
touch screen display, joystick, clickwheel), this usage data classification calculations. For instance, if the CCD sensors

may be detected by the calculating logic 150 and/or input detect a low level of light, the mobile device 100 can deter-
device as a sensor and indicate that the user is available for mine that the mobile device 100 is in a dark location (such as

certain types of calls. Thus, the operations of the mobile in a pocket, in a room with the lights off, or outside during the
device 100 itself could furnish information as part of the 10 night). Whereas if the CCD sensors detect the high level of
social statistics. light, this could indicate that the mobile device 100 is in use

A second calculation is made of the user social statistic or is merely exposed in a room with the lights on or is outside
based on the static and/or dynamic rule set. The final use of during the daytime. While described in terms of the visible
the user's social classification statistic is calculated based on light, the optical sensor 330 could also be a type of camera

the first calculation, the second calculation, and a preset 15 which detects non-visible light spectra, such as infrared or

reporting level which offers a specific hierarchical level of ultraviolet detectors, or other radiation and energy detectors.
social classification based on the caller. The location based sensor 110 can include a single location

The mobile device 100 may be a cellular phone, wrist based sensor, or multiple location based sensors. Where there
watch, mp3 player, portable media player, personal digital are multiple location based sensors, the sensors can be ofthe
assistant (PDA), mobile game console, laptop computer, or 20 same type to provide redundancy, or of multiple different

any other device which can support an set of sensors and be types of location based sensors to provide location informa-
carried by a user. In the shown embodiment, the mobile tion in case one type of signal is not working. The location
device 100 is a portable electronic device that includes one or based sensor 110 provides the location information to a loca-
more inertial sensors 120, one or more location based sensors tion processor 115.

110, one or more audio sensors 140 and one or more optical 25 In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
sensors 130. a global positioning system (GPS) sensor comprising a GPS

The inertial sensor 120 may measure accelerations along a antenna and a GPS receiver. The GPS sensor obtains location

single axis or multiple axes, and may measure linear as well information from one or more GPS satellites, which are

as rotational (angular) accelerations. In one embodiment, one received at the GPS antenna and processed using the GPS
or more inertial sensors 120 together provide three dimen- 30 receiver.
sional acceleration measurement data so as to indicate the In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
instantaneous motion of the mobile device 100, and hence a network localization sensor. A network localization sensor

given an indication as to the motion ofthe user of the mobile determines a position by receiving signals from multiple
device 100. The inertial sensor 120 may generate acceleration sources that have known locations, and calculating the posi-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that 35 tion based on the combined signals using trigonometric rela-

may be fixed or variable. In one embodiment, the inertial tions. The signals used to determine location may be radio
sensor 120 receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) frequency (RF) signals formatted according to the Bluetooth
to take measurements at the sampling rate. The inertial sensor protocol, Zigbee protocol, wireless fidelity (WiFi) protocol,
120 provides the acceleration measurement data and/or global system for mobile communications (GSM) protocol,
movement data to a motion processor 125. 40 3G mobile communications protocol, etc. For example, a first

However, it is understood that the functionality ofthe iner- network localization sensor may perform network triangula-
tial sensor 120 can be estimated, such as where the overall tion using signals received from a mobile phone service pro-
motion or movement is detected using differences in location vider's cell towers. In another example, a second network
sensed by the location sensor 110. Conversely, where the localization sensor may perform triangulation using wireless
location is not known due to a lack of a signal to the location 45 fidelity (WiFi) signals received from multiple nearby WiFi
sensor 110 or where the location sensor 110 is not included, access points (e.g., hotspots).
the inertial sensor 120 can be used to estimate the location of In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
the mobile device 100 relative to a known starting point. The a radio frequency identification (RFID) reader that reads tran-

known starting point can be set by the user, or sensed from a sponders (e.g., passive integrated transponders (PITs)). Each
communication from known access points and networks hav- so transponder may report a specific location. When, for

ing a known location, example, a transponder that reports location A is read, the
The acoustic sensor 140 may generate acoustic measure- location based sensor knows to a high degree ofcertainty that

ment data continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed the electronic device is at location A.
or variable. In one embodiment, multiple acoustic sensors are Alternatively, the location based sensor 110 may itself
used to filter noise from relevant acoustic signals and prepro- 55 include a PIT that is read by an RFID reader at a known
cessing of the acoustic signal using signal processing tech- location. Upon the PIT being read by a particular RFID reader

niques can be used to simplify classification calculations. having a known location, the location based sensor may learn

Examples of the acoustic sensor 140 include a microphone or its current location.
like mechanism which detects acoustics and sounds. The As noted above, the location based sensor 110 can com-

acoustic sensor 140 provides the detected acoustics and 60 prise a system ofmultiple location based sensors which may
sound to an acoustic processor 145. be used separately or together. When used separately, each

The optical sensor 130 may generate simple light level location based sensor may independently determine a loca-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that tion of the electronic device, and report the location to the

may be fixed or variable. The optical sensor 130 provides the location processor 115. When used together, the capabilities
light level measurement to an optical processor 135. While 65 of one location based sensor 110 can be used to augment the
not required in all aspects, the optical sensor 130 can be a capabilities of another location based sensor. Examples of
camera (still or video) as used in mobile phones. such cooperative use of location based sensors include
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assisted GPS and enhanced GPS, in which location data provide information based both upon map location and a

reported by a network localization sensor is used to augment location relative to walls of a specific room in that location.
a GPS sensor and to reduce the time and processing effort In one embodiment, the acoustic sensor 140 is coupled to

needed to quickly identify a location. A single location may an acoustic signal processor included in the acoustic proces-
then be reported to the location processor 115. 5 sor 145. The acoustic signal processor processes acoustic

The location based sensor 110 may generate location infor- samples of data received from the acoustic sensor 140 to

mation continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed or provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person
variable. In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 to whom communication is desired.
receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) to take In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 is coupled to an

measurements at the sampling rate. The location based sensor 10 optical signal processor included in the optical processor 135.
110 may obtain location measurements at a sampling rate that The optical signal processor processes optical samples ofdata
is the same as or different from the sampling rate at which the received from the optical sensor 130 to provide data used to

inertial sensor 120 collects acceleration measurement data. In identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

this manner, the mobile device 100 can collect instantaneous nication is desired.
accelerations from the acceleration measurement data mea- 15 In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

sured by the inertial sensor 120, as well as long term accel- 120 coupled to the motion processor, the location sensor 110
erations using the differences in the location measurements coupled to the mapping processor, the acoustic sensor 140
measured by the location based sensor 110. coupled to the acoustic signal processor and/or the optical

The location based sensor 110 (or location based sensors) sensor 130 coupled to the optical signal processor is used to

can report a position of the electronic device 100 as a latitude 20 provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person
and longitude, and may report a horizontal accuracy. In one to whom communication is desired.
embodiment, the horizontal accuracy of the location is In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

reported as a confidence radius. For example, a location may data, location sensor data, acoustic sensor data and/or an

be reported with a horizontal accuracy of 3 m, meaning that optical sensor data is formatted for processing at a location
the reported location is accurate within a circle having a 3 m 25 other than the mobile device 110 and subsequently used to

radius. Accuracy of the location may vary from about 1 m to identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

about 100 m for location data obtained by a GPS sensor, nication is desired. In this manner, the mobile device 110

depending on user location (e.g., in a city, under open sky, needs to devote less processing time and energy to perform
under a tree, in a building, etc.). The location information may such social classification and relies upon an outside compu-
further include an altitude, and may include a vertical accu- 30 tational device to provide such functionality.
racy. The location information may also include a time that In the shown embodiment, the social classification is per-
the location was recorded. formed in the mobile device 100. Specifically, a calculating

In one embodiment, the inertial sensor 120 is coupled to the logic 150 receives the processed data from the location pro-
motion processor 125. The motion processor 125 processes cessor 115, the motion processor 125, the optical processor
acceleration measurement data received from the inertial sen- 35 135, and the acoustic processor 145, and compares the pro-
sor 120 to provide data used to provide a social signature of cessed data with social templates 165 stored in a memory 160
the user and/or as a biometric. For instance, specific patterns included in the mobile device 100. The memory 160 can be
of acceleration might indicate specific activities (sleeping removable or permanently installed in the mobile device 100.
versus running versus walking), and the rhythm of such The calculating logic 150 provides the result of the compari-
movement could also indicate the user to the extent the user's 40 son to a requesting caller using a transceiver 170 via a net-

accelerations provide a unique pattern. work according to a hierarchical social classification. While
In a one embodiment, the location sensor 110 is coupled to shown as included in the device 100, it is understood that the

a mapping processor included in the location processor 115. transceiver 170 can be removable from the device 100.
The mapping processor processes location measurement data Examples of hierarchical social classification that can be
received from the location sensor 110 to provide data used to 45 identified include high level available, busy, do not disturb.

identify a social classification of a person to whom commu- Under each ofthese broad classifications can be more actuate

nication is desired. For instance, in an aspect ofthe invention, classifications which are potentially available to a more select
the mapping processor can compare the sensed location with social group. Under the hierarchical tree, do not disturb can be
known locations in the user's address book or contact list to classifications such as at the dentist, sleeping or with a cus-

determine the location (i.e., at home, at a dentist office, at so tomer. While a user may chose to still advance the call they
work). Additionally, in other aspects, the mapping processor will do so being able to socially weigh the urgency of the
can compare the sensed location with a map stored in the communication with the social classification of the person
mobile device 100 or retrieved from a query to an internet being contacted. Each set ofhierarchical social classifications
service such as MapQuest or Google maps, and determine the is stored in a separate social template.
location as being a restaurant, store, office or other like loca- 55 The calculating logic 150 can further use the data fromthe
tion according to such publicly available information. processors 115, 125, 135, 145 to classify a current user's

In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics sen- activity from a plurality ofpredefined identifiable user activi-
sors can include an Ultra Wideband sensor which can provide ties as well as trained user activities. In one embodiment, the

ranging data, such as occurs with radar. In this manner, the calculating logic 150 identifies a user's social activity by
ranging data could provide a 3D image of the room in which 60 monitoring for different social signatures, and applies a cor-

the mobile device 100 is located, and/or provide simple room responding social template to determine how to treat an

size and obstacle location measurements. The use ofthe rang- incoming communication request.
ing data would be usable in the social signature in aspects of In one embodiment, when enough events indicative of a

the invention. By way of example, the ranging data could be particular user social activity are detected, the calculating
usable in the social signature when combined with the map 65 logic 150 identifies the activity as being performed by the
location detected from the mapping processor the location on user. In one embodiment, events may include positive events

a map, thereby allowing a social template to be constructed to (ones that must be met to classify a social state in a certain
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way) and negative events (ones that indicate that a social state TABLE 2
cannot be classified certain way). For instance, where a user is
classified as entering a coffee shop at 7:32 am which is his do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social hierarchy

normal routine, the classification can be made that he is on his Social Hierarchy Information

way to work and has a 97% probability ofarriving on time at 5

8:02 am according to the corresponding social template. First Social Hierarchy Provide information
Level—Father on location, durationHowever, in this instance, he orders two coffees and arrives at

of state, and
work at 8:20. This deviation is a negative event from the estimate of baby
classification ofthe coffee ordering time to the arrival at work, sleep time

and a positive event from the classification of the number of 10 Second Social Provide information

coffees ordered as well as time to the user's arrival time at Hierarchy Level— on baby sleeping
Friend

work. Third Social Hierarchy Do not disturb
Once the system has identified a user activity, the system Level— except in

may apply a set of motion criteria specific to the identified School, Work emergency
Fourth Social Hierarchy Do not disturb

social state to estimate one or more user social statistics (e.g., 15
Level—

to detect intrusiveness of a communication request). Social Strangers
state criteria may include thresholds, comparison require-
ments, action windows, etc. For instance, in relation to the

In this example, assuming that the location sensor 110coffee shop example above, the comparison may be looking
at the purchase amount, audio input and physical location in 20 senses the location is at 39.78° N, 104.88° W, the inertial

comparison to typical actions to say socially that the user is sensor 120 senses no acceleration, the optical sensor 130

having a tall, soy latte with a friend at the coffee shop. This senses a light value of 223 lm, and the acoustic sensor 140

may however not be what is reported to everyone depending senses a sound level of —63 db, the calculating logic 150

on the social template. Thus, the social template may allow compares the detected social signature with the social signa-
specific friends to know that he is drinking coffee at the coffee 25 ture of the social templates 165 included in the memory 160,
shop, may allow his co-workers to know that he is in a per- and selects the social template for do-not-disturb-due-to-
sonal meeting, and only allow the rest of the world to know Mother-and-baby-sleeping as being the closest match to the
that he is busy and should not be disturbed. These would be detected social signature. The selected social signature is then

examples of social network grouping where a single event applied against requests for communication either using the
would be reported in multiple ways based on where the 30 calculating logic 150 within the mobile device, or on a server

requestor fit in this user's social network. So certain social through which such communication must be routed.
states may cross a threshold of what should be reported to Assuming the communication is fromthe Father, the social
which groups, a comparison ofdata previously shared versus template is programmed to give the Father the First Social
currently available to be shared may be used, and specific Hierarchy Level, and allow the Father to know that the mobile
action windows can be used to allow the user to share data 35

device 100 of the Mother is with the baby, the location, for
after the event so that nothing is provided without knowledge how long, and who is napping (both Mother and Baby or Babyand this becomes the basis of further training.

Each social signature is indicative of a different type of only). In this way, the social template provides a high level of
information to the Father so that the Father can make an

activity. Events occur when certain motion, location, acoustic
and optical criteria are satisfied. For instance, when a location 40 informed choice about whether to place the call, or to instead

signature has moved to a known room in a house such as a
send an email or text.

home nursery, the motion signature is static, the optical infor-Assuming the communication is from the neighbor, the

mation indicates a dim room and the acoustic information social signature is programmed to give the neighbor a Second

indicates rhythmic breathing, the social signature is that ofthe Social Hierarchy Level and less information is to be provided.
mobile phone user and baby napping. From the identified 45 In this case, the social template only indicates that the Baby is

social signature, the calculating logic 150 selects the social sleeping, so that the neighbor or friend can make an informed

template to select how much information is provided to a choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an

category of communicant hoping to access the mobile phone email or text, but without being given as much detail as to the

user. The social template would then be programmed to location and duration of the social signature.
reduce the information to be transmitted based upon user_ so Assuming the communication is from the office, the social

defined relationships and levels of access. signature is programmed to give the office the Third Social

For instance, where the social signature is that of the Hierarchy Level and even less information is to be provided
mobile phone user and baby napping, the social template is but with specific information about when the call would be

for do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping as set welcomed. In this case, the social template only indicates that

forth in Tables 1 and 2. 55 the mobile phone user does not want to be disturbed, except in
an emergency. Thus, when an emergency call is to be made

TABLE 1 from the school or office, the caller will know that the mobile

phone user is available and welcomes such calls. Alternately,
do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social signature where there is no emergency, the caller can make an informed

60 choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an
Sensor Value range email or text, but without being given any detail beyond being
Location 39.78° N, 104.88° W told to only call in limited circumstance. Thus, an employee

-±5 m would know that the employer would not welcome a routine
Inertial 0 m/s2 .2 m/s2

call, but would be available should an emergency arise.
Optical 223 Im 15 Im
Acoustic –63 db 5 db 65 Assuming the communication is from the stranger, the

social signature is programmed to give the stranger the Fourth
Social Hierarchy Level and indicate only that the caller is not
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to be disturbed. While not required in all aspects, the social While described in the context of the mobile device 100

template could direct any such calls straight into a voice mail having the social templates and social training performed
to block reception entirely. internally, in another embodiment of the invention shown in

However, it is understood that the social hierarchy level FIG. 2, the social templates and social training is performed
could be changed for each social template. For instance, 5 externally. As shown, a mobile device 200 monitors location,
assuming that the Mother is accorded the First Social Hier- acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a

archy Level in most social templates, there may be times location sensor and processor 210, a motion sensor and pro-
when the Father does not want the location information to be

cessor 220, an optical sensor and processor 230, and an acous

provided. For instance, assuming the Father is purchasing a tic sensor and processor 240 included in the mobile device
gift, the social template could be created to not provide the 10.200. The location sensor and processor 210 performs gener-location information to the Mother (either specifically or to

ally the same function as the location sensor 110 and location
all First Social Hierarchy Level members) in certain loca-

processor 115 ofFIG. 1, the motion sensor and processor 220tions, and thus create exceptions to the level of information
performs generally the same function as the inertial sensorprovided in the same or other social templates. Thus, while

15
120 and motion processor 125 of FIG. 1, the optical sensorcategories of social hierarchy levels can be established,
and processor 230 performs generally the same function asexceptions can be programmed according to the needs of the

end user. the optical sensor 130 and optical processor 135 of FIG. 1,
As such, each social template can be set up with varying and the acoustic sensor and processor 240 performs generally

levels ofgranularity in so far as who is given which informa- the same function as the acoustic sensor 140 and acoustic

tion about the user of the mobile device 100 prior to the call 20 processor 145 ofFIG. 1. A calculating logic 250 receives the

being placed. However, in order to ensure that the social processed data from the location sensor and processor 210,
template is accurate, the mobile device 100 includes a social the motion sensor and processor 220, the optical sensor and

training program 167 stored within the memory 160. Using processor 230, and the acoustic sensor and processor 240, and
the social training program 167, the user can save particular transmits the processed data to a server 270 using a trans-

sets of social signature as new social templates, or increase 25 ceiver 280 via a network 260.
the accuracy of an existing social template using the social While not required in all aspects, the network 260 can be a

signature. While described in terms of four social hierarchy wireless communication network such as a CDMA, GSM, or

levels, it is understood that additional or fewer levels can be like mobile communication protocols.
provided, depending on the social template or through user The processed data received at the server 270 is compared
training as will be described below. 30 with social templates stored in a memory included in a remote

Using the above example in relation to the Mother and the calculating logic 275 of the server 270. The remote calculat-

Baby, in order to set up the social template in the first instance, ing logic 275 provides the result of the comparison to a

the Mother would activate the social training program 167 requesting caller via the network 260 according to a hierar-
while in the nursery with the Baby, and the social signature chical social classification. In this manner, the assignment
would be associated with that particular social template. Spe- 35 and training of the social templates according to social sig-
cifically, the data sensed by the location sensor 110, the iner- natures is performed externally at the server 270 instead of
tial sensor 120, the optical sensor 130, and the acoustic sensor within the mobile device 200. The assigned social template is
140 would be correlated with the new social template, and the maintained in a server (such as the server 270) through which
Mother would then enter the degrees of information to be the caller must access to reach the mobile device 200. As

provided to various categories ofpotential callers (i.e., Father, 40 such, when the caller attempts to contact the mobile device
Friend, Neighbor, Office, School, Stranger etc.). Subse- 200, the caller is given the information according to the hier-

quently, should a caller be given the wrong amounts of infor- archical social classifications prior to contacting the mobile
mation, the Mother could again activate the social training device 200.

program 167 to improve the social signatures recognized by However, it is understood that, while shown as lacking the
the social template. In this manner, each social template could 45 capability of providing the hierarchical social classification
be associated with more than one set of social signatures so as within the mobile device 200, the mobile device 200 could
to allow for variations from the original detected social sig- also have this capability locally within the mobile device 200
nature and to improve the functionality of the mobile device so as to have an internal and external capability of selectively
100. providing information according to the hierarchical social

Once the mobile device 100 assigns the social template so classification incorporated in the social templates.
associated with the current social signature, the assigned FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social
social template is sent to an external server within the mobile monitoring using sensors in accordance an embodiment of
network of the caller. As such, when the caller attempts to the present invention. In operation 300, the sensor data is
contact the mobile device 100, the caller is given the infor- sampled by the calculating logic 150, 250. In the embodi-
mation according to the hierarchical social classifications 55 ments ofFIGS. 1 and 2, calculating logic 150, 250 detects the

prior to contacting the mobile device 100. data fromthe location processor 115, 210, the motionproces
Additionally, the mobile device 100 consistently monitors sor 125, 220, the optical processor 135, 230, and the acoustic

for a change in the social signature, such as where the mobile processor 145, 240. The sampling can be performed at preset
device 100 changes location or detects a change in the optical intervals, or continuously.
or acoustic levels. At this point, the mobile device 100 will 60 In operation 305, the data samples detected by the calcu-
determine whether the social signature indicates a change in lating logic 150, 250 are formatted into social signatures for
the currently assigned social template, or whether another use in matching against social templates. In operation 310,
social template is to be assigned. Using the above example, where the mobile device is not performing a comparison of
where the social signature indicates that the baby is now the social signatures with social templates, such as in the
awake and crying, the social template would be changed to 65 embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the calculating logic 250 sends
allow information on the new status of the baby, but likely the formatted data to the server 270 across the network 260.
maintain a do-not-disturb social template. However, it is understood that operation 310 need not be
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performed in all aspects of the invention, such as where the relation to the user of the mobile device 100, 200, or could
mobile device 100 of FIG. 1 is being used. also be shared from other mobile devices. In this manner, the

In operation 315, the formatted data is compared to the social templates could be unique to the user, or be refined
social templates. In operation 320, the calculating logic 150 through the collective experience of any number ofother user

or the remote calculating logic 275 makes an a priori classi- 5 experiences.
fication assigning one of the social templates to the formatted While not required in all aspects, the training and updating
data. This a priori classification is based upon a closest match in operations 330, 335 could be performedusing Fuzzy Adap
between the social signature in the formatted data and the tive Resonance, Learning Vector Quantization, or other tech-
social signature or signatures associated with each social niques whereby a computational device learns from detected

template. 10 errors in order to improve future reactions to like sensor

The calculating logic 150 or the remote calculating logic inputs.
275 detects a classification error in operation 325. Since the Where there is no training to be performed (such as where
social signature in the formatted data and the social signature there is no classification error or where the classification error

or signatures associated with each social template may not is de minimus), the calculating logic 150 or the remote cal-

exactly match, this difference is a classification error. Con- 15 culating logic 275 detects whether there has been a commu-

versely, where there is an exact match, there is no classifica- nication request to the mobile device 100, 200 in operation
tion error. 340. Where there is no communication request, the process

By way of example, assuming the mobile device user is at returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signature
a movie, the location sensor 110 detects the location as that of has changed.
the movie theatre, and the inertial sensor 120 indicates no 20 Where there is a communication request, the calculating
movement. Further, the mobile device 100 might include a logic 150 or the remote calculating logic 275 compares the
near field communication (NFC) device which detects that requestor with the access level assigned to the requestor con-

the mobile device 100 was used to purchase a ticket to a tained in the selected social template in operation 345. In

movie, and the movie start time. The mobile device 100 might operation 350, the information level assigned to the requestor
also include a clock which detects that the start time has 25 is provided to the requestor prior to communication being
passed, but the optical sensor 130 determines that the movie completed in order for the requestor to determine, based upon
theater lights are bright. In contrast, for the social signature of the informationprovided, whether the communication should
a social template for watching a movie, the optical sensor be completed or whether the mobile device user would not

could be for a low light, but also include the movie theater appreciate the call. After reporting the information, the pro-
location, no acceleration, time being after the start time, and 30 cess returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signa-
the ticket data from the NFC device. In this instance, the ture has changed.
social signature in the formatted data would include a number While described in the context ofvoice communications, it
of matching elements (i.e., location, acceleration, time, and is understood that the social templates could also be used to

NFC data) which are consistent with the social signature of a prevent other forms of communication, such as text mes-

social template for watching a movie, but the error would 35 sages, facebook updates, emails, instant messages, or other
exist in relation to the optical data. Thus, in operation 320, the like communications which can be distracting to a user of a

a priori classification would be the social template for watch- mobile device. By way of example, the detected social sig-
ing the movie, and the classification error in operation 325 nature might correspond to a user driving a car with a Blue-
would be in relation to the optical data being high as opposed tooth headset. In this case the social template might provide
to low. 40 information to the sender that the user is driving and is not

Where there is a classification error, a training update can available to read the text message, but should instead be
be optionally performed in operation 330. If the training contacted using a voice communication.

update is to be performed, the classification error weighting is Moreover, it is understood that aspects of the invention do

updated or the social signature is matched to a new social not require a communication request to provide the differing
template created by the user in operation 335. According to an 45 levels of information such that operation 340 is optional. By
aspect of the invention, where there is the classification error way of example, in aspects of the invention, the social tem-

such that the training update is needed, the user might be plate might be to log in and send or update specific informa-

prompted to confirm that the a priori classification is accurate. tion to one or more social networking services and/or microb-
Ifthe a priori classification is accurate, the classification error logs. The social template could specify the type of

weights are updated in operation 335 for that particular social so information to be provided, as well as any necessary log in

template to ensure that the social signature in the formatted and username information needed to authorize the social
data is recognized in the future as belonging to the same social networking services and/or microblogs to receive such

template. In contrast, where the a priori classification is not updates. While not required in all aspects, a detected biomet-
accurate, a new social template can be created. In this manner, ric would be useful in ensuring that the proper account is
the social templates are constantly refined. The updated clas- 55 accessed.
sification error weighting and/or template from operation 335 In this manner, the device 100, 200 could chronicle a user' s

is stored in the memory 160 or in the server 270. status, and could provide different updates to different social

Using the above example in relation to the social template networking services. For instance, a user in a coffee shop
for watching a movie, the same social template for watching might want to update their social networking site (such as

a movie could have an updated error weighting in relation to 60 FACEBOOK) to indicate to users that they are at the coffee
the relative importance of the lighting, and thus would be shop. Where the user has more than one social networking
associated with more social signatures. In contrast, the user site, the user might not want this information on a profession
might create a new social template, such as a social template networking site (such as LINKED-IN). Conversely, where
for waiting to watch a movie in which the user would allow the user is in a work related activity, such as at a conference,
more communication. 65 the social template could be configured to provide the same or

While not required in all aspects, such updated error different updates on the social and professional networking
weights and new social templates could be generated solely in sites. A similar chronicle of the user's status could be pro-
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vided on TWITTER or other microblog site. In this way, the software may also be resident on an article of manufacture
device 100, 200 would be able to provide constant feeds and comprising a computer readable medium having computer
updates to automatically enliven a user's social and profes- readable program code embodied therein and being readable
sional networking site(s) and/or issue microblogs such as by the mass storage device and for causing the processor to
tweets according to a status sensed from the various device 5 operate in accordance with the methods and teachings herein.
sensors 110, 120, 130, 140. The present invention may also be embodied in a handheld

In aspects ofthe invention, even where a user does not have
or portable device containing a subset of the computer hard-

a social networking service and/or microblog set up, the
ware components described above. For example, the hand-

social template could be configured to provide specific infor- held device may be configured to contain only the bus, the
mation using text, email and/or voice messaging. By way of 10

processor and memory. The handheld device may also be
example, the social template could be designated for emer- configured to include a set ofbuttons or input signaling com-
gency situations, and automatically provide information to

ponents with which a user may select from a set of availablethe police, fire department, family and/or friends. Such com-
options. The handheld device may also be configured tomunication could be throughtext messages, emails, computer

read messages sent to a voice lineandwhere social network-15 include an output apparatus such as a liquid crystal display
ing service and/or microblog are set up, through networking (LCD) or display element matrix for displaying information

service and microblog updates. In this way, the device 1 00, to a user of the handheld device. Conventional methods may
200 would be able to summon help in an emergency situation be used to implement such a handheld device. The implemen-
according to a status sensed from the various device sensors tation of the present invention for such a device would be

110, 120, 130, 140. 20 apparent to one ofordinary skill in the art given the disclosure

By way of example, the device sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 of the present invention as provided herein.
could detect a sharp audio sound and a sudden deceleration, The present invention may also be embodied in a special
and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the social purpose appliance including a subset of the computer hard-

signature as being for a car crash. From the social signature ware components described above. For example, the appli-
for the car crash, the calculating logic 150, 275 would select 25 ance may include a processor, a data storage device, a bus, and
a social template which provides information on the time memory, and only rudimentary communications mecha-
since impact and location of impact to the police and ambu- nisms, such as a small touch-screen that permits the user to

lance services, as well as providing an alert to family and/or communicate in a basic manner with the device. In general,
friends. the more special-purpose the device is, the fewer of the ele-

By way of another example, the device sensors 110, 120, 30 ments need be present for the device to function. In some

130, 140 could detect heat and an optical/acoustic signature devices, communications with the user may be through a

consistent with a fire, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could touch-based screen, or similar mechanism.
detect the social signature as being for a fire. From the social It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art

signature for the fire, the calculating logic 150, 275 would that any configuration of the system may be used for various
select a social template which provides information on the 35 purposes according to the particular implementation. The
likelihood of a fire, and location of fire to the police and fire control logic or software implementing the present invention

department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or can be stored on any machine-readable medium locally or

friends. remotely accessible to processor. A machine-readable

By way of a further example, the device sensors 110, 120, medium includes any mechanism for storing or transmitting
130, 140 could detect a sudden change in breathing signatures 40 information in a form readable by a machine (e.g. a com-

as well as a change in a user's pulse indicative of a heart puter). For example, a machine readable medium includes
attack, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM),
social signature as being for a medical emergency. From the magnetic disk storage media, optical storage media, flash
social signature for the medical emergency, the calculating memory devices, electrical, optical, acoustical or other forms

logic 150, 275 would select a social template which provides 45 of propagated signals (e.g. carrier waves, infrared signals,
information on the type ofmedical emergency, and a location digital signals, etc.).
of the medical emergency to emergency services and/or the The detailed description of embodiments of the invention
fire department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or makes reference to the accompanying drawings in which like
friends. references indicate similar elements, showing by way ofillus-

While described in terms of a mobile device, it is under- so tration specific embodiments of practicing the invention.
stood that aspects of the invention need not be limited to a Description of these embodiments is in sufficient detail to

device that can be carried by a user. For instance, the device enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention. One
could be mounted to a moving vehicle and thus not be carried skilled in the art understands that other embodiments may be

by a user. Further, aspects need not be used in a device which utilized and that logical, mechanical, electrical, functional
is mobile, such as where the device is in a room and observes 55 and other changes may be made without departing from the
sensor inputs which change as in a security system or other scope of the present invention. The following detailed

system which utilizes sensors. description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense,
It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art and the scope of the present invention is defined only by the

that any configuration of the system may be used for various appended claims.

purposes according to the particular implementation. The 60 In the foregoing specification, the invention has been
control logic or software implementing the present invention described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments
can be stored in main memory, mass storage device, or other thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifica-

storage medium locally or remotely accessible to processor. tions and changes may be made thereto without departing
It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth

the system, method, and process described herein can be 65 in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are,

implemented as software stored in main memory or read only accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a

memory and executed by processor. This control logic or restrictive sense.
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Although a few embodiments ofthe present invention have a second social hierarchy level which provides another

been shown and described, it would be appreciated by those level of information as selected in the retrieved social
skilled in the art that changes may be made in this embodi- template, and
ment without departing from the principles and spirit of the a third social hierarchy level which provides a further
invention, the scope ofwhich is defined in the claims and their 5 level of information as selected in the retrieved social

equivalents, template; and
the processor detects to which of the first social hierarchy

What is claimed is: level, the second social hierarchy level, and the third

1. A server in communication with a communication social hierarchy level each member belongs, and pro-
10

device via a network and which automatically provides dif- vides only as much information as allowed by the

fering levels of information according to a predetermined detected social hierarchy level.

social hierarchy, the server comprising: 4. The server of claim 1, wherein the processor further

a memory which stores social templates, each social tem- detects an error between the detected social signature and the

plate corresponding to a unique social signature com- 15
social signature ofthe determined one social template having

prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor the greatest correspondence, updates the social signature of

value range other than the first sensor value range and the determined one social template to include the detected

each social template being selectable to provide, for error in the first and/or second sensor value ranges such that

each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor- the social signature of the determined one social template
responding differing amount of information to each 20 incorporates the detected social signature where it is deter-
member of the predetermined social hierarchy; mined that the determined one social template is accurate, and

a processorwhich receives from the communication device creates a new social template using the detected social signa-
sensor data received from a sensor set of the communi- ture where it is determined that the determined one social
cation device which detects sensor data including a first template is not accurate.

detected sensor value comprising optical information 25 5. The server of claim 1, wherein the processor automati-
detected by an optical sensor of the sensor set which cally determines ifan incoming communication from a com-

detects an amount of light of an environment of the munication requestor being received through the transceiver
communication device and a second detected sensor is interruptive by, prior to completing the communication,
value comprising acoustic information detected by an assigning the communication requestor to one ofthe levels of
acoustic sensor of the sensor set which detects a sound 30 the social hierarchy, and providing to the communication
level of the environment of the communication device, requestor only as much information as allowed based on the
creates a detected social signature from the received retrieved social template.
sensor data, determines which ofthe social signatures of 6. The server of claim 1, wherein, for at least one of the
the social templates has a greatest correspondence with social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

the created social signature through comparison of the 35 sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

first and second detected sensor values and the first and vice, and the processor automatically provides different
second sensor value ranges of each stored social tem- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed

plate, retrieves from the memory the determined one based on the one social template.
social template having the greatest correspondence and 7. The server ofclaim 6, wherein:

having the detected amount of light within the first sen- 40 one of the social networking services is for professional
sor value range and the detected sound level within the networking for a first level of the social hierarchy,
second sensor value range, and provides to at least one one of the social networking services is for non-profes-
member of the predetermined social hierarchy only as sional networking for a second level of the social hier-
much information as allowed based on the retrieved archy,
social template; and 45 one of the social networking services is a microblogging

a transceiver which receives the sensor data fromthe sensor service for a third level of the social hierarchy,
set in the communication device, and provides under the the professional networking, non-professional network-
control ofthe processor to at least one ofthe members of ing, and microblogging services are different services,
the predetermined social hierarchy only as much infor- and
mation as allowed based on the retrieved social template. so the professional networking, non-professional network-

2. The server of claim 1, wherein: ing, and microblogging services receive corresponding
the sensor data comprises a location of the communication different updates.

device, and movement of the communication device, 8. The server of claim 1, wherein, for at least one of the
and social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy for

the processor compares the location withmap data to deter- 55 a social networking service, and the processor automatically
mine a map location of the communication device, and provides an update to the social networking service.
creates the detected social signature to include informa- 9. The server of claim 1, wherein, for at least one of the
tion on the map location of the communication device, social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy for
the movement being experienced by the communication a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
device, and the environment of the communication 60 provides an update to the microblogging service.
device. 10. The server ofclaim 1, wherein, at least one ofthe social

3. The server of claim 1, wherein: templates corresponds to an emergency, and when the pro-
the levels of the social hierarchy of the retrieved social cessor detects an emergency situation from the detected

template include: social signature, the processor automatically provides infor-
a first social hierarchy level which provides one level of 65 mation related to the emergency to predetermined emergency

information as selected in the retrieved social tem- services, friends and/or family members according to the

plate, detected emergency situation.
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11. The server ofclaim 1, wherein the processor processes mation as allowed based on the retrieved social template

the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of a user of will be provided to at least one member of the predeter-
the communication device, creates the detected social signa- mined social hierarchy.
ture from the received sensor data and the obtained biometric 20. The method of claim 19, wherein:

data, identifies the user according to the obtained biometric 5 the sensor data comprises a location ofthe communication

data, and retrieves from the memory the determined one device, and movement of the communication device,
social template having the greatest correspondence to the and

the constructing the social signature comprises comparingdetected social signature for the identified user.
the location with map data to determine a map location12. The server of claim 11, wherein the sensor set further

comprises an input device ofwhich the user uses to input data, 10 of the communication device, and creating the social

and the processor identifies the user according to a pattern of signature to include information on the map location of

the user while inputting the data.
the communication device, the movement being experi-

13. The server ofclaim 11, wherein the processor identifies
enced by the communication device, and an environ-

the user according to an optical pattern unique to the user and
ment of the communication device.

is 21. The method of claim 19, further comprising:which is detected using the optical sensor. detecting an error between the constructed social signature14. The server ofclaim 11, wherein the processor identifies
the user according to a speech pattern unique to the user and

and the social signature of the determined one social

template having the greatest correspondence;which is detected using the acoustic sensor.
updating the social signature ofthe determined one social

15. The server of claim 1, wherein the sensor set further
20 template to include the detected error in the first and/or

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data,
and the processor detects a status of the communication

second sensor value ranges such that the social signature
device according to use or non-use of the input device,

of the determined one social template incorporates the

16. The server of claim 15, wherein the input device com- ddetermined one social template is accurate; and
etected social signature where it is determined that the

prises a touch screen display including a capacitive sensor,
25 creating a new social template using the detected social

and the processor detects a status of the communication
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the signature where it is determined that the determined one

capacitive sensor.
social template is not accurate.

22. The method of claim 19, further comprising:17. The server of claim 1, wherein the sensor set further

comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging
30

detecting an incoming communication from a communi-

data regarding the environment ofthe communication device,
cation requestor; and

and the processor includes in the social signature a size of the prior to completing the communication, assigning the

location in which the communication device is found using
communication requestor to one of the levels of the

the provided ranging data.
social hierarchy, and providing to the communication

18. The server of claim 1, wherein the sensor data com-requestoronly as much information as allowed based on

35 the retrieved social template.prises usage data relating to a use of the communication
device.

23. The method ofclaim 19, wherein the information to be

provided comprises an update to a social networking service
19.A method ofautomatically providing differing levels of

information according to a predetermined social hierarchy
as allowed based on the retrieved social template.

24. The method ofclaim 23, wherein the information to be
within a server, the method comprising:

40 provided further comprises a different update to another
constructing a social signature within the server using sen-

social networking service as allowed based on the retrieved
sor data sensed by a sensor set in a communication

social template, the another social networking service beingdevice external to the server, the sensor data including a

first detected sensor value comprising optical informa-
other than the social networking service.

tion from an optical sensor of the sensor set which
25. The method ofclaim 19, wherein the information to be

detects an amount of light of an environment of the
45 provided comprises an update to a microblogging service as

allowed based on the retrieved social template.communication device and a second detected sensor
26. The method of claim 19, further comprising detectingvalue comprising acoustic information from an acoustic

an emergency from the constructed social signature, wherein
sensor ofthe sensor set which detects a sound level ofthe
environment of the communication device;

the information to be provided comprises information related

determining within the server which one of a plurality of
so to the emergency which is to be selectively provided to pre-

social templates has a social signature with a greatest
determined emergency services, friends and/or family mem

correspondence with the constructed social signature
bers according to the detected emergency situationusing one

through comparison of the first and second detected
of the social templates.

sensor values and first and second sensor value ranges of
27. The method of claim 19, further comprising:

5 5 obtaining biometric data using the sensor data; and
each social template, each social template correspond- identifying a user of the communication device accordinging to a unique social signature comprising correspond- to the obtained biometric data, wherein the determininging first and second sensor value ranges and each social

template being selectable to provide, for each level ofthe comprises determining the one social template having
predetermined social hierarchy, a corresponding differ-

the greatest correspondence for the identified user.

6 0 28. The method ofclaim 19, wherein the sensor data com-
ing amount of information to each member of the pre-
determined social hierarchy; and prises usage data relating to a use of the communication

retrieving from a memory of the server the determined one
device.

social template having the
29. A non-transitory computer readable medium encoded

greatest correspondence and

having the detected amount of light within the first sen-
with processing instructions to implement the method of

sor value range and the detected sound level within the
65 claim 28 executed by one or more processors.

second sensor value range, wherein only as much infor-
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a first

social hierarchy level which provides one level ofinformation
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED as selected in the retrieved social template, a second social

APPLICATION 5 hierarchy level which provides another of level information
as selected in the retrieved social template, and a third social

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica-hierarchy level which provides further information as

tion Ser. No. 12/891, 875, filed Sep. 28, 2010, currently pend- selected in the retrieved social template; and the processor

ing, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by refer- determines a level value of each member by comparing the
10 member with members assigned to having the first social

ence.
hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the

BACKGROUND third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.

1Field According to an aspect of the invention, the user social
15 statistics includes an amount of light of the environment of

Aspects of the invention relate to automatically determm- the communication device, a sound level of the environment
ing if an incoming communication is interruptive, and more ofthe communication device, a detected heart rate ofa user of
particularly to the classification of a person's current actions the communication device, ultrasound levels of the commu-
such that selected callers can automatically or manually nication device, infrared levels ofthe communication device,
gauge the intrusiveness of a communication request. 20 temperature levels of the communication device, local net-

2. Description of the Related Art work/data logging of the communication device, capacitive
The development of pervasive communication technolo- readings of a touch screen of the communication device, a

gies has delivered direct access to mobile device users world- biometric based upon a user's use of the communication
wide. While access has given users the convenience of com- device, data related to the communications by and programs
munication at all times this convenience in many cases is a 25 running on the communication device, pressure data of the
burden as callers can inadvertently interrupt other activities communication device, magnetic field data of the communi-
which socially take precedence. One exemplary example is a cation device, proximity data of the communication devices,
phone ringing in the middle of a conversation socially a or combinations thereof

person would never interrupt another conversation unless the According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
matter was extremely urgent. The fact that communication 30 further detects an error between the detected social signature
requests cannot be socially integrated has made the perva- and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
siveness of communication a burden and has lead to ignoring having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
of calls (urgent or not) as well as allowing remote communi- ture of the determined one social template to include the
cations to take precedence over local communications. detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined

35 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
SUMMARY where it is determined that the determined one social template

is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a device to auto- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

matically provide differing levels of information according to mined one social template is not accurate.

a predetermined social hierarchy includes a memory which 40 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
stores social templates, each social template corresponding to automatically determines if an incoming communication
a unique social signature and being selectable to provide, for from a communication requestor is interruptive by, prior to

each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corre- completing the communication, assigning the communica-

sponding differing amount of information to each member of tion requestor to one of the levels of the social hierarchy, and
the predetermined social hierarchy; and a processor which 45 providing to the communication requestor only as much
receives sensor data received from a sensor set which detects information as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined
sensor data related to an environment of a communication in the retrieved social template.
device, creates a detected social signature from the received According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
sensor data, determines which of the social signatures of the the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

social templates has the greatest correspondence with the so sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

created social signature, retrieves from the memory the deter- vice, and the processor automatically provides different
mined one social template having the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence, and provides to at least one member of the predeter- under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

mined social hierarchy only as much information as allowed plate.
under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social 55 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social

template. networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data social networking services is for non-professional network-

comprises a location of the communication device; a move- ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
ment of the communication device; and user social statistics ging service.

indicating an interaction between the communication device 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
and the environment of the communication device, and the the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
processor compares the location with map data to determine for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
a map location of the communication device, and creates the cally provides an update to the social networking services.
detected social signature to include information on the map According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
location of the communication device, the movement being 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
experienced by the communication device, and the environ- for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
ment of the communication device, provides an update to the microblogging service.
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According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the device, the acceleration being experienced by the communi-

social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and cation device, and the environment of the communication
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the device.

sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- According to an aspect of the invention, the device com-

tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency 5 prises a mobile device.

services, friends and/or family members according to the According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the
social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a firstdetected emergency situation.
social hierarchy level which provides one level of informa-According to an aspect of the invention, the processor

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of tion, a second social hierarchy level which provides another
10 level of information, and a third social hierarchy level which

a user of the communication device, creates the detected
provides a different level of information; and the processorsocial signature from the received sensor data and the
determines a level value of each member by comparing the

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the member with members assigned to having the first social
obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the
determined one social template having the greatest corre-

15 third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
spondence to the detected social signature for the identified mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the first social

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors hierarchy level provides information including a desired con-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, tact state, the map location and the environment, the second
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing 20 social hierarchy level provides information including the

pattern of the user while inputting the data. desired contact state and the environment but not the map
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors location, and the third social hierarchy level provides infor-

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the mation on only the desired contact state.

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 25 further comprises an optical sensor which detects an amount

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the oflight ofthe environment ofthe communication device, and
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the an acoustic sensor which detects a sound level and/or char-
user. acteristics of the environment of the communication device.

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging 30 further detects an error between the detected social signature
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
munication device is found. ture of the determined one social template to include the

According to an aspect of the invention, a communication detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
device to automatically provide differing levels of informa- 35 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
tion according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a where it is determined that the determined one social template
sensor set which detects sensor data related to an environment is accurate, and creates a new social template using the
of the communication device; a memory which stores social detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

templates, each social template corresponding to a unique mined one social template is not accurate.

social signature and being selectable to provide, for each level 40 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corresponding dif- automatically determines if an incoming communication

fering amount of information to each member of the prede- from a communication requestor being received through the
termined social hierarchy; a processor which receives the transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

sensor data received from the sensor set, creates a detected nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe
social signature from the received sensor data, determines 45 levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
which of the social signatures of the social templates has the cation requestor only as much information as allowed under

greatest correspondence with the created social signature, the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
retrieves from the memory the determined one social tem- According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

plate having the greatest correspondence, and provides to at the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy only so sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

as much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as vice, and the processor automatically provides different
defined in the retrieved social template; a transceiver which updates to each of the social networking services as allowed

provides communication with respect to external devices, and under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

sends the information as defined in the retrieved social tem- plate.
plate under the control of the processor; and a housing which 55 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
houses the sensor set, the processor, the memory, and the networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
transceiver, social networking services is for non-professional network-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
comprises: a location sensor which senses a location of the ging service.
communication device; an acceleration sensor which senses 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
movement of the communication device; and a user social the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
statistics sensor which senses an interaction between the for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
communication device and the environment of the commu- cally provides an update to the social networking services.
nication device, and the processor compares the location with According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

map data to determine a map location of the communication 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
device, and creates the detected social signature to include for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
information on the map location of the communication provides an update to the microblogging service.
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According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and comprises a location of the communication device, move-

when the processor detects an emergency situation from the ment of the communication device, and an interaction
sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- between the communication device and the environment of
tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency 5 the communication device, and the processor compares the
services, friends and/or family members according to the location with map data to determine a map location of the
detected emergency situation. communication device, and creates the detected social signa-

According to an aspect of the invention, the processor ture to include information on the map location of the com-

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of munication device, the movement being experienced by the
a user of the communication device, creates the detected io communication device, and the environment of the commu-
social signature from the received sensor data and the

nication device.
obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the

According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of theobtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the
iidetermined one social template having the greatest corre- socerarchy of the retrieved social template include: aal h

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified 15
first social hierarchy level which provides information

user. including a desired contact state, the map location and the

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set environment, a second social hierarchy level which provides
comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, information including the desired contact state and the envi-

and the processor identifies the user according to a writing ronment but not the map location, and a third social hierarchy
pattern of the user while inputting the data. 20 level which provides information on only the desired contact

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors state; and the processor determines a level value of each

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the member by comparing the member with members assigned to

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. having the first social hierarchy level, the second social hier-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors archy level, and the third social hierarchy level, and provides
comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the 25 only as much information as allowedby the determined social
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors comprises optical information from an optical sensor which

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, detects an amount of light of the environment of the commu-

and the processor detects a status of the communication 30 nication device, and acoustic information from an acoustic
device according to use or non-use of the input device, sensor which detects a sound level of the environment ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the input device communication device.

comprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen- According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication further detects an error between the detected social signature
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the 35 and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
capacitive sensor. having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors ture of the determined one social template to include the

comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in one social template incorporates the detected social signature
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- 40 where it is determined that the determined one social template
munication device is found. is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a server in com- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-
munication with a communication device via a network and mined one social template is not accurate.

which automatically provides differing levels of information According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a 45 automatically determines if an incoming communication

memory which stores social templates, each social template from a communication requestor being received through the

corresponding to a unique social signature and being select- transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

able to provide, for each level of the predetermined social nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe

hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount ofinformation to levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
each member of the predetermined social hierarchy; a pro- so cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
cessor which receives from the communication device sensor the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
data received from a sensor set of the communication device According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
which detects sensor data related to an environment of the the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

communication device, creates a detected social signature sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

from the received sensor data, determines which ofthe social 55 vice, and the processor automatically provides different

signatures of the social templates has the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence with the created social signature, retrieves from the under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

memory the determined one social template having the great- plate.
est correspondence, and provides to at least one member of According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
the predetermined social hierarchy only as much information 60 networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the social networking services is for non-professional network-
retrieved social template; and a transceiver which receives the ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
sensor data from the sensor set in the communication device, ging service.
and provides under the control of the processor to at least one According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
ofthe members ofthe predetermined social hierarchy only as 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
defined in the retrieved social template. cally provides an update to the social networking services.
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According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of location with map data to determine a map location of the

the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy communication device, and creating the social signature to

for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically include information on the map location of the communica-
provides an update to the microblogging service. tion device, the movement being experienced by the commu-

According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the 5 nication device, and the environment of the communication
social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and device.
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- includes detecting an error between the constructed social
tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency signature and the social signature of the determined one
services, friends and/or family members according to the 1 social template having the greatest correspondence; updatingdetected emergency situation.

the social signature ofthe determined one social template to
According to an aspect of the invention, the processor include the detected error such that the social signature ofthe

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of
determined one social template incorporates the detected

a user of the communication device, creates the detected
social signature from the received sensor data and the 15

social signature where it is determined that the determined

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the one social template is accurate; and creating a new social

obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the template using the detected social signature where it is deter-

determined one social template having the greatest corre- mined that the determined one social template is not accurate.

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further

user. 20 includes detecting an incoming communication from a com-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set munication requestor; and prior to completing the communi-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, cation, assigning the communication requestor to one of the
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-

pattern of the user while inputting the data. cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 25 the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. comprises providing an update to a social networking service

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the retrieved social template.
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the 30 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
user. comprises providing a different update to another social net-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
working service as allowed under the social hierarchy as

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, defined in the retrieved social template.and the processor detects a status of the communication
device according to use or non-use of the input device. 35 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing

comprises providing an update to a microblogging service asAccording to an aspect of the invention, the input device
allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrievedcomprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen-

sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication social template.
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further

capacitive sensor. 40 includes detecting an emergency situation from the sensor

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors data, wherein the providing comprises automatically provid-
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging ing information related to the emergency to predetermined
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in emergency services, friends and/or family members accord-
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- ing to the detected emergency situation using one ofthe social
munication device is found. 45 templates.

According to an aspect of the invention, a method of auto- According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
matically providing differing levels of information according includes obtaining biometric data using the sensor data; and
to a predetermined social hierarchy includes: constructing a identifying a user of the communication device according to
social signature using sensor data sensed by a sensor set in a the obtained biometric data, wherein the determining com-

communication device; determining which one of a plurality 50 prises determining the one social template having the greatest
of social templates has a social signature with a greatest correspondence for the identified user.

correspondence with the constructed social signature, each According to an aspect of the invention, a computer read-
social template corresponding to a unique social signature able medium is encoded with processing instructions to
and being selectable to provide, for each level of the prede- implement the method executed by one or more processors.
termined social hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount 55 Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will
of information to each member of the predetermined social be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in
hierarchy; retrieves from a memory the determined one social part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned
template having the greatest correspondence; and providing by practice of the invention.
to at least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy
only as much information as allowed under the social hierar- 60 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

chy as defined in the retrieved social template.
According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data These and/or other aspects and advantages ofthe invention

comprises a location of the communication device, a move- will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the
ment of the communication device, and user social statistics following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunc-
indicating an interaction between the communication device 65 tion with the accompanying drawings ofwhich:
and the environment of the communication device, and the FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic device,
constructing the social signature comprises comparing the in accordance with one embodiment ofthe present invention;
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FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a social monitoring plate might be chosen inpreference to another social template

system, in accordance with one embodiment of the present which might be more willing to allow communication ifthe

invention; and user is sensed to be alone.
FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the

monitoring activity sensors in accordance an embodiment of 5 social statistics sensors can include sensing a touch screen.

the present invention. The touch screen is a capacitive interface, and therefore if
there is no capacitive reading, it might indicate that the mobile

DETAILED DESCRIPTION device 100 is not exposed or being held (example, in a back-
pack or drawer). In contrast, if the capacitive reading is low,

Reference will now be made in detail to the present 10 the level might indicate that the mobile device 100 is in a

embodiments ofthe present invention, examples ofwhich are pocket or being held. Similarly, at other capacitive readings,
this would be indicative that the user is actively using theillustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like ref-
mobile device 100. The level ofthe capacitive reading would

erence numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The
therefore be usable in the social signature in aspects of the

embodiments are described below in order to explain the
15 invention.

present invention by referring to the figures. In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics can
Embodiments of the present invention are designed to include a biometric based upon a user's use of the mobile

monitor social activity using multiple sensors. In the embodi- device 100. The biometric could be used to identify the user,
ment shown in FIG. 1, a mobile device 100 monitors location, and thus verify which user is using the mobile device 100.
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a 20 Such biometrics could be obtained from specific sensors, or
set of sensors which provides a set of social statistics. In the through combinations of sensors used for other purposes and
shown example, the sensor set includes sensors 110, 120, 130, whose output is further processed. By way of example, the
140 included in the mobile device 100. A user's activity is biometric could be based upon an analysis of patterns
classified based on the set of social statistics obtained from obtained through the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 identification of location, 25 sensor 140 as analyzed by the processors 135, 145 and/or the
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples as well as calculating logic 150.

static and/or dynamic classification rules. Examples of user An example of a biometric is based upon patterns specific
activities include driving, napping, in a meeting, showering, to a user's inputting of data. For instance, for a touch screen

etc. While shown as incorporated into the body of the mobile or a keyboard, people tend to have the same rate of time

device 100, it is understood that one or more of the sensors 30 between certain actions and tend to make the same input
110, 120, 130, 140 can be connectable to the mobile device errors again and again. Time is the key distinguishing element

in this biometric. For instance, when inputting, three different100 using wired and/or wireless communication, such as
letters (example JIM), the user will type certain words with awhere a camera or headset is connected using a Bluetooth

connection. proportional time between each key stroke (i.e., J<21
35 ms>I<55 ms>M). While the time may vary, the fact that the

For instance, a first calculation is made ofa user's location
time between J and I will be roughly half that of the time

and the position ofthe mobile device 100 using a GPS statistic between I and M will be generally constant for that user. In
associated with the user' s location detected from the location

contrast, a different user will have different timings between
sensor 110, and local measurements of accelerometers each letter pair. However, it is understood that other biomet-
included in the inertial sensor 120. Location information is 40 rics could be used, such as user name and passwords, retina
obtained by the location based sensor 110. In the shown and/or fingerprint recognition, facial and motion recognition
mobile device 100, additional user social statistics sensors are techniques, voice, hand geometry, and other mechanism by
measured using the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic sensor which a particular user is identified based upon that user's
140, which collect additional information relevant to an inter- characteristics. Such biometrics could be detectedusing com-

action between the environment of the mobile device 100 and 45 binations ofthe sensors 110, 120. 130, 140, or through use of
the mobile device 100. additional sensors. The use of a biometric can be useful in

While the user social statistics sensors are shown including confirming who you are communicating with as the mobile
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140, it is understood that the user device 100 can be used by multiple users, and therefore would
social statistics sensors can include other types of sensors in be usable in the social signature in aspects of the invention.
addition to or instead ofone or more ofthese sensor 110, 120, so It is noted that usage ofthe mobile device 100 can also be
130, 140, such as sensors which detect heart rate, ultrasound used in the social statistic as a form of sensor data. In these
sensors, infrared sensors, temperature sensors, pressure sen- instances, the usage could be detected by an element being
sors, magnetic field sensors, proximity sensors, and other used acting as a sensor (e.g., the calculating logic 150 per-
environmental sensors which detect a user environment, or forming an operation, a transceiver 170 performing a com-

combinations thereof 55 munication operation, and/or an input device receiving infor-
While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the mation), and the resulting usage data being included in the

social statistics sensors can include local network/data log- sensor data to create a social signature.
ging which records the network availably through the course For instance, the usage data can be communications by and
of a day. Such logging could include detection of Near Field programs running on the mobile device 100 and would be
Communication (NFC), Bluetooth, WiFi or other short range 60 sensed by the calculating logic 150, whereby the calculating
communication networks. In this way, a social signature logic 150 would be a type of sensor for purposes of forming
might become associated with specific mobile devices and a social signature. As another example, where the mobile
networks in particular locations and times in order to help device 100 is linked to a Bluetooth headset, this communica-

identify that, when these combinations of networks are tion status could be detected by a transceiver 170 and/or the

detected, a particular social template is to be used. For 65 calculating logic 150 as a form of sensor data, and the sensor

instance, if one ofthe detected mobile devices corresponds to data could be used in the social statistic. Similarly, where the

logging associated with a particular friend, one social tem- user is running an email program, a game program, or a media
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program, this usage data could be detected by the calculating In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 includes
logic 150 as a sensor and the usage data included in the sensor charged coupling device (CCD) sensors, whereby image data
data could be used in the social statistic. Moreover, where a is sampled by the CCD sensors and is used to better classify
transaction is being processed (such as the purchase of an the social situation and preprocessing of the optical signal
item) or the user is using an input device (such as a key board, 5 using signal processing techniques can be used to simply
touch screen display, joystick, clickwheel), this usage data classification calculations. For instance, if the CCD sensors

may be detected by the calculating logic 150 and/or input detect a low level of light, the mobile device 100 can deter-
device as a sensor and indicate that the user is available for mine that the mobile device 100 is in a dark location (such as

certain types of calls. Thus, the operations of the mobile in a pocket, in a room with the lights off, or outside during the
device 100 itself could furnish information as part of the io night). Whereas if the CCD sensors detect the high level of
social statistics. light, this could indicate that the mobile device 100 is in use

A second calculation is made of the user social statistic or is merely exposed in a room with the lights on or is outside
based on the static and/or dynamic rule set. The final use of during the daytime. While described in terms of the visible
the user's social classification statistic is calculated based on light, the optical sensor 330 could also be a type of camera

the first calculation, the second calculation, and a preset 15 which detects non-visible light spectra, such as infrared or

reporting level which offers a specific hierarchical level of ultraviolet detectors, or other radiation and energy detectors.
social classification based on the caller. The location based sensor 110 can include a single location

The mobile device 100 may be a cellular phone, wrist based sensor, or multiple location based sensors. Where there
watch, mp3 player, portable media player, personal digital are multiple location based sensors, the sensors can be ofthe
assistant (PDA), mobile game console, laptop computer, or 20 same type to provide redundancy, or of multiple different

any other device which can support an set of sensors and be types of location based sensors to provide location informa-
carried by a user. In the shown embodiment, the mobile tion in case one type of signal is not working. The location
device 100 is a portable electronic device that includes one or based sensor 110 provides the location information to a loca-
more inertial sensors 120, one or more location based sensors tion processor 115.

110, one or more audio sensors 140 and one or more optical 25 In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
sensors 130. a global positioning system (GPS) sensor comprising a GPS

The inertial sensor 120 may measure accelerations along a antenna and a GPS receiver. The GPS sensor obtains location

single axis or multiple axes, and may measure linear as well information from one or more GPS satellites, which are

as rotational (angular) accelerations. In one embodiment, one received at the GPS antenna and processed using the GPS
or more inertial sensors 120 together provide three dimen- 30 receiver.
sional acceleration measurement data so as to indicate the In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
instantaneous motion of the mobile device 100, and hence a network localization sensor. A network localization sensor

given an indication as to the motion ofthe user of the mobile determines a position by receiving signals from multiple
device 100. The inertial sensor 120 may generate acceleration sources that have known locations, and calculating the posi-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that 35 tion based on the combined signals using trigonometric rela-

may be fixed or variable. In one embodiment, the inertial tions. The signals used to determine location may be radio
sensor 120 receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) frequency (RF) signals formatted according to the Bluetooth
to take measurements at the sampling rate. The inertial sensor protocol, Zigbee protocol, wireless fidelity (WiFi) protocol,
120 provides the acceleration measurement data and/or global system for mobile communications (GSM) protocol,
movement data to a motion processor 125. 40 3G mobile communications protocol, etc. For example, a first

However, it is understood that the functionality ofthe iner- network localization sensor may perform network triangula-
tial sensor 120 can be estimated, such as where the overall tion using signals received from a mobile phone service pro-
motion or movement is detected using differences in location vider's cell towers. In another example, a second network
sensed by the location sensor 110. Conversely, where the localization sensor may perform triangulation using wireless
location is not known due to a lack of a signal to the location 45 fidelity (WiFi) signals received from multiple nearby WiFi
sensor 110 or where the location sensor 110 is not included, access points (e.g., hotspots).
the inertial sensor 120 can be used to estimate the location of In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
the mobile device 100 relative to a known starting point. The a radio frequency identification (RFID) reader that reads tran-

known starting point can be set by the user, or sensed from a sponders (e.g., passive integrated transponders (PITs)). Each
communication from known access points and networks hav- so transponder may report a specific location. When, for

ing a known location, example, a transponder that reports location A is read, the
The acoustic sensor 140 may generate acoustic measure- location based sensor knows to a high degree ofcertainty that

ment data continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed the electronic device is at location A.
or variable. In one embodiment, multiple acoustic sensors are Alternatively, the location based sensor 110 may itself
used to filter noise from relevant acoustic signals and prepro- 55 include a PIT that is read by an RFID reader at a known
cessing of the acoustic signal using signal processing tech- location. Upon the PIT being read by a particular RFID reader

niques can be used to simplify classification calculations. having a known location, the location based sensor may learn

Examples of the acoustic sensor 140 include a microphone or its current location.
like mechanism which detects acoustics and sounds. The As noted above, the location based sensor 110 can com-

acoustic sensor 140 provides the detected acoustics and 60 prise a system ofmultiple location based sensors which may
sound to an acoustic processor 145. be used separately or together. When used separately, each

The optical sensor 130 may generate simple light level location based sensor may independently determine a loca-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that tion of the electronic device, and report the location to the

may be fixed or variable. The optical sensor 130 provides the location processor 115. When used together, the capabilities
light level measurement to an optical processor 135. While 65 of one location based sensor 110 can be used to augment the
not required in all aspects, the optical sensor 130 can be a capabilities of another location based sensor. Examples of
camera (still or video) as used in mobile phones. such cooperative use of location based sensors include
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assisted GPS and enhanced GPS, in which location data provide information based both upon map location and a

reported by a network localization sensor is used to augment location relative to walls of a specific room in that location.
a GPS sensor and to reduce the time and processing effort In one embodiment, the acoustic sensor 140 is coupled to

needed to quickly identify a location. A single location may an acoustic signal processor included in the acoustic proces-
then be reported to the location processor 115. 5 sor 145. The acoustic signal processor processes acoustic

The location based sensor 110 may generate location infor- samples of data received from the acoustic sensor 140 to

mation continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed or provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person
variable. In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 to whom communication is desired.
receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) to take In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 is coupled to an

measurements at the sampling rate. The location based sensor lo optical signal processor included in the optical processor 135.
110 may obtain location measurements at a sampling rate that The optical signal processor processes optical samples ofdata
is the same as or different from the sampling rate at which the received from the optical sensor 130 to provide data used to

inertial sensor 120 collects acceleration measurement data. In identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

this manner, the mobile device 100 can collect instantaneous nication is desired.
accelerations from the acceleration measurement data mea- 15 In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

sured by the inertial sensor 120, as well as long term accel- 120 coupled to the motion processor, the location sensor 110
erations using the differences in the location measurements coupled to the mapping processor, the acoustic sensor 140
measured by the location based sensor 110. coupled to the acoustic signal processor and/or the optical

The location based sensor 110 (or location based sensors) sensor 130 coupled to the optical signal processor is used to

can report a position of the electronic device 100 as a latitude 20 provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person
and longitude, and may report a horizontal accuracy. In one to whom communication is desired.
embodiment, the horizontal accuracy of the location is In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

reported as a confidence radius. For example, a location may data, location sensor data, acoustic sensor data and/or an

be reported with a horizontal accuracy of 3 m, meaning that optical sensor data is formatted for processing at a location
the reported location is accurate within a circle having a 3 m 25 other than the mobile device 110 and subsequently used to

radius. Accuracy of the location may vary from about 1 m to identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

about 100 m for location data obtained by a GPS sensor, nication is desired. In this manner, the mobile device 110

depending on user location (e.g., in a city, under open sky, needs to devote less processing time and energy to perform
under a tree, in a building, etc.). The location information may such social classification and relies upon an outside compu-
further include an altitude, and may include a vertical accu- 30 tational device to provide such functionality.
racy. The location information may also include a time that In the shown embodiment, the social classification is per-
the location was recorded. formed in the mobile device 100. Specifically, a calculating

In one embodiment, the inertial sensor 120 is coupled to the logic 150 receives the processed data from the location pro-
motion processor 125. The motion processor 125 processes cessor 115, the motion processor 125, the optical processor
acceleration measurement data received from the inertial sen- 35 135, and the acoustic processor 145, and compares the pro-
sor 120 to provide data used to provide a social signature of cessed data with social templates 165 stored in a memory 160
the user and/or as a biometric. For instance, specific patterns included in the mobile device 100. The memory 160 can be
of acceleration might indicate specific activities (sleeping removable or permanently installed in the mobile device 100.
versus running versus walking), and the rhythm of such The calculating logic 150 provides the result of the compari-
movement could also indicate the user to the extent the user's 40 son to a requesting caller using a transceiver 170 via a net-

accelerations provide a unique pattern. work according to a hierarchical social classification. While
In a one embodiment, the location sensor 110 is coupled to shown as included in the device 100, it is understood that the

a mapping processor included in the location processor 115. transceiver 170 can be removable from the device 100.
The mapping processor processes location measurement data Examples of hierarchical social classification that can be
received from the location sensor 110 to provide data used to 45 identified include high level available, busy, do not disturb.

identify a social classification of a person to whom commu- Under each ofthese broad classifications can be more actuate

nication is desired. For instance, in an aspect ofthe invention, classifications which are potentially available to a more select
the mapping processor can compare the sensed location with social group. Under the hierarchical tree, do not disturb can be
known locations in the user's address book or contact list to classifications such as at the dentist, sleeping or with a cus-

determine the location (i.e., at home, at a dentist office, at so tomer. While a user may chose to still advance the call they
work). Additionally, in other aspects, the mapping processor will do so being able to socially weigh the urgency of the
can compare the sensed location with a map stored in the communication with the social classification of the person
mobile device 100 or retrieved from a query to an internet being contacted. Each set ofhierarchical social classifications
service such as MapQuest or Google maps, and determine the is stored in a separate social template.
location as being a restaurant, store, office or other like loca- 55 The calculating logic 150 can further use the data fromthe
tion according to such publicly available information. processors 115, 125, 135, 145 to classify a current user's

In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics sen- activity from a plurality ofpredefined identifiable user activi-
sors can include an Ultra Wideband sensor which can provide ties as well as trained user activities. In one embodiment, the

ranging data, such as occurs with radar. In this manner, the calculating logic 150 identifies a user's social activity by
ranging data could provide a 3D image of the room in which 60 monitoring for different social signatures, and applies a cor-

the mobile device 100 is located, and/or provide simple room responding social template to determine how to treat an

size and obstacle location measurements. The use ofthe rang- incoming communication request.
ing data would be usable in the social signature in aspects of In one embodiment, when enough events indicative of a

the invention. By way of example, the ranging data could be particular user social activity are detected, the calculating
usable in the social signature when combined with the map 65 logic 150 identifies the activity as being performed by the
location detected from the mapping processor the location on user. In one embodiment, events may include positive events

a map, thereby allowing a social template to be constructed to (ones that must be met to classify a social state in a certain
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way) and negative events (ones that indicate that a social state TABLE 2
cannot be classified certain way). For instance, where a user is
classified as entering a coffee shop at 7:32 am which is his do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social hierarchy

normal routine, the classification can be made that he is on his Social Hierarchy Information

way to work and has a 97% probability ofarriving on time at 5

8:02 am according to the corresponding social template. First Social Hierarchy Provide information
Level-Father on location, durationHowever, in this instance, he orders two coffees and arrives at

of state, and
work at 8:20. This deviation is a negative event from the estimate of baby
classification ofthe coffee ordering time to the arrival at work, sleep time

and a positive event from the classification of the number of 10 Second Social Provide information

coffees ordered as well as time to the user's arrival time at Hierarchy Level- on baby sleeping
Friend

work. Third Social Hierarchy Do not disturb
Once the system has identified a user activity, the system Level- except in

may apply a set of motion criteria specific to the identified School, Work emergency
Fourth Social Hierarchy Do not disturb

social state to estimate one or more user social statistics (e.g., 15
Level-

to detect intrusiveness of a communication request). Social Strangers
state criteria may include thresholds, comparison require-
ments, action windows, etc. For instance, in relation to the

In this example, assuming that the location sensor 110coffee shop example above, the comparison may be looking
senses the location is at 39.78° N, 104.88° W, the inertialat the purchase amount, audio input and physical location in 20

comparison to typical actions to say socially that the user is sensor 120 senses no acceleration, the optical sensor 130

having a tall, soy latte with a friend at the coffee shop. This senses a light value of 223 Im, and the acoustic sensor 140

may however not be what is reported to everyone depending senses a sound level of —63 db, the calculating logic 150

on the social template. Thus, the social template may allow compares the detected social signature with the social signa-
specific friends to know that he is drinking coffee at the coffee 25 ture of the social templates 165 included in the memory 160,
shop, may allow his co-workers to know that he is in a per- and selects the social template for do-not-disturb-due-to-
sonal meeting, and only allow the rest of the world to know Mother-and-baby-sleeping as being the closest match to the
that he is busy and should not be disturbed. These would be detected social signature. The selected social signature is then

examples of social network grouping where a single event applied against requests for communication either using the
would be reported in multiple ways based on where the 30 calculating logic 150 within the mobile device, or on a server

requestor fit in this user's social network. So certain social through which such communication must be routed.
states may cross a threshold of what should be reported to Assuming the communication is fromthe Father, the social
which groups, a comparison ofdata previously shared versus template is programmed to give the Father the First Social
currently available to be shared may be used, and specific Hierarchy Level, and allow the Father to know that the mobile
action windows can be used to allow the user to share data 35

device 100 of the Mother is with the baby, the location, for
after the event so that nothing is provided without knowledge how long, and who is napping (both Mother and Baby or Babyand this becomes the basis of further training.

Each social signature is indicative of a different type of only). In this way, the social template provides a high level of
information to the Father so that the Father can make an

activity. Events occur when certain motion, location, acoustic
and optical criteria are satisfied. For instance, when a location 40 informed choice about whether to place the call, or to instead

signature has moved to a known room in a house such as a
send an email or text.

home nursery, the motion signature is static, the optical infor-Assuming the communication is from the neighbor, the

mation indicates a dim room and the acoustic information social signature is programmed to give the neighbor a Second

indicates rhythmic breathing, the social signature is that ofthe Social Hierarchy Level and less information is to be provided.
mobile phone user and baby napping. From the identified 45 In this case, the social template only indicates that the Baby is

social signature, the calculating logic 150 selects the social sleeping, so that the neighbor or friend can make an informed

template to select how much information is provided to a choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an

category of communicant hoping to access the mobile phone email or text, but without being given as much detail as to the

user. The social template would then be programmed to location and duration of the social signature.
reduce the information to be transmitted based upon user_ so Assuming the communication is from the office, the social

defined relationships and levels of access. signature is programmed to give the office the Third Social

For instance, where the social signature is that of the Hierarchy Level and even less information is to be provided
mobile phone user and baby napping, the social template is but with specific information about when the call would be

for do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping as set welcomed. In this case, the social template only indicates that

forth in Tables 1 and 2. 55 the mobile phone user does not want to be disturbed, except in
an emergency. Thus, when an emergency call is to be made

TABLE 1 from the school or office, the caller will know that the mobile

phone user is available and welcomes such calls. Alternately,
do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social signature where there is no emergency, the caller can make an informed

60 choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an
Sensor Value range email or text, but without being given any detail beyond being
Location 39.78° N, 104.88° W told to only call in limited circumstance. Thus, an employee

-±5 m would know that the employer would not welcome a routine
Inertial 0 m/s2 .2 m/s2

call, but would be available should an emergency arise.
Optical 223 Im 15 Im
Acoustic —63 db 5 db 65 Assuming the communication is from the stranger, the

social signature is programmed to give the stranger the Fourth
Social Hierarchy Level and indicate only that the caller is not
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to be disturbed. While not required in all aspects, the social While described in the context of the mobile device 100

template could direct any such calls straight into a voice mail having the social templates and social training performed
to block reception entirely. internally, in another embodiment of the invention shown in

However, it is understood that the social hierarchy level FIG. 2, the social templates and social training is performed
could be changed for each social template. For instance, 5 externally. As shown, a mobile device 200 monitors location,
assuming that the Mother is accorded the First Social Hier- acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a

archy Level in most social templates, there may be times location sensor and processor 210, a motion sensor and pro-
when the Father does not want the location information to be

cessor 220, an optical sensor and processor 230, and an acous

provided. For instance, assuming the Father is purchasing a tic sensor and processor 240 included in the mobile device
gift, the social template could be created to not provide the io.200. The location sensor and processor 210 performs gener-location information to the Mother (either specifically or to

ally the same function as the location sensor 110 and location
all First Social Hierarchy Level members) in certain loca-

processor 115 ofFIG. 1, the motion sensor and processor 220tions, and thus create exceptions to the level of information
performs generally the same function as the inertial sensorprovided in the same or other social templates. Thus, while

15
120 and motion processor 125 of FIG. 1, the optical sensorcategories of social hierarchy levels can be established,
and processor 230 performs generally the same function asexceptions can be programmed according to the needs of the

end user. the optical sensor 130 and optical processor 135 of FIG. 1,
As such, each social template can be set up with varying and the acoustic sensor and processor 240 performs generally

levels ofgranularity in so far as who is given which informa- the same function as the acoustic sensor 140 and acoustic

tion about the user of the mobile device 100 prior to the call 20 processor 145 ofFIG. 1. A calculating logic 250 receives the

being placed. However, in order to ensure that the social processed data from the location sensor and processor 210,
template is accurate, the mobile device 100 includes a social the motion sensor and processor 220, the optical sensor and

training program 167 stored within the memory 160. Using processor 230, and the acoustic sensor and processor 240, and
the social training program 167, the user can save particular transmits the processed data to a server 270 using a trans-

sets of social signature as new social templates, or increase 25 ceiver 280 via a network 260.
the accuracy of an existing social template using the social While not required in all aspects, the network 260 can be a

signature. While described in terms of four social hierarchy wireless communication network such as a CDMA, GSM, or

levels, it is understood that additional or fewer levels can be like mobile communication protocols.
provided, depending on the social template or through user The processed data received at the server 270 is compared
training as will be described below. 30 with social templates stored in a memory included in a remote

Using the above example in relation to the Mother and the calculating logic 275 of the server 270. The remote calculat-

Baby, in order to set up the social template in the first instance, ing logic 275 provides the result of the comparison to a

the Mother would activate the social training program 167 requesting caller via the network 260 according to a hierar-
while in the nursery with the Baby, and the social signature chical social classification. In this manner, the assignment
would be associated with that particular social template. Spe- 35 and training of the social templates according to social sig-
cifically, the data sensed by the location sensor 110, the iner- natures is performed externally at the server 270 instead of
tial sensor 120, the optical sensor 130, and the acoustic sensor within the mobile device 200. The assigned social template is
140 would be correlated with the new social template, and the maintained in a server (such as the server 270) through which
Mother would then enter the degrees of information to be the caller must access to reach the mobile device 200. As

provided to various categories ofpotential callers (i.e., Father, 40 such, when the caller attempts to contact the mobile device
Friend, Neighbor, Office, School, Stranger etc.). Subse- 200, the caller is given the information according to the hier-

quently, should a caller be given the wrong amounts of infor- archical social classifications prior to contacting the mobile
mation, the Mother could again activate the social training device 200.

program 167 to improve the social signatures recognized by However, it is understood that, while shown as lacking the
the social template. In this manner, each social template could 45 capability of providing the hierarchical social classification
be associated with more than one set of social signatures so as within the mobile device 200, the mobile device 200 could
to allow for variations from the original detected social sig- also have this capability locally within the mobile device 200
nature and to improve the functionality of the mobile device so as to have an internal and external capability of selectively
100. providing information according to the hierarchical social

Once the mobile device 100 assigns the social template so classification incorporated in the social templates.
associated with the current social signature, the assigned FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social
social template is sent to an external server within the mobile monitoring using sensors in accordance an embodiment of
network of the caller. As such, when the caller attempts to the present invention. In operation 300, the sensor data is
contact the mobile device 100, the caller is given the infor- sampled by the calculating logic 150, 250. In the embodi-
mation according to the hierarchical social classifications 55 ments ofFIGS. 1 and 2, calculating logic 150, 250 detects the

prior to contacting the mobile device 100. data fromthe location processor 115, 210, the motionproces
Additionally, the mobile device 100 consistently monitors sor 125, 220, the optical processor 135, 230, and the acoustic

for a change in the social signature, such as where the mobile processor 145, 240. The sampling can be performed at preset
device 100 changes location or detects a change in the optical intervals, or continuously.
or acoustic levels. At this point, the mobile device 100 will 60 In operation 305, the data samples detected by the calcu-
determine whether the social signature indicates a change in lating logic 150, 250 are formatted into social signatures for
the currently assigned social template, or whether another use in matching against social templates. In operation 310,
social template is to be assigned. Using the above example, where the mobile device is not performing a comparison of
where the social signature indicates that the baby is now the social signatures with social templates, such as in the
awake and crying, the social template would be changed to 65 embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the calculating logic 250 sends
allow information on the new status of the baby, but likely the formatted data to the server 270 across the network 260.
maintain a do-not-disturb social template. However, it is understood that operation 310 need not be
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performed in all aspects of the invention, such as where the relation to the user of the mobile device 100, 200, or could
mobile device 100 of FIG. 1 is being used. also be shared from other mobile devices. In this manner, the

In operation 315, the formatted data is compared to the social templates could be unique to the user, or be refined
social templates. In operation 320, the calculating logic 150 through the collective experience of any number ofother user

or the remote calculating logic 275 makes an a priori classi- 5 experiences.
fication assigning one of the social templates to the formatted While not required in all aspects, the training and updating
data. This a priori classification is based upon a closest match in operations 330, 335 could be performedusing Fuzzy Adap
between the social signature in the formatted data and the tive Resonance, Learning Vector Quantization, or other tech-
social signature or signatures associated with each social niques whereby a computational device learns from detected

template. io errors in order to improve future reactions to like sensor

The calculating logic 150 or the remote calculating logic inputs.
275 detects a classification error in operation 325. Since the Where there is no training to be performed (such as where
social signature in the formatted data and the social signature there is no classification error or where the classification error

or signatures associated with each social template may not is de minimus), the calculating logic 150 or the remote cal-

exactly match, this difference is a classification error. Con- 15 culating logic 275 detects whether there has been a commu-

versely, where there is an exact match, there is no classifica- nication request to the mobile device 100, 200 in operation
tion error. 340. Where there is no communication request, the process

By way of example, assuming the mobile device user is at returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signature
a movie, the location sensor 110 detects the location as that of has changed.
the movie theatre, and the inertial sensor 120 indicates no 20 Where there is a communication request, the calculating
movement. Further, the mobile device 100 might include a logic 150 or the remote calculating logic 275 compares the
near field communication (NFC) device which detects that requestor with the access level assigned to the requestor con-

the mobile device 100 was used to purchase a ticket to a tained in the selected social template in operation 345. In

movie, and the movie start time. The mobile device 100 might operation 350, the information level assigned to the requestor
also include a clock which detects that the start time has 25 is provided to the requestor prior to communication being
passed, but the optical sensor 130 determines that the movie completed in order for the requestor to determine, based upon
theater lights are bright. In contrast, for the social signature of the informationprovided, whether the communication should
a social template for watching a movie, the optical sensor be completed or whether the mobile device user would not

could be for a low light, but also include the movie theater appreciate the call. After reporting the information, the pro-
location, no acceleration, time being after the start time, and 30 cess returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signa-
the ticket data from the NFC device. In this instance, the ture has changed.
social signature in the formatted data would include a number While described in the context ofvoice communications, it
of matching elements (i.e., location, acceleration, time, and is understood that the social templates could also be used to

NFC data) which are consistent with the social signature of a prevent other forms of communication, such as text mes-

social template for watching a movie, but the error would 35 sages, facebook updates, emails, instant messages, or other
exist in relation to the optical data. Thus, in operation 320, the like communications which can be distracting to a user of a

a priori classification would be the social template for watch- mobile device. By way of example, the detected social sig-
ing the movie, and the classification error in operation 325 nature might correspond to a user driving a car with a Blue-
would be in relation to the optical data being high as opposed tooth headset. In this case the social template might provide
to low. 40 information to the sender that the user is driving and is not

Where there is a classification error, a training update can available to read the text message, but should instead be
be optionally performed in operation 330. If the training contacted using a voice communication.

update is to be performed, the classification error weighting is Moreover, it is understood that aspects of the invention do

updated or the social signature is matched to a new social not require a communication request to provide the differing
template created by the user in operation 335. According to an 45 levels of information such that operation 340 is optional. By
aspect of the invention, where there is the classification error way of example, in aspects of the invention, the social tem-

such that the training update is needed, the user might be plate might be to log in and send or update specific informa-

prompted to confirm that the a priori classification is accurate. tion to one or more social networking services and/or microb-
Ifthe a priori classification is accurate, the classification error logs. The social template could specify the type of

weights are updated in operation 335 for that particular social so information to be provided, as well as any necessary log in

template to ensure that the social signature in the formatted and username information needed to authorize the social
data is recognized in the future as belonging to the same social networking services and/or microblogs to receive such

template. In contrast, where the a priori classification is not updates. While not required in all aspects, a detected biomet-
accurate, a new social template can be created. In this manner, ric would be useful in ensuring that the proper account is
the social templates are constantly refined. The updated clas- 55 accessed.
sification error weighting and/or template from operation 335 In this manner, the device 100, 200 could chronicle a user' s

is stored in the memory 160 or in the server 270. status, and could provide different updates to different social

Using the above example in relation to the social template networking services. For instance, a user in a coffee shop
for watching a movie, the same social template for watching might want to update their social networking site (such as

a movie could have an updated error weighting in relation to 60 FACEBOOK) to indicate to users that they are at the coffee
the relative importance of the lighting, and thus would be shop. Where the user has more than one social networking
associated with more social signatures. In contrast, the user site, the user might not want this information on a profession
might create a new social template, such as a social template networking site (such as LINKED-IN). Conversely, where
for waiting to watch a movie in which the user would allow the user is in a work related activity, such as at a conference,
more communication. 65 the social template could be configured to provide the same or

While not required in all aspects, such updated error different updates on the social and professional networking
weights and new social templates could be generated solely in sites. A similar chronicle of the user's status could be pro-
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vided on TWITTER or other microblog site. In this way, the software may also be resident on an article of manufacture
device 100, 200 would be able to provide constant feeds and comprising a computer readable medium having computer
updates to automatically enliven a user's social and profes- readable program code embodied therein and being readable
sional networking site(s) and/or issue microblogs such as by the mass storage device and for causing the processor to
tweets according to a status sensed from the various device 5 operate in accordance with the methods and teachings herein.
sensors 110, 120, 130, 140. The present invention may also be embodied in a handheld

In aspects ofthe invention, even where a user does not have
or portable device containing a subset of the computer hard-

a social networking service and/or microblog set up, the
ware components described above. For example, the hand-

social template could be configured to provide specific infor- held device may be configured to contain only the bus, the
mation using text, email and/or voice messaging. By way of io

processor and memory. The handheld device may also be
example, the social template could be designated for emer- configured to include a set ofbuttons or input signaling com-
gency situations, and automatically provide information to

ponents with which a user may select from a set of availablethe police, fire department, family and/or friends. Such com-

munication could be throughtext messages, emails, computer options. The handheld device may also be configured to

read messages sent to a voice lineandwhere social network-15 include an output apparatus such as a liquid crystal display
ing service and/or microblog are set up, through networking (LCD) or display element matrix for displaying information

service and microblog updates. In this way, the device 1 00, to a user of the handheld device. Conventional methods may
200 would be able to summon help in an emergency situation be used to implement such a handheld device. The implemen-
according to a status sensed from the various device sensors tation of the present invention for such a device would be

110, 120, 130, 140. 20 apparent to one ofordinary skill in the art given the disclosure

By way of example, the device sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 of the present invention as provided herein.
could detect a sharp audio sound and a sudden deceleration, The present invention may also be embodied in a special
and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the social purpose appliance including a subset of the computer hard-

signature as being for a car crash. From the social signature ware components described above. For example, the appli-
for the car crash, the calculating logic 150, 275 would select 25 ance may include a processor, a data storage device, a bus, and
a social template which provides information on the time memory, and only rudimentary communications mecha-
since impact and location of impact to the police and ambu- nisms, such as a small touch-screen that permits the user to

lance services, as well as providing an alert to family and/or communicate in a basic manner with the device. In general,
friends. the more special-purpose the device is, the fewer of the ele-

By way of another example, the device sensors 110, 120, 30 ments need be present for the device to function. In some

130, 140 could detect heat and an optical/acoustic signature devices, communications with the user may be through a

consistent with a fire, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could touch-based screen, or similar mechanism.
detect the social signature as being for a fire. From the social It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art

signature for the fire, the calculating logic 150, 275 would that any configuration of the system may be used for various
select a social template which provides information on the 35 purposes according to the particular implementation. The
likelihood of a fire, and location of fire to the police and fire control logic or software implementing the present invention

department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or can be stored on any machine-readable medium locally or

friends. remotely accessible to processor. A machine-readable

By way of a further example, the device sensors 110, 120, medium includes any mechanism for storing or transmitting
130, 140 could detect a sudden change in breathing signatures 40 information in a form readable by a machine (e.g. a com-

as well as a change in a user's pulse indicative of a heart puter). For example, a machine readable medium includes
attack, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM),
social signature as being for a medical emergency. From the magnetic disk storage media, optical storage media, flash
social signature for the medical emergency, the calculating memory devices, electrical, optical, acoustical or other forms

logic 150, 275 would select a social template which provides 45 of propagated signals (e.g. carrier waves, infrared signals,
information on the type ofmedical emergency, and a location digital signals, etc.).
of the medical emergency to emergency services and/or the The detailed description of embodiments of the invention
fire department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or makes reference to the accompanying drawings in which like
friends. references indicate similar elements, showing by way ofillus-

While described in terms of a mobile device, it is under- so tration specific embodiments of practicing the invention.
stood that aspects of the invention need not be limited to a Description of these embodiments is in sufficient detail to

device that can be carried by a user. For instance, the device enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention. One
could be mounted to a moving vehicle and thus not be carried skilled in the art understands that other embodiments may be

by a user. Further, aspects need not be used in a device which utilized and that logical, mechanical, electrical, functional
is mobile, such as where the device is in a room and observes 55 and other changes may be made without departing from the
sensor inputs which change as in a security system or other scope of the present invention. The following detailed

system which utilizes sensors. description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense,
It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art and the scope of the present invention is defined only by the

that any configuration of the system may be used for various appended claims.

purposes according to the particular implementation. The 60 In the foregoing specification, the invention has been
control logic or software implementing the present invention described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments
can be stored in main memory, mass storage device, or other thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifica-

storage medium locally or remotely accessible to processor. tions and changes may be made thereto without departing
It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth

the system, method, and process described herein can be 65 in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are,

implemented as software stored in main memory or read only accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a

memory and executed by processor. This control logic or restrictive sense.
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Although a few embodiments ofthe present invention have social template is not accurate according to received

been shown and described, it would be appreciated by those confirmation information; and
skilled in the art that changes may be made in this embodi- storing in the memory the new social template.
ment without departing from the principles and spirit of the 5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
invention, the scope ofwhich is defined in the claims and their 5 receiving a request to construct a new social template;
equivalents, assigning the constructed social signature to the new social

What is claimed is: template;
1. A method of automatically providing differing levels of assigning a corresponding social hierarchy to the new

information according to a predetermined social hierarchy, social template such that, for each level of the social
the method comprising: 10 hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount ofinforma-

receiving sensor data transmitted from a sensor set produc- tion is provided to each member of the social hierarchy;ing the sensor data, the sensor data including a first
anddetected sensor value comprising optical information

from an optical sensor of the sensor set which detects an storing in the memory the new social template having the

amount oflight ofan environment ofthe communication 15 assigned social signature and social hierarchy.
device and a second detected sensor value comprising 6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
acoustic information from an acoustic sensor of the sen- detecting an incoming communication from a communi-

sor set which detects a sound level ofthe environment of cation requestor; and

the communication device; preventing the communication while assigning the com-

constructing a social signature using the received sensor 20 munication requestor to one of the levels of the social

data; hierarchy, and providing to the communication

determining which one of a plurality of stored social tem- requestor only as much information as allowed based on

plates has a social signature with a greatest correspon- the retrieved social template.
dence with the constructed social signature through 7. The method of claim 1, wherein the information pro-
comparison of the first and second detected sensor val- 25 vided by the retrieved social template is an update to a social
ues and first and second sensor value ranges of each networking service as allowed based on the retrieved social
social template, each stored social template correspond- template.
ing to a unique social signature comprising correspond- 8. The method of claim 7, wherein the information pro-
ing first and second sensor value ranges and each social vided comprises a different update to another social network-

template being selectable to provide, for each level ofthe 30 ing service as allowed based on the retrieved social template,
predetermined social hierarchy, a corresponding differ- the another social networking service being other than the

ing amount of information to each member of the pre- social networking service.
determined social hierarchy; and 9. The method of claim 1, wherein the information pro-

retrieving from a memory the determined one social tem- vided comprises an update to a microblogging service as

plate having the greatest correspondence and having the 35 allowed based on the retrieved social template.
detected amount of light within the first sensor value 10. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising detecting an

range and the detected sound level within the second emergency from the constructed social signature, wherein the
sensor value range, wherein at least one member of the information provided comprises information related to the

predetermined social hierarchy is provided only as much emergency and information on predetermined emergency
information as allowed based on the retrieved social 40 services, friends, and/or family members to which an alert is

template. to be sent according to the detected emergency situation using
2. The method of claim 1, wherein: one of the social templates.
the sensor data comprises location information and move- 11. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

ment information, and obtaining biometric data using the received sensor data;
the constructing the social signature comprises comparing 45 and

the location information with map data to determine a identifying a user of the communication device according
map location, and creating the social signature to include to the obtained biometric data, wherein the determining
information on the map location, and the movement comprises determining the one social template having
information, the greatest correspondence for the identified user.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: so 12. The method of claim 11, wherein the obtaining the

detecting an error between the constructed social signature biometric data comprises detecting from the received sensor

and the social signature of the determined one social data a writing pattern of the user to be identified, and the

template having the greatest correspondence; identifying comprises comparing the detected writing pattern
updating the social signature of the determined one social with at least one known writing pattern of the user to confirm

template to include the detected error in the first and/or 55 the identity of the user.

second sensor value ranges such that the social signature 13. The method of claim 11, wherein the obtaining the
of the determined one social template incorporates the biometric data comprises detecting from the received sensor

detected social signature where it is determined that the data an optical image of the user to be identified, and the
determined one social template is accurate according to identifying comprises comparing the detected optical image
received confirmation information; and 60 with at least one known optical image ofthe user to confirm

storing in the memory the updated social template. the identity of the user.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 14. The method of claim 11, wherein the obtaining the

detecting an error between the constructed social signature biometric data comprises detecting from the received sensor

and the social signature of the determined one social data a speech pattern of the user to be identified, and the

template having the greatest correspondence; 65 identifying comprises comparing the detected speech pattern
creating a new social template using the detected social with at least one known speech pattern of the user to confirm

signature where it is determined that the determined one the identity of the user.
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15. The method of claim 1, wherein the sensor data 17. The method of claim 1, wherein the sensor data com-

includes usage data of an input device through which a user prises ranging data regarding an environment ofa communi-

inputs data, and the constructed social signature includes cation device, and the constructing the social signature com-

indicating a use or non-use of the input device. prises indicating a size of the location in which the
5 communication device is found using the ranging data.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the input device
18. A non-transitory computer readable medium encoded

comprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen- with processing instructions to implement the method of
sor, and the constructing the social signature comprises indi- claim 1 executed by one or more processors.
cating changes in a capacitance detected by the capacitive
sensor.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a first

social hierarchy level which provides one level ofinformation
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED as selected in the retrieved social template, a second social

APPLICATION 5 hierarchy level which provides another of level information
as selected in the retrieved social template, and a third social

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica-hierarchy level which provides further information as

tion Ser. No. 12/891, 875, filed Sep. 28, 2010, currently pend- selected in the retrieved social template; and the processor

ing, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by refer- determines a level value of each member by comparing the
10 member with members assigned to having the first social

ence.
hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the

BACKGROUND third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.

1Field According to an aspect of the invention, the user social
15 statistics includes an amount of light of the environment of

Aspects of the invention relate to automatically determm- the communication device, a sound level of the environment
ing if an incoming communication is interruptive, and more ofthe communication device, a detected heart rate ofa user of
particularly to the classification of a person's current actions the communication device, ultrasound levels of the commu-
such that selected callers can automatically or manually nication device, infrared levels ofthe communication device,
gauge the intrusiveness of a communication request. 20 temperature levels of the communication device, local net-

2. Description of the Related Art work/data logging of the communication device, capacitive
The development of pervasive communication technolo- readings of a touch screen of the communication device, a

gies has delivered direct access to mobile device users world- biometric based upon a user's use of the communication
wide. While access has given users the convenience of com- device, data related to the communications by and programs
munication at all times this convenience in many cases is a 25 running on the communication device, pressure data of the
burden as callers can inadvertently interrupt other activities communication device, magnetic field data of the communi-
which socially take precedence. One exemplary example is a cation device, proximity data of the communication devices,
phone ringing in the middle of a conversation socially a or combinations thereof

person would never interrupt another conversation unless the According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
matter was extremely urgent. The fact that communication 30 further detects an error between the detected social signature
requests cannot be socially integrated has made the perva- and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
siveness of communication a burden and has lead to ignoring having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
of calls (urgent or not) as well as allowing remote communi- ture of the determined one social template to include the
cations to take precedence over local communications. detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined

35 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
SUMMARY where it is determined that the determined one social template

is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a device to auto- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

matically provide differing levels of information according to mined one social template is not accurate.

a predetermined social hierarchy includes a memory which 40 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
stores social templates, each social template corresponding to automatically determines if an incoming communication
a unique social signature and being selectable to provide, for from a communication requestor is interruptive by, prior to

each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corre- completing the communication, assigning the communica-

sponding differing amount of information to each member of tion requestor to one of the levels of the social hierarchy, and
the predetermined social hierarchy; and a processor which 45 providing to the communication requestor only as much
receives sensor data received from a sensor set which detects information as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined
sensor data related to an environment of a communication in the retrieved social template.
device, creates a detected social signature from the received According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
sensor data, determines which of the social signatures of the the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

social templates has the greatest correspondence with the so sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

created social signature, retrieves from the memory the deter- vice, and the processor automatically provides different
mined one social template having the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence, and provides to at least one member of the predeter- under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

mined social hierarchy only as much information as allowed plate.
under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social 55 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social

template. networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data social networking services is for non-professional network-

comprises a location of the communication device; a move- ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
ment of the communication device; and user social statistics ging service.

indicating an interaction between the communication device 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
and the environment of the communication device, and the the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
processor compares the location with map data to determine for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
a map location of the communication device, and creates the cally provides an update to the social networking services.
detected social signature to include information on the map According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
location of the communication device, the movement being 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
experienced by the communication device, and the environ- for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
ment of the communication device, provides an update to the microblogging service.
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According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the device, the acceleration being experienced by the communi-

social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and cation device, and the environment of the communication
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the device.

sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- According to an aspect of the invention, the device com-

tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency 5 prises a mobile device.

services, friends and/or family members according to the According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of the
social hierarchy ofthe retrieved social template include a firstdetected emergency situation.
social hierarchy level which provides one level of informa-According to an aspect of the invention, the processor

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of tion, a second social hierarchy level which provides another
10 level of information, and a third social hierarchy level which

a user of the communication device, creates the detected
provides a different level of information; and the processorsocial signature from the received sensor data and the
determines a level value of each member by comparing the

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the member with members assigned to having the first social
obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the hierarchy level, the second social hierarchy level, and the
determined one social template having the greatest corre-

15 third social hierarchy level, and provides only as much infor-
spondence to the detected social signature for the identified mation as allowed by the determined social hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the first social

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors hierarchy level provides information including a desired con-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, tact state, the map location and the environment, the second
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing 20 social hierarchy level provides information including the

pattern of the user while inputting the data. desired contact state and the environment but not the map
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors location, and the third social hierarchy level provides infor-

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the mation on only the desired contact state.

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 25 further comprises an optical sensor which detects an amount

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the oflight ofthe environment ofthe communication device, and
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the an acoustic sensor which detects a sound level and/or char-
user. acteristics of the environment of the communication device.

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging 30 further detects an error between the detected social signature
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-
munication device is found. ture of the determined one social template to include the

According to an aspect of the invention, a communication detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
device to automatically provide differing levels of informa- 35 one social template incorporates the detected social signature
tion according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a where it is determined that the determined one social template
sensor set which detects sensor data related to an environment is accurate, and creates a new social template using the
of the communication device; a memory which stores social detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-

templates, each social template corresponding to a unique mined one social template is not accurate.

social signature and being selectable to provide, for each level 40 According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
of the predetermined social hierarchy, a corresponding dif- automatically determines if an incoming communication

fering amount of information to each member of the prede- from a communication requestor being received through the
termined social hierarchy; a processor which receives the transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

sensor data received from the sensor set, creates a detected nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe
social signature from the received sensor data, determines 45 levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
which of the social signatures of the social templates has the cation requestor only as much information as allowed under

greatest correspondence with the created social signature, the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
retrieves from the memory the determined one social tem- According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

plate having the greatest correspondence, and provides to at the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy only so sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

as much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as vice, and the processor automatically provides different
defined in the retrieved social template; a transceiver which updates to each of the social networking services as allowed

provides communication with respect to external devices, and under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

sends the information as defined in the retrieved social tem- plate.
plate under the control of the processor; and a housing which 55 According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
houses the sensor set, the processor, the memory, and the networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
transceiver, social networking services is for non-professional network-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
comprises: a location sensor which senses a location of the ging service.
communication device; an acceleration sensor which senses 60 According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
movement of the communication device; and a user social the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
statistics sensor which senses an interaction between the for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
communication device and the environment of the commu- cally provides an update to the social networking services.
nication device, and the processor compares the location with According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of

map data to determine a map location of the communication 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
device, and creates the detected social signature to include for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically
information on the map location of the communication provides an update to the microblogging service.
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According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and comprises a location of the communication device, move-

when the processor detects an emergency situation from the ment of the communication device, and an interaction
sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- between the communication device and the environment of
tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency 5 the communication device, and the processor compares the
services, friends and/or family members according to the location with map data to determine a map location of the
detected emergency situation. communication device, and creates the detected social signa-

According to an aspect of the invention, the processor ture to include information on the map location of the com-

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of munication device, the movement being experienced by the
a user of the communication device, creates the detected 10 communication device, and the environment of the commu-
social signature from the received sensor data and the

nication device.
obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the

According to an aspect of the invention, the levels of theobtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the
iidetermined one social template having the greatest corre- socerarchy of the retrieved social template include: aal h

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified 15
first social hierarchy level which provides information

user. including a desired contact state, the map location and the

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set environment, a second social hierarchy level which provides
comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, information including the desired contact state and the envi-

and the processor identifies the user according to a writing ronment but not the map location, and a third social hierarchy
pattern of the user while inputting the data. 20 level which provides information on only the desired contact

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors state; and the processor determines a level value of each

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the member by comparing the member with members assigned to

user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. having the first social hierarchy level, the second social hier-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors archy level, and the third social hierarchy level, and provides
comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the 25 only as much information as allowedby the determined social
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the hierarchy level.
user. According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors comprises optical information from an optical sensor which

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, detects an amount of light of the environment of the commu-

and the processor detects a status of the communication 30 nication device, and acoustic information from an acoustic
device according to use or non-use of the input device, sensor which detects a sound level of the environment ofthe

According to an aspect of the invention, the input device communication device.

comprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen- According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication further detects an error between the detected social signature
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the 35 and the social signature ofthe determined one social template
capacitive sensor. having the greatest correspondence, updates the social signa-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors ture of the determined one social template to include the

comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging detected error such that the social signature ofthe determined
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in one social template incorporates the detected social signature
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- 40 where it is determined that the determined one social template
munication device is found. is accurate, and creates a new social template using the

According to an aspect of the invention, a server in com- detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-
munication with a communication device via a network and mined one social template is not accurate.

which automatically provides differing levels of information According to an aspect of the invention, the processor
according to a predetermined social hierarchy includes a 45 automatically determines if an incoming communication

memory which stores social templates, each social template from a communication requestor being received through the

corresponding to a unique social signature and being select- transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing the commu-

able to provide, for each level of the predetermined social nication, assigning the communicationrequestor to one ofthe

hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount ofinformation to levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-
each member of the predetermined social hierarchy; a pro- so cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
cessor which receives from the communication device sensor the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.
data received from a sensor set of the communication device According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
which detects sensor data related to an environment of the the social templates, each level of the social hierarchy corre-

communication device, creates a detected social signature sponds to a corresponding different social networking ser-

from the received sensor data, determines which ofthe social 55 vice, and the processor automatically provides different

signatures of the social templates has the greatest correspon- updates to each of the social networking services as allowed
dence with the created social signature, retrieves from the under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social tem-

memory the determined one social template having the great- plate.
est correspondence, and provides to at least one member of According to an aspect of the invention, one of the social
the predetermined social hierarchy only as much information 60 networking services is for professional networking, one ofthe
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the social networking services is for non-professional network-
retrieved social template; and a transceiver which receives the ing, and one ofthe social networking services is a microblog-
sensor data from the sensor set in the communication device, ging service.
and provides under the control of the processor to at least one According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of
ofthe members ofthe predetermined social hierarchy only as 65 the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy
much information as allowed under the social hierarchy as for a social networking service, and the processor automati-
defined in the retrieved social template. cally provides an update to the social networking services.
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According to an aspect of the invention, for at least one of location with map data to determine a map location of the

the social templates, there is a single level of social hierarchy communication device, and creating the social signature to

for a microblogging service, and the processor automatically include information on the map location of the communica-
provides an update to the microblogging service. tion device, the movement being experienced by the commu-

According to an aspect of the invention, at least one of the 5 nication device, and the environment of the communication
social templates corresponds to an emergency update, and device.
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
sensor data, the processor automatically provides informa- includes detecting an error between the constructed social
tion related to the emergency to predetermined emergency signature and the social signature of the determined one
services, friends and/or family members according to the 1 social template having the greatest correspondence; updatingdetected emergency situation.

the social signature ofthe determined one social template to
According to an aspect of the invention, the processor include the detected error such that the social signature ofthe

processes the received sensor data to obtain biometric data of
determined one social template incorporates the detected

a user of the communication device, creates the detected
social signature from the received sensor data and the 15

social signature where it is determined that the determined

obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to the one social template is accurate; and creating a new social

obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory the template using the detected social signature where it is deter-

determined one social template having the greatest corre- mined that the determined one social template is not accurate.

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further

user. 20 includes detecting an incoming communication from a com-

According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor set munication requestor; and prior to completing the communi-

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, cation, assigning the communication requestor to one of the
and the processor identifies the user according to a writing levels ofthe social hierarchy, and providing to the communi-

pattern of the user while inputting the data. cation requestor only as much information as allowed under
According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors 25 the social hierarchy as defined in the retrieved social template.

comprises an optical sensor, and the processor identifies the According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
user according to a pattern recognition unique to the user. comprises providing an update to a social networking service

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
as allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the

comprises an audio sensor, and the processor identifies the retrieved social template.
user according to a speech pattern recognition unique to the 30 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing
user. comprises providing a different update to another social net-

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors
working service as allowed under the social hierarchy as

comprises an input device which the user uses to input data, defined in the retrieved social template.and the processor detects a status of the communication
device according to use or non-use of the input device. 35 According to an aspect of the invention, the providing

comprises providing an update to a microblogging service asAccording to an aspect of the invention, the input device
allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the retrievedcomprises a touch screen display including a capacitive sen-

sor, and the processor detects a status of the communication social template.
device according to changes in a capacitance detected by the According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further

capacitive sensor. 40 includes detecting an emergency situation from the sensor

According to an aspect of the invention, one of the sensors data, wherein the providing comprises automatically provid-
comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which provides ranging ing information related to the emergency to predetermined
data regarding the environment, and the processor includes in emergency services, friends and/or family members accord-
the social signature a size of the location in which the com- ing to the detected emergency situation using one ofthe social
munication device is found. 45 templates.

According to an aspect of the invention, a method of auto- According to an aspect ofthe invention, the method further
matically providing differing levels of information according includes obtaining biometric data using the sensor data; and
to a predetermined social hierarchy includes: constructing a identifying a user of the communication device according to
social signature using sensor data sensed by a sensor set in a the obtained biometric data, wherein the determining com-

communication device; determining which one of a plurality 50 prises determining the one social template having the greatest
of social templates has a social signature with a greatest correspondence for the identified user.

correspondence with the constructed social signature, each According to an aspect of the invention, a computer read-
social template corresponding to a unique social signature able medium is encoded with processing instructions to
and being selectable to provide, for each level of the prede- implement the method executed by one or more processors.
termined social hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount 55 Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will
of information to each member of the predetermined social be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in
hierarchy; retrieves from a memory the determined one social part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned
template having the greatest correspondence; and providing by practice of the invention.
to at least one member of the predetermined social hierarchy
only as much information as allowed under the social hierar- 60 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

chy as defined in the retrieved social template.
According to an aspect of the invention, the sensor data These and/or other aspects and advantages ofthe invention

comprises a location of the communication device, a move- will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the
ment of the communication device, and user social statistics following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunc-
indicating an interaction between the communication device 65 tion with the accompanying drawings ofwhich:
and the environment of the communication device, and the FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic device,
constructing the social signature comprises comparing the in accordance with one embodiment ofthe present invention;
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FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a social monitoring plate might be chosen inpreference to another social template

system, in accordance with one embodiment of the present which might be more willing to allow communication ifthe

invention; and user is sensed to be alone.
FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the

monitoring activity sensors in accordance an embodiment of 5 social statistics sensors can include sensing a touch screen.

the present invention. The touch screen is a capacitive interface, and therefore if
there is no capacitive reading, it might indicate that the mobile

DETAILED DESCRIPTION device 100 is not exposed or being held (example, in a back-
pack or drawer). In contrast, if the capacitive reading is low,

Reference will now be made in detail to the present 10 the level might indicate that the mobile device 100 is in a

embodiments ofthe present invention, examples ofwhich are pocket or being held. Similarly, at other capacitive readings,
this would be indicative that the user is actively using theillustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like ref-
mobile device 100. The level ofthe capacitive reading would

erence numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The
therefore be usable in the social signature in aspects of the

embodiments are described below in order to explain the
15 invention.

present invention by referring to the figures. In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics can
Embodiments of the present invention are designed to include a biometric based upon a user's use of the mobile

monitor social activity using multiple sensors. In the embodi- device 100. The biometric could be used to identify the user,
ment shown in FIG. 1, a mobile device 100 monitors location, and thus verify which user is using the mobile device 100.
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a 20 Such biometrics could be obtained from specific sensors, or
set of sensors which provides a set of social statistics. In the through combinations of sensors used for other purposes and
shown example, the sensor set includes sensors 110, 120, 130, whose output is further processed. By way of example, the
140 included in the mobile device 100. A user's activity is biometric could be based upon an analysis of patterns
classified based on the set of social statistics obtained from obtained through the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 identification of location, 25 sensor 140 as analyzed by the processors 135, 145 and/or the
acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples as well as calculating logic 150.

static and/or dynamic classification rules. Examples of user An example of a biometric is based upon patterns specific
activities include driving, napping, in a meeting, showering, to a user's inputting of data. For instance, for a touch screen

etc. While shown as incorporated into the body of the mobile or a keyboard, people tend to have the same rate of time

device 100, it is understood that one or more of the sensors 30 between certain actions and tend to make the same input
110, 120, 130, 140 can be connectable to the mobile device errors again and again. Time is the key distinguishing element

in this biometric. For instance, when inputting, three different100 using wired and/or wireless communication, such as
letters (example JIM), the user will type certain words with awhere a camera or headset is connected using a Bluetooth

connection. proportional time between each key stroke (i.e., J<21
35 ms>I<55 ms>M). While the time may vary, the fact that the

For instance, a first calculation is made ofa user's location
time between J and I will be roughly half that of the time

and the position ofthe mobile device 100 using a GPS statistic between I and M will be generally constant for that user. In
associated with the user' s location detected from the location

contrast, a different user will have different timings between
sensor 110, and local measurements of accelerometers each letter pair. However, it is understood that other biomet-
included in the inertial sensor 120. Location information is 40 rics could be used, such as user name and passwords, retina
obtained by the location based sensor 110. In the shown and/or fingerprint recognition, facial and motion recognition
mobile device 100, additional user social statistics sensors are techniques, voice, hand geometry, and other mechanism by
measured using the optical sensor 130 and the acoustic sensor which a particular user is identified based upon that user's
140, which collect additional information relevant to an inter- characteristics. Such biometrics could be detectedusing com-

action between the environment of the mobile device 100 and 45 binations ofthe sensors 110, 120. 130, 140, or through use of
the mobile device 100. additional sensors. The use of a biometric can be useful in

While the user social statistics sensors are shown including confirming who you are communicating with as the mobile
the sensors 110, 120, 130, 140, it is understood that the user device 100 can be used by multiple users, and therefore would
social statistics sensors can include other types of sensors in be usable in the social signature in aspects of the invention.
addition to or instead ofone or more ofthese sensor 110, 120, so It is noted that usage ofthe mobile device 100 can also be
130, 140, such as sensors which detect heart rate, ultrasound used in the social statistic as a form of sensor data. In these
sensors, infrared sensors, temperature sensors, pressure sen- instances, the usage could be detected by an element being
sors, magnetic field sensors, proximity sensors, and other used acting as a sensor (e.g., the calculating logic 150 per-
environmental sensors which detect a user environment, or forming an operation, a transceiver 170 performing a com-

combinations thereof 55 munication operation, and/or an input device receiving infor-
While not shown, in other aspects of the invention, the mation), and the resulting usage data being included in the

social statistics sensors can include local network/data log- sensor data to create a social signature.
ging which records the network availability through the For instance, the usage data can be communications by and
course of a day. Such logging could include detection ofNear programs running on the mobile device 100 and would be
Field Communication (NFC), Bluetooth, WiFi or other short 60 sensed by the calculating logic 150, whereby the calculating
range communication networks. In this way, a social signa- logic 150 would be a type of sensor for purposes of forming
ture might become associated with specific mobile devices a social signature. As another example, where the mobile
and networks in particular locations and times in order to help device 100 is linked to a Bluetooth headset, this communica-

identify that, when these combinations of networks are tion status could be detected by a transceiver 170 and/or the

detected, a particular social template is to be used. For 65 calculating logic 150 as a form of sensor data, and the sensor

instance, if one ofthe detected mobile devices corresponds to data could be used in the social statistic. Similarly, where the

logging associated with a particular friend, one social tem- user is running an email program, a game program, or a media
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program, this usage data could be detected by the calculating In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 includes
logic 150 as a sensor and the usage data included in the sensor charged coupling device (CCD) sensors, whereby image data
data could be used in the social statistic. Moreover, where a is sampled by the CCD sensors and is used to better classify
transaction is being processed (such as the purchase of an the social situation and preprocessing of the optical signal
item) or the user is using an input device (such as a key board, 5 using signal processing techniques can be used to simply
touch screen display, joystick, clickwheel), this usage data classification calculations. For instance, if the CCD sensors

may be detected by the calculating logic 150 and/or input detect a low level of light, the mobile device 100 can deter-
device as a sensor and indicate that the user is available for mine that the mobile device 100 is in a dark location (such as

certain types of calls. Thus, the operations of the mobile in a pocket, in a room with the lights off, or outside during the
device 100 itself could furnish information as part of the 10 night). Whereas if the CCD sensors detect the high level of
social statistics. light, this could indicate that the mobile device 100 is in use

A second calculation is made of the user social statistic or is merely exposed in a room with the lights on or is outside
based on the static and/or dynamic rule set. The final use of during the daytime. While described in terms of the visible
the user's social classification statistic is calculated based on light, the optical sensor 330 could also be a type of camera

the first calculation, the second calculation, and a preset 15 which detects non-visible light spectra, such as infrared or

reporting level which offers a specific hierarchical level of ultraviolet detectors, or other radiation and energy detectors.
social classification based on the caller. The location based sensor 110 can include a single location

The mobile device 100 may be a cellular phone, wrist based sensor, or multiple location based sensors. Where there
watch, mp3 player, portable media player, personal digital are multiple location based sensors, the sensors can be ofthe
assistant (PDA), mobile game console, laptop computer, or 20 same type to provide redundancy, or of multiple different

any other device which can support an set of sensors and be types of location based sensors to provide location informa-
carried by a user. In the shown embodiment, the mobile tion in case one type of signal is not working. The location
device 100 is a portable electronic device that includes one or based sensor 110 provides the location information to a loca-
more inertial sensors 120, one or more location based sensors tion processor 115.

110, one or more audio sensors 140 and one or more optical 25 In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
sensors 130. a global positioning system (GPS) sensor comprising a GPS

The inertial sensor 120 may measure accelerations along a antenna and a GPS receiver. The GPS sensor obtains location

single axis or multiple axes, and may measure linear as well information from one or more GPS satellites, which are

as rotational (angular) accelerations. In one embodiment, one received at the GPS antenna and processed using the GPS
or more inertial sensors 120 together provide three dimen- 30 receiver.
sional acceleration measurement data so as to indicate the In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
instantaneous motion of the mobile device 100, and hence a network localization sensor. A network localization sensor

given an indication as to the motion ofthe user of the mobile determines a position by receiving signals from multiple
device 100. The inertial sensor 120 may generate acceleration sources that have known locations, and calculating the posi-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that 35 tion based on the combined signals using trigonometric rela-

may be fixed or variable. In one embodiment, the inertial tions. The signals used to determine location may be radio
sensor 120 receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) frequency (RF) signals formatted according to the Bluetooth
to take measurements at the sampling rate. The inertial sensor protocol, Zigbee protocol, wireless fidelity (WiFi) protocol,
120 provides the acceleration measurement data and/or global system for mobile communications (GSM) protocol,
movement data to a motion processor 125. 40 3G mobile communications protocol, etc. For example, a first

However, it is understood that the functionality ofthe iner- network localization sensor may perform network triangula-
tial sensor 120 can be estimated, such as where the overall tion using signals received from a mobile phone service pro-
motion or movement is detected using differences in location vider's cell towers. In another example, a second network
sensed by the location sensor 110. Conversely, where the localization sensor may perform triangulation using wireless
location is not known due to a lack of a signal to the location 45 fidelity (WiFi) signals received from multiple nearby WiFi
sensor 110 or where the location sensor 110 is not included, access points (e.g., hotspots).
the inertial sensor 120 can be used to estimate the location of In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 includes
the mobile device 100 relative to a known starting point. The a radio frequency identification (RFID) reader that reads tran-

known starting point can be set by the user, or sensed from a sponders (e.g., passive integrated transponders (PITs)). Each
communication from known access points and networks hav- so transponder may report a specific location. When, for

ing a known location, example, a transponder that reports location A is read, the
The acoustic sensor 140 may generate acoustic measure- location based sensor knows to a high degree ofcertainty that

ment data continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed the electronic device is at location A.
or variable. In one embodiment, multiple acoustic sensors are Alternatively, the location based sensor 110 may itself
used to filter noise from relevant acoustic signals and prepro- 55 include a PIT that is read by an RFID reader at a known
cessing of the acoustic signal using signal processing tech- location. Upon the PIT being read by a particular RFID reader

niques can be used to simplify classification calculations. having a known location, the location based sensor may learn

Examples of the acoustic sensor 140 include a microphone or its current location.
like mechanism which detects acoustics and sounds. The As noted above, the location based sensor 110 can com-

acoustic sensor 140 provides the detected acoustics and 60 prise a system ofmultiple location based sensors which may
sound to an acoustic processor 145. be used separately or together. When used separately, each

The optical sensor 130 may generate simple light level location based sensor may independently determine a loca-
measurement data continuously, or at a sampling rate that tion of the electronic device, and report the location to the

may be fixed or variable. The optical sensor 130 provides the location processor 115. When used together, the capabilities
light level measurement to an optical processor 135. While 65 of one location based sensor 110 can be used to augment the
not required in all aspects, the optical sensor 130 can be a capabilities of another location based sensor. Examples of
camera (still or video) as used in mobile phones. such cooperative use of location based sensors include
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assisted GPS and enhanced GPS, in which location data provide information based both upon map location and a

reported by a network localization sensor is used to augment location relative to walls of a specific room in that location.
a GPS sensor and to reduce the time and processing effort In one embodiment, the acoustic sensor 140 is coupled to

needed to quickly identify a location. A single location may an acoustic signal processor included in the acoustic proces-
then be reported to the location processor 115. 5 sor 145. The acoustic signal processor processes acoustic

The location based sensor 110 may generate location infor- samples of data received from the acoustic sensor 140 to

mation continuously, or at a sampling rate that may be fixed or provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person
variable. In one embodiment, the location based sensor 110 to whom communication is desired.
receives a timing signal from a timer (not shown) to take In one embodiment, the optical sensor 130 is coupled to an

measurements at the sampling rate. The location based sensor lo optical signal processor included in the optical processor 135.
110 may obtain location measurements at a sampling rate that The optical signal processor processes optical samples ofdata
is the same as or different from the sampling rate at which the received from the optical sensor 130 to provide data used to

inertial sensor 120 collects acceleration measurement data. In identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

this manner, the mobile device 100 can collect instantaneous nication is desired.
accelerations from the acceleration measurement data mea- 15 In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

sured by the inertial sensor 120, as well as long term accel- 120 coupled to the motion processor, the location sensor 110
erations using the differences in the location measurements coupled to the mapping processor, the acoustic sensor 140
measured by the location based sensor 110. coupled to the acoustic signal processor and/or the optical

The location based sensor 110 (or location based sensors) sensor 130 coupled to the optical signal processor is used to

can report a position of the electronic device 100 as a latitude 20 provide data used to identify a social classification ofa person
and longitude, and may report a horizontal accuracy. In one to whom communication is desired.
embodiment, the horizontal accuracy of the location is In one embodiment, a combination of any inertial sensor

reported as a confidence radius. For example, a location may data, location sensor data, acoustic sensor data and/or an

be reported with a horizontal accuracy of 3 m, meaning that optical sensor data is formatted for processing at a location
the reported location is accurate within a circle having a 3 m 25 other than the mobile device 110 and subsequently used to

radius. Accuracy of the location may vary from about 1 m to identify a social classification of a person to whom commu-

about 100 m for location data obtained by a GPS sensor, nication is desired. In this manner, the mobile device 110

depending on user location (e.g., in a city, under open sky, needs to devote less processing time and energy to perform
under a tree, in a building, etc.). The location information may such social classification and relies upon an outside compu-
further include an altitude, and may include a vertical accu- 30 tational device to provide such functionality.
racy. The location information may also include a time that In the shown embodiment, the social classification is per-
the location was recorded. formed in the mobile device 100. Specifically, a calculating

In one embodiment, the inertial sensor 120 is coupled to the logic 150 receives the processed data from the location pro-
motion processor 125. The motion processor 125 processes cessor 115, the motion processor 125, the optical processor
acceleration measurement data received from the inertial sen- 35 135, and the acoustic processor 145, and compares the pro-
sor 120 to provide data used to provide a social signature of cessed data with social templates 165 stored in a memory 160
the user and/or as a biometric. For instance, specific patterns included in the mobile device 100. The memory 160 can be
of acceleration might indicate specific activities (sleeping removable or permanently installed in the mobile device 100.
versus running versus walking), and the rhythm of such The calculating logic 150 provides the result of the compari-
movement could also indicate the user to the extent the user's 40 son to a requesting caller using a transceiver 170 via a net-

accelerations provide a unique pattern. work according to a hierarchical social classification. While
In a one embodiment, the location sensor 110 is coupled to shown as included in the device 100, it is understood that the

a mapping processor included in the location processor 115. transceiver 170 can be removable from the device 100.
The mapping processor processes location measurement data Examples of hierarchical social classification that can be
received from the location sensor 110 to provide data used to 45 identified include high level available, busy, do not disturb.

identify a social classification of a person to whom commu- Under each ofthese broad classifications can be more actuate

nication is desired. For instance, in an aspect ofthe invention, classifications which are potentially available to a more select
the mapping processor can compare the sensed location with social group. Under the hierarchical tree, do not disturb can be
known locations in the user's address book or contact list to classifications such as at the dentist, sleeping or with a cus-

determine the location (i.e., at home, at a dentist office, at so tomer. While a user may chose to still advance the call they
work). Additionally, in other aspects, the mapping processor will do so being able to socially weigh the urgency of the
can compare the sensed location with a map stored in the communication with the social classification of the person
mobile device 100 or retrieved from a query to an internet being contacted. Each set ofhierarchical social classifications
service such as MapQuest or Google maps, and determine the is stored in a separate social template.
location as being a restaurant, store, office or other like loca- 55 The calculating logic 150 can further use the data fromthe
tion according to such publicly available information. processors 115, 125, 135, 145 to classify a current user's

In other aspects of the invention, the social statistics sen- activity from a plurality ofpredefined identifiable user activi-
sors can include an Ultra Wideband sensor which can provide ties as well as trained user activities. In one embodiment, the

ranging data, such as occurs with radar. In this manner, the calculating logic 150 identifies a user's social activity by
ranging data could provide a 3D image of the room in which 60 monitoring for different social signatures, and applies a cor-

the mobile device 100 is located, and/or provide simple room responding social template to determine how to treat an

size and obstacle location measurements. The use ofthe rang- incoming communication request.
ing data would be usable in the social signature in aspects of In one embodiment, when enough events indicative of a

the invention. By way of example, the ranging data could be particular user social activity are detected, the calculating
usable in the social signature when combined with the map 65 logic 150 identifies the activity as being performed by the
location detected from the mapping processor the location on user. In one embodiment, events may include positive events

a map, thereby allowing a social template to be constructed to (ones that must be met to classify a social state in a certain
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way) and negative events (ones that indicate that a social state TABLE 2
cannot be classified certain way). For instance, where a user is
classified as entering a coffee shop at 7:32 am which is his do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social hierarchy

normal routine, the classification can be made that he is on his Social Hierarchy Information

way to work and has a 97% probability ofarriving on time at 5

8:02 am according to the corresponding social template. First Social Hierarchy Provide information
Level Father on location, duration

However, in this instance, he orders two coffees and arrives at of state, and
work at 8:20. This deviation is a negative event from the estimate of baby
classification ofthe coffee ordering time to the arrival at work, sleep time

10 Second Social Provide information
and a positive event from the classification of the number of Hierarchy Level on baby sleeping
coffees ordered as well as time to the user's arrival time at Friend

work. Third Social Hierarchy Do not disturb
Level except in

Once the system has identified a user activity, the system School, Work emergency
may apply a set of motion criteria specific to the identified

15 Fourth Social Hierarchy Do not disturb

social state to estimate one or more user social statistics (e.g., Level
Strangersto detect intrusiveness of a communication request). Social

state criteria may include thresholds, comparison require-
ments, action windows, etc. For instance, in relation to the In this example, assuming that the location sensor 110

coffee shop example above, the comparison may be looking 20 senses the location is at 39.78° N, 104.88° W, the inertial
at the purchase amount, audio input and physical location in sensor 120 senses no acceleration, the optical sensor 130

comparison to typical actions to say socially that the user is senses a light value of 223 Im, and the acoustic sensor 140

having a tall, soy latte with a friend at the coffee shop. This senses a sound level of —63 db, the calculating logic 150

may however not be what is reported to everyone depending compares the detected social signature with the social signa-
on the social template. Thus, the social template may allow 25 ture of the social templates 165 included in the memory 160,
specific friends to know that he is drinking coffee at the coffee and selects the social template for do-not-disturb-due-to-
shop, may allow his co-workers to know that he is in a per- Mother-and-baby-sleeping as being the closest match to the
sonal meeting, and only allow the rest of the world to know detected social signature. The selected social signature is then
that he is busy and should not be disturbed. These would be applied against requests for communication either using the
examples of social network grouping where a single event 30 calculating logic 150 within the mobile device, or on a server
would be reported in multiple ways based on where the through which such communication must be routed.
requestor fit in this user's social network. So certain social Assuming the communication is fromthe Father, the social
states may cross a threshold of what should be reported to

template is programmed to give the Father the First Social
which groups, a comparison ofdata previously shared versus

Hierarchy Level, and allow the Father to know that the mobile
currently available to be shared may be used, and specific 35

device 100 of the Mother is with the baby, the location, foraction windows can be used to allow the user to share data
how long, and who is napping (both Mother and Baby or Babyafter the event so that nothing is provided without knowledge

and this becomes the basis of further training. only). In this way, the social template provides a high level of
information to the Father so that the Father can make anEach social signature is indicative of a different type of

activity. Events occur when certain motion, location, acoustic 40 informed choice about whether to place the call, or to instead

and optical criteria are satisfied. For instance, when a location send an email or text.

signature has moved to a known room in a house such as a Assuming the communication is from the neighbor, the

home nursery, the motion signature is static, the optical infor- social signature is programmed to give the neighbor a Second
mation indicates a dim room and the acoustic information Social Hierarchy Level and less information is to be provided.
indicates rhythmic breathing, the social signature is that ofthe 45 In this case, the social template only indicates that the Baby is
mobile phone user and baby napping. From the identified sleeping, so that the neighbor or friend can make an informed
social signature, the calculating logic 150 selects the social choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an

template to select how much information is provided to a email or text, but without being given as much detail as to the

category of communicant hoping to access the mobile phone location and duration of the social signature.
user. The social template would then be programmed to so Assuming the communication is from the office, the social
reduce the information to be transmitted based upon user- signature is programmed to give the office the Third Social
defined relationships and levels of access. Hierarchy Level and even less information is to be provided

For instance, where the social signature is that of the but with specific information about when the call would be
mobile phone user and baby napping, the social template is welcomed. In this case, the social template only indicates that
for do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping as set 55 the mobile phone user does not want to be disturbed, except in
forth in Tables 1 and 2. an emergency. Thus, when an emergency call is to be made

from the school or office, the caller will know that the mobile
TABLE 1 phone user is available and welcomes such calls. Alternately,

where there is no emergency, the caller can make an informed
do-not-disturb-due-to-Mother-and-baby-sleeping social signature 60 choice about whether to place the call, or to instead send an

email or text, but without being given any detail beyond beingSensor Value range
told to only call in limited circumstance. Thus, an employee

Location 39.78° N, 104.88° W 5 m would know that the employer would not welcome a routine
Inertial 0 rn/s2 .2 rn/s2

call, but would be available should an emergency arise.
Optical 223 Im 15 Im
Acoustic —63 db 5 db 65 Assuming the communication is from the stranger, the

social signature is programmed to give the stranger the Fourth
Social Hierarchy Level and indicate only that the caller is not
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to be disturbed. While not required in all aspects, the social While described in the context of the mobile device 100

template could direct any such calls straight into a voice mail having the social templates and social training performed
to block reception entirely. internally, in another embodiment of the invention shown in

However, it is understood that the social hierarchy level FIG. 2, the social templates and social training is performed
could be changed for each social template. For instance, 5 externally. As shown, a mobile device 200 monitors location,
assuming that the Mother is accorded the First Social Hier- acceleration, orientation, audio and optical samples using a

archy Level in most social templates, there may be times location sensor and processor 210, a motion sensor and pro-
when the Father does not want the location information to be

cessor 220, an optical sensor and processor 230, and an acous

provided. For instance, assuming the Father is purchasing a tic sensor and processor 240 included in the mobile device
gift, the social template could be created to not provide the 10.200. The location sensor and processor 210 performs gener-location information to the Mother (either specifically or to

ally the same function as the location sensor 110 and location
all First Social Hierarchy Level members) in certain loca-

processor 115 ofFIG. 1, the motion sensor and processor 220tions, and thus create exceptions to the level of information
performs generally the same function as the inertial sensorprovided in the same or other social templates. Thus, while

15
120 and motion processor 125 of FIG. 1, the optical sensorcategories of social hierarchy levels can be established,
and processor 230 performs generally the same function asexceptions can be programmed according to the needs of the

end user. the optical sensor 130 and optical processor 135 of FIG. 1,
As such, each social template can be set up with varying and the acoustic sensor and processor 240 performs generally

levels ofgranularity in so far as who is given which informa- the same function as the acoustic sensor 140 and acoustic

tion about the user of the mobile device 100 prior to the call 20 processor 145 ofFIG. 1. A calculating logic 250 receives the

being placed. However, in order to ensure that the social processed data from the location sensor and processor 210,
template is accurate, the mobile device 100 includes a social the motion sensor and processor 220, the optical sensor and

training program 167 stored within the memory 160. Using processor 230, and the acoustic sensor and processor 240, and
the social training program 167, the user can save particular transmits the processed data to a server 270 using a trans-

sets of social signature as new social templates, or increase 25 ceiver 280 via a network 260.
the accuracy of an existing social template using the social While not required in all aspects, the network 260 can be a

signature. While described in terms of four social hierarchy wireless communication network such as a CDMA, GSM, or

levels, it is understood that additional or fewer levels can be like mobile communication protocols.
provided, depending on the social template or through user The processed data received at the server 270 is compared
training as will be described below. 30 with social templates stored in a memory included in a remote

Using the above example in relation to the Mother and the calculating logic 275 of the server 270. The remote calculat-

Baby, in order to set up the social template in the first instance, ing logic 275 provides the result of the comparison to a

the Mother would activate the social training program 167 requesting caller via the network 260 according to a hierar-
while in the nursery with the Baby, and the social signature chical social classification. In this manner, the assignment
would be associated with that particular social template. Spe- 35 and training of the social templates according to social sig-
cifically, the data sensed by the location sensor 110, the iner- natures is performed externally at the server 270 instead of
tial sensor 120, the optical sensor 130, and the acoustic sensor within the mobile device 200. The assigned social template is
140 would be correlated with the new social template, and the maintained in a server (such as the server 270) through which
Mother would then enter the degrees of information to be the caller must access to reach the mobile device 200. As

provided to various categories ofpotential callers (i.e., Father, 40 such, when the caller attempts to contact the mobile device
Friend, Neighbor, Office, School, Stranger etc.). Subse- 200, the caller is given the information according to the hier-

quently, should a caller be given the wrong amounts of infor- archical social classifications prior to contacting the mobile
mation, the Mother could again activate the social training device 200.

program 167 to improve the social signatures recognized by However, it is understood that, while shown as lacking the
the social template. In this manner, each social template could 45 capability of providing the hierarchical social classification
be associated with more than one set of social signatures so as within the mobile device 200, the mobile device 200 could
to allow for variations from the original detected social sig- also have this capability locally within the mobile device 200
nature and to improve the functionality of the mobile device so as to have an internal and external capability of selectively
100. providing information according to the hierarchical social

Once the mobile device 100 assigns the social template so classification incorporated in the social templates.
associated with the current social signature, the assigned FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram for a method of social
social template is sent to an external server within the mobile monitoring using sensors in accordance an embodiment of
network of the caller. As such, when the caller attempts to the present invention. In operation 300, the sensor data is
contact the mobile device 100, the caller is given the infor- sampled by the calculating logic 150, 250. In the embodi-
mation according to the hierarchical social classifications 55 ments ofFIGS. 1 and 2, calculating logic 150, 250 detects the

prior to contacting the mobile device 100. data fromthe location processor 115, 210, the motionproces
Additionally, the mobile device 100 consistently monitors sor 125, 220, the optical processor 135, 230, and the acoustic

for a change in the social signature, such as where the mobile processor 145, 240. The sampling can be performed at preset
device 100 changes location or detects a change in the optical intervals, or continuously.
or acoustic levels. At this point, the mobile device 100 will 60 In operation 305, the data samples detected by the calcu-
determine whether the social signature indicates a change in lating logic 150, 250 are formatted into social signatures for
the currently assigned social template, or whether another use in matching against social templates. In operation 310,
social template is to be assigned. Using the above example, where the mobile device is not performing a comparison of
where the social signature indicates that the baby is now the social signatures with social templates, such as in the
awake and crying, the social template would be changed to 65 embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the calculating logic 250 sends
allow information on the new status of the baby, but likely the formatted data to the server 270 across the network 260.
maintain a do-not-disturb social template. However, it is understood that operation 310 need not be
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performed in all aspects of the invention, such as where the relation to the user of the mobile device 100, 200, or could
mobile device 100 of FIG. 1 is being used. also be shared from other mobile devices. In this manner, the

In operation 315, the formatted data is compared to the social templates could be unique to the user, or be refined
social templates. In operation 320, the calculating logic 150 through the collective experience of any number ofother user

or the remote calculating logic 275 makes an a priori classi- 5 experiences.
fication assigning one of the social templates to the formatted While not required in all aspects, the training and updating
data. This a priori classification is based upon a closest match in operations 330, 335 could be performedusing Fuzzy Adap
between the social signature in the formatted data and the tive Resonance, Learning Vector Quantization, or other tech-
social signature or signatures associated with each social niques whereby a computational device learns from detected

template. 10 errors in order to improve future reactions to like sensor

The calculating logic 150 or the remote calculating logic inputs.
275 detects a classification error in operation 325. Since the Where there is no training to be performed (such as where
social signature in the formatted data and the social signature there is no classification error or where the classification error

or signatures associated with each social template may not is de minimus), the calculating logic 150 or the remote cal-

exactly match, this difference is a classification error. Con- 15 culating logic 275 detects whether there has been a commu-

versely, where there is an exact match, there is no classifica- nication request to the mobile device 100, 200 in operation
tion error. 340. Where there is no communication request, the process

By way of example, assuming the mobile device user is at returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signature
a movie, the location sensor 110 detects the location as that of has changed.
the movie theatre, and the inertial sensor 120 indicates no 20 Where there is a communication request, the calculating
movement. Further, the mobile device 100 might include a logic 150 or the remote calculating logic 275 compares the
near field communication (NFC) device which detects that requestor with the access level assigned to the requestor con-

the mobile device 100 was used to purchase a ticket to a tained in the selected social template in operation 345. In

movie, and the movie start time. The mobile device 100 might operation 350, the information level assigned to the requestor
also include a clock which detects that the start time has 25 is provided to the requestor prior to communication being
passed, but the optical sensor 130 determines that the movie completed in order for the requestor to determine, based upon
theater lights are bright. In contrast, for the social signature of the informationprovided, whether the communication should
a social template for watching a movie, the optical sensor be completed or whether the mobile device user would not

could be for a low light, but also include the movie theater appreciate the call. After reporting the information, the pro-
location, no acceleration, time being after the start time, and 30 cess returns to operation 300 to determine if the social signa-
the ticket data from the NFC device. In this instance, the ture has changed.
social signature in the formatted data would include a number While described in the context ofvoice communications, it
of matching elements (i.e., location, acceleration, time, and is understood that the social templates could also be used to

NFC data) which are consistent with the social signature of a prevent other forms of communication, such as text mes-

social template for watching a movie, but the error would 35 sages, facebook updates, emails, instant messages, or other
exist in relation to the optical data. Thus, in operation 320, the like communications which can be distracting to a user of a

a priori classification would be the social template for watch- mobile device. By way of example, the detected social sig-
ing the movie, and the classification error in operation 325 nature might correspond to a user driving a car with a Blue-
would be in relation to the optical data being high as opposed tooth headset. In this case the social template might provide
to low. 40 information to the sender that the user is driving and is not

Where there is a classification error, a training update can available to read the text message, but should instead be
be optionally performed in operation 330. If the training contacted using a voice communication.

update is to be performed, the classification error weighting is Moreover, it is understood that aspects of the invention do

updated or the social signature is matched to a new social not require a communication request to provide the differing
template created by the user in operation 335. According to an 45 levels of information such that operation 340 is optional. By
aspect of the invention, where there is the classification error way of example, in aspects of the invention, the social tem-

such that the training update is needed, the user might be plate might be to log in and send or update specific informa-

prompted to confirm that the a priori classification is accurate. tion to one or more social networking services and/or microb-
Ifthe a priori classification is accurate, the classification error logs. The social template could specify the type of

weights are updated in operation 335 for that particular social so information to be provided, as well as any necessary log in

template to ensure that the social signature in the formatted and username information needed to authorize the social
data is recognized in the future as belonging to the same social networking services and/or microblogs to receive such

template. In contrast, where the a priori classification is not updates. While not required in all aspects, a detected biomet-
accurate, a new social template can be created. In this manner, ric would be useful in ensuring that the proper account is
the social templates are constantly refined. The updated clas- 55 accessed.
sification error weighting and/or template from operation 335 In this manner, the device 100, 200 could chronicle a user' s

is stored in the memory 160 or in the server 270. status, and could provide different updates to different social

Using the above example in relation to the social template networking services. For instance, a user in a coffee shop
for watching a movie, the same social template for watching might want to update their social networking site (such as

a movie could have an updated error weighting in relation to 60 FACEBOOK) to indicate to users that they are at the coffee
the relative importance of the lighting, and thus would be shop. Where the user has more than one social networking
associated with more social signatures. In contrast, the user site, the user might not want this information on a profession
might create a new social template, such as a social template networking site (such as LINKED-IN). Conversely, where
for waiting to watch a movie in which the user would allow the user is in a work related activity, such as at a conference,
more communication. 65 the social template could be configured to provide the same or

While not required in all aspects, such updated error different updates on the social and professional networking
weights and new social templates could be generated solely in sites. A similar chronicle of the user's status could be pro-
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vided on TWITTER or other microblog site. In this way, the software may also be resident on an article of manufacture
device 100, 200 would be able to provide constant feeds and comprising a computer readable medium having computer
updates to automatically enliven a user's social and profes- readable program code embodied therein and being readable
sional networking site(s) and/or issue microblogs such as by the mass storage device and for causing the processor to
tweets according to a status sensed from the various device 5 operate in accordance with the methods and teachings herein.
sensors 110, 120, 130, 140. The present invention may also be embodied in a handheld

In aspects ofthe invention, even where a user does not have
or portable device containing a subset of the computer hard-

a social networking service and/or microblog set up, the
ware components described above. For example, the hand-

social template could be configured to provide specific infor- held device may be configured to contain only the bus, the
mation using text, email and/or voice messaging. By way of 10

processor and memory. The handheld device may also be
example, the social template could be designated for emer- configured to include a set ofbuttons or input signaling com-
gency situations, and automatically provide information to

ponents with which a user may select from a set of availablethe police, fire department, family and/or friends. Such com-
options. The handheld device may also be configured tomunication could be throughtext messages, emails, computer

read messages sent to a voice lineandwhere social network-15 include an output apparatus such as a liquid crystal display
ing service and/or microblog are set up, through networking (LCD) or display element matrix for displaying information

service and microblog updates. In this way, the device 1 00, to a user of the handheld device. Conventional methods may
200 would be able to summon help in an emergency situation be used to implement such a handheld device. The implemen-
according to a status sensed from the various device sensors tation of the present invention for such a device would be

110, 120, 130, 140. 20 apparent to one ofordinary skill in the art given the disclosure

By way of example, the device sensors 110, 120, 130, 140 of the present invention as provided herein.
could detect a sharp audio sound and a sudden deceleration, The present invention may also be embodied in a special
and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the social purpose appliance including a subset of the computer hard-

signature as being for a car crash. From the social signature ware components described above. For example, the appli-
for the car crash, the calculating logic 150, 275 would select 25 ance may include a processor, a data storage device, a bus, and
a social template which provides information on the time memory, and only rudimentary communications mecha-
since impact and location of impact to the police and ambu- nisms, such as a small touch-screen that permits the user to

lance services, as well as providing an alert to family and/or communicate in a basic manner with the device. In general,
friends. the more special-purpose the device is, the fewer of the ele-

By way of another example, the device sensors 110, 120, 30 ments need be present for the device to function. In some

130, 140 could detect heat and an optical/acoustic signature devices, communications with the user may be through a

consistent with a fire, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could touch-based screen, or similar mechanism.
detect the social signature as being for a fire. From the social It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art

signature for the fire, the calculating logic 150, 275 would that any configuration of the system may be used for various
select a social template which provides information on the 35 purposes according to the particular implementation. The
likelihood of a fire, and location of fire to the police and fire control logic or software implementing the present invention

department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or can be stored on any machine-readable medium locally or

friends. remotely accessible to processor. A machine-readable

By way of a further example, the device sensors 110, 120, medium includes any mechanism for storing or transmitting
130, 140 could detect a sudden change in breathing signatures 40 information in a form readable by a machine (e.g. a com-

as well as a change in a user's pulse indicative of a heart puter). For example, a machine readable medium includes
attack, and the calculating logic 150, 275 could detect the read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM),
social signature as being for a medical emergency. From the magnetic disk storage media, optical storage media, flash
social signature for the medical emergency, the calculating memory devices, electrical, optical, acoustical or other forms

logic 150, 275 would select a social template which provides 45 of propagated signals (e.g. carrier waves, infrared signals,
information on the type ofmedical emergency, and a location digital signals, etc.).
of the medical emergency to emergency services and/or the The detailed description of embodiments of the invention
fire department, as well as providing an alert to family and/or makes reference to the accompanying drawings in which like
friends. references indicate similar elements, showing by way ofillus-

While described in terms of a mobile device, it is under- so tration specific embodiments of practicing the invention.
stood that aspects of the invention need not be limited to a Description of these embodiments is in sufficient detail to

device that can be carried by a user. For instance, the device enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention. One
could be mounted to a moving vehicle and thus not be carried skilled in the art understands that other embodiments may be

by a user. Further, aspects need not be used in a device which utilized and that logical, mechanical, electrical, functional
is mobile, such as where the device is in a room and observes 55 and other changes may be made without departing from the
sensor inputs which change as in a security system or other scope of the present invention. The following detailed

system which utilizes sensors. description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense,
It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art and the scope of the present invention is defined only by the

that any configuration of the system may be used for various appended claims.

purposes according to the particular implementation. The 60 In the foregoing specification, the invention has been
control logic or software implementing the present invention described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments
can be stored in main memory, mass storage device, or other thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifica-

storage medium locally or remotely accessible to processor. tions and changes may be made thereto without departing
It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth

the system, method, and process described herein can be 65 in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are,

implemented as software stored in main memory or read only accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a

memory and executed by processor. This control logic or restrictive sense.
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Although a few embodiments ofthe present invention have the movement being experienced by the communication

been shown and described, it would be appreciated by those device, and the environment of the communication
skilled in the art that changes may be made in this embodi- device.
ment without departing from the principles and spirit of the 3. The communication system of claim 1, wherein:
invention, the scope ofwhich is defined in the claims and their 5 the levels of the social hierarchy of the retrieved social

equivalents, template include:
What is claimed is: a first social hierarchy level which provides one level of
1. A communication system in communication with a com- information as selected in the retrieved social tem-

munication device via a network and which automatically plate,
provides differing levels of information according to a pre- 10 a second social hierarchy level which provides another
determined social hierarchy, the communication system com- level of information as selected in the retrieved social
prising: template, and

a memory which stores social templates, each social tem- a third social hierarchy level which provides a further
plate corresponding to a unique social signature com- level of information as selected in the retrieved social

prising a first sensor value range and a second sensor 15 template; and
value range other than the first sensor value range and the processor determines a level value of each member by
each social template being selectable to provide, for comparing the member with members assigned to hav-
each level of the predetermined social hierarchy, a cor- ing the first social hierarchy level, the second social

responding differing amount of information to each hierarchy level, and the third social hierarchy level, and
member of the predetermined social hierarchy; and 20 provides only as much information as allowed by the

a server comprising determined social hierarchy level.
a processor which receives from the communication 4. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the

device sensor data received from a sensor set of the processor further detects an error between the detected social
communication device which detects sensor data signature and the social signature of the determined one

including a first detected sensor value from a first 25 social template having the greatest correspondence, updates
sensor and a second detected sensor value from a the social signature ofthe determined one social template to

second sensor related to an environment of the com- include the detected error in the first and/or second sensor

munication device, creates a detected social signature value ranges such that the social signature of the determined
from the received sensor data, determines which of one social template incorporates the detected social signature
the social signatures of the social templates has a 30 where it is determined that the determined one social template
greatest correspondence with the created social sig- is accurate, and creates a new social template using the
nature through comparison of the first and second detected social signature where it is determined that the deter-
detected sensor values and the first and second sensor mined one social template is not accurate.

value ranges of each stored social template, retrieves 5. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the
from the memory the determined one social template 35 processor automatically determines if an incoming commu-

having the greatest correspondence, and provides to at nication from a communication requestor being received
least one member of the predetermined social hierar- through the transceiver is interruptive by, prior to completing
chy only as much information as allowed based on the the communication, assigning the communication requestor
retrieved social template; and to one of the levels of the social hierarchy, and providing to

a transceiver which receives the sensor data from the 40 the communication requestor only as much information as

sensor set in the communication device, and provides allowed based on the retrieved social template.
under the control ofthe processor to at least one of the 6. The communication system of claim 1, wherein, for at

member ofthe predetermined social hierarchy only as least one of the social templates, each level of the social
much information as allowed based on the retrieved hierarchy corresponds to a corresponding different social net-

social template, 45 working service, and the processor automatically provides
wherein: different updates to each ofthe social networking services as

the first detected sensor value of the sensor data com- allowed under the social hierarchy as defined in the one social

prises optical information from an optical sensor of template.
the sensor set which detects an amount of light of the 7. The communication system of claim 6, wherein:
environment of the communication device, and the so one of the social networking services is for professional
second detected sensor value of the sensor data com- networking for a first level of the social hierarchy,
prises acoustic information from an acoustic sensor of one of the social networking services is for non-profes-
the sensor set which detects a sound level of the envi- sional networking for a second level of the social hier-
ronment of the communication device, and archy,

the processor retrieves from the memory the determined 55 one of the social networking services is a microblogging
one social template having the detected amount of service for a third level of the social hierarchy,
light within the first sensor value range, and the the professional networking, non-professional network-
detected sound level within the second sensor value ing, and microblogging services are different services,
range. and

2. The communication system of claim 1, wherein: 60 the professional networking, non-professional network-
the sensor data comprises a location of the communication ing, and microblogging services receive corresponding

device, and movement of the communication device, different updates.
and 8. The communication system of claim 1, wherein, for at

the processor compares the location withmap data to deter- least one of the social templates, there is a single level of
mine a map location of the communication device, and 65 social hierarchy for a social networking service, and the pro-
creates the detected social signature to include informa- cessor automatically provides an update to the social net-

tion on the map location of the communication device, working service.
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9. The communication system of claim 1, wherein, for at acoustic information from an acoustic sensor ofthe sen-

least one of the social templates, there is a single level of sor set which detects a sound level ofthe environment of
social hierarchy for a microblogging service, and the proces- the communication device;
sor automatically provides an update to the microblogging constructing a social signature using the received sensor

service. 5 data;
10. The communication system ofclaim 1, wherein, at least determining which one of a plurality of social templates

one of the social templates corresponds to an emergency, and has a social signature with a greatest correspondence
when the processor detects an emergency situation from the with the constructed social signature through compari-
detected social signature, the processor automatically pro- son of the first and second detected sensor values and
vides information related to the emergency to predetermined 10 first and second sensor value ranges of each social tem-

emergency services, friends, and/or family members accord- plate, each social template corresponding to a unique
ing to the detected emergency situation. social signature comprising corresponding first and sec-

11. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the ond sensor value ranges and each social template being
processor processes the received sensor data to obtain bio-

15
selectable to provide, for each level ofthe predetermined

metric data ofa user ofthe communication device, creates the social hierarchy, a corresponding differing amount of
detected social signature from the received sensor data and information to each member ofthe predetermined social
the obtained biometric data, identifies the user according to hierarchy; and
the obtained biometric data, and retrieves from the memory retrieving from a memory the determined one social tem-

the determined one social template having the greatest corre- 20 plate having the greatest correspondence and having the

spondence to the detected social signature for the identified detected amount of light within the first sensor value
user. range, and the detected sound level within the second

12. The communication system of claim 11, wherein the sensor value range,
sensor set comprises an input device ofwhich the user uses to wherein at least one member of the predetermined social

input data, and the processor identifies the user according to a 25 hierarchy is provided only as much information as

pattern of the user while inputting the data. allowed based on the retrieved social template.
13. The communication system of claim 11, wherein the 20. The method of claim 19, wherein:

processor identifies the user according to an optical pattern the sensor data comprises a location ofthe communication

unique to the user and which is detected using the optical device, and movement of the communication device,
sensor.

30 and
the constructing the social signature comprises comparing14. The communication system of claim 11, wherein the

the location with map data to determine a map location
sensor set comprises an audio sensor, and the processor iden-

of the communication device, and creating the social
tifies the user according to a speech pattern unique to the user signature to include information on the map location of
and which is detected using the audio sensor.

35 the communication device, the movement being experi-
15. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the enced by the communication device, and the environ-

sensor set comprises an input device which the user uses to ment of the communication device.
input data, and the processor detects a status of the commu- 21. The method of claim 19, further comprising:
nication device according to use or non-use of the input detecting an error between the constructed social signature
device. 40 and the social signature of the determined one social

16. The communication system of claim 15, wherein the template having the greatest correspondence;
input device comprises a touch screen display including a updating the social signature ofthe determined one social

capacitive sensor, and the processor detects a status of the template to include the detected error such that the social
communication device according to changes in a capacitance signature of the determined one social template incor-
detected by the capacitive sensor. 45 porates the detected social signature in the first and/or

17. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the second sensor value ranges where it is determined that
sensor set comprises an Ultra Wideband sensor which pro- the determined one social template is accurate; and
vides ranging data regarding the environment of the commu- creating a new social template using the detected social
nication device, and the processor includes in the social sig- signature where it is determined that the determined one

nature a size of the location in which the communication so social template is not accurate.

device is found using the provided ranging data. 22. The method of claim 19, further comprising:
18. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the detecting an incoming communication from a communi-

sensor data comprises usage data relating to a use of the cation requestor; and
communication device, prior to completing the communication, assigning the

19.A method ofautomatically providing differing levels of 55 communication requestor to one of the levels of the
information according to a predetermined social hierarchy, social hierarchy, and providing to the communication
the method comprising: requestor only as much information as allowed based on

receiving sensor data at a server from a communication the retrieved social template.
device having a sensor set producing the sensor data 23. The method ofclaim 19, wherein the information pro-
including a first detected sensor value from a first sensor 60 vided by the retrieved social template is an update to a social
and a second detected sensor value from a second sensor networking service as allowed based on the retrieved social
related to an environment of the communication device, template.
the first detected sensor value of the sensor data com- 24. The method ofclaim 23, wherein the information pro-
prising optical information from an optical sensor of the vided comprises a different update to another social network-
sensor set which detects an amount of light of the envi- 65 ing service as allowed based on the retrieved social template,
ronment of the communication device, and the second the another social networking service being other than the
detected sensor value of the sensor data comprising social networking service.
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27 28
25. The method of claim 24, wherein the information pro- porates the detected social signature in the first and/or

vided comprises an update to a microblogging service as second sensor value ranges where it is determined that
allowed based on the retrieved social template. the determined one social template is accurate according

26. The method of claim 19, further comprising detecting to received confirmation information; and
an emergency situation from the constructed social signature, 5 storing the updated social template in the memory.
wherein the information provided comprises information 30. The method of claim 19, further comprising:
related to the emergency situation and which is selectively to detecting an error between the constructed social signature
be sent to predetermined emergency services, friends, and/or and the social signature of the determined one social
family members according to the detected emergency situa- template having the greatest correspondence;
tion using one of the social templates. 10 creating a new social template using the detected social

27. The method of claim 19, further comprising: signature where it is determined that the determined one

obtaining biometric data using the received sensor data; social template is not accurate according to received
and confirmation information; and

identifying a user of the communication device according storing the new social template.
to the obtained biometric data, wherein the determining 15 31. The method of claim 19, further comprising:
comprises determining the one social template having receiving a request to construct a new social template;
the greatest correspondence for the identified user. assigning the constructed social signature to the new social

28. The method of claim 19, wherein the sensor data com- template;
prises usage data relating to a use of the communication assigning a corresponding social hierarchy to the new

device. 20 social template; and
29. The method of claim 19, further comprising: storing the new social template having the assigned social

detecting an error between the constructed social signature signature and social hierarchy.
and the social signature of the determined one social 32. A non-transitory computer readable medium encoded

template having the greatest correspondence; with processing instructions to implement the method of

updating the social signature of the determined one social 25 claim 19 executed by one or more processors.
template to include the detected error such that the social

signature of the determined one social template incor-
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